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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF H.R. 10710-THE TRADE
REFORM ACT OF 1973

Introduction

The Trade Reform Act of 1973, passed by the House of Representa-
tives by a vote of 272 to 140 on December 11, 1973, would delegate to
the Pilesident greater tariff and trade authorities than the Congress
has ever delegated before to any President. Under Article I, Section
8 of the Constitution, the Congress has the plenary constitutional au-
thority to "lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts," etc., and to "regu-

late trade with foreign nations." Since 1934 Congress has periodically
delegated specific and limited trade agreement authority to the Presi-
dent for the purpose of negotiating reciprocal tariff and trade con-
cessions with foreign nations. The last major delegation of authority
to the President to negotiate trade agreements was contained in the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

Six long rounds of multinational negotiations have taken place in
the post World War II era. Without question, these negotiations
have whittled down tariff barriers to the point where, in most com-
modities and for most countries, tariffs are not considered to be the
most significant form of protection. A comparison of tariff levels
among major industrial countries is provided in Appendix A.

Since the end of the Kennedy Round the term "nontariff barrier"
has been very muach in vogue. A "nontariff barrier" or "distortion," as
the more sophisticated experts term it, literally refers to any trade
barrier or trade di *orting device other than a tariff. Thus a quota
would be a nontariff barrier (NTB). But the term is so broad, it can
be construed to include automobile emission standards, health and
:Safety codes, licensing and distribution systems, investment restric-
tions, competitive bidding procedtiresq and restrictions, discriminatory
taxes and a whole host of government or private actions which affect
trade and investment. Each nation literally has thousands of practices
which other nations consider "nontariff barriers." A summary of
major tariff and nontariff barriers appears in Appendix B.

The, Subcommittee on International Trade, following the lead of the,
full Committee in the stillborn Trade Act of 1970, requested the Tariff
Commission to do a complete study on nontariff barriers by sector.
That study is now available. It appears to be the most thorough study
of its lknd ever undertaken in this country.

The next round of multinational GATT negotiations are intended
to attack nontariff trade barriers. Unquestionably, this is an am-
bitious undertaking as the negotiations are bound to get into the
domestic laws and regulations of major natioils which bear little or no
relation to international trade. Any law or regulation which may affect
trade (even though they might deal with an environmental or health

(1)
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matter) could be an object for negotiation. Thus the House bill grants
authority to the President to modify U.S. laws and regulations as part
of any trade agreement, subject to a congressional veto procedure.

As of this date, there seems to be little consensus among the major
trading nations as to what the major nontariff barriers are or how
they should be negotiated. The GATT secretariat has completed an
inventory of nontariff barriers based on each member country's sub-
mission of complaints against other members. There was an attempt
to categorize the complaints into five broad areas- (1) government par-
ticipation in trade; (2) customs and administrative entry precedents;
(3) standards; (4) specific limitations on trade; and (5) charges on
imports. Each category is so broad it covers a multitude of practices
deemed to be non-tariff barriers. Negotiating in sensitive areas will
be slow an~d difficult.

The European Community still seems preoccupied with internal
problems and has not shown much enthusiasm for the GATT talks.
The French have suggested that the trade negotiations should await a
satisfactory renegotiation of the IMF rules, a twist on the U.S. posi-
tion that a change in the monetary rules would be incomplete without
a change in the trading rules. Thus, the negotiations may be very slow
in getting off the ground. Based on previous rounds, one can expect a
long period of jockeying for positions in the inner councils of govern-
ments with the critical tradeoffs coining in the last hours of the nego-
tiations. There was an original hope that the round may finish by 1975
but few feel this is still possible.

In the two or more years that have transpired since the Trade Re-
form Act was conceived by the Executive and considered, amended, and
passed by the House of Representatives, the world economy has suf-
fered severe shocks. There have been two official devaluations of the
American dollar, a new international monetary system (or nonsystem)
of fluctuating exchange rates and an energy crisis that threatens the
economies of the western world as well as the political cohesion of the
major nations.

Traditional trade problems have usually been associated with rising
imports and their effect on industries, firms and jobs. Such "tradi-
tional" problems often were caused by oversupply. Current trade prob-
lems are more typically due to shortages-food and fiber, energy,
metals and many others. We have moved into an era of resource
scarcity and accelerated inflation-an era in which producing countries
are increasingly tempted to withhold supplies for economic or politi-
cal reasons. It's a totally new ball game, which was not envisaged in
the planning and conception of theTrade Reform Act.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN-WORLD ECONOMY

The U.S. and world economies have passed through several phases
since the last large grant of trade negotiating authority was delegated
to the Executive in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. During the early
1960's the TJ.S. economy moved from stagnation to respectable gro vth
without significant inflation. Beginning in 1965 a deep rooted infla-
tionary trend developed which has not abated. Indeed inflation in the
United States has reac.ied unprecedented proporions in peacetime.
Underlying this inflation have been the largest budget deficits since
World War II. The endemic inflation led to extraordinary balance of
trade and payments deficits between 1970 and 1972 which in turn
created massive runs against the dollar. After the. U.S. could no longer
maintain a fixed parity between the dollar and gold- the fixed exchange
rate structure collapsed on August 15, 1971. Several dollar devalua-
tions have occurred since that date. By making imports more expensive
and exports relatively less expensive, the dollar devaluations probably
added significantly to the inflationary pressures in the economy, cre-
ating shortages of raw materials and leading to the imposition of ex-
port controls on those products for which we had the largest compara-
tive advantage (e.g. soybeans). Unquestionably, the imposition of such
controls complicates the U.S. negotiating position in the forthcoming
round of trade negotiations. While the last returns on the effects of the
dollar devaluations are not yet in, there are some signs that the U.S.
trade performance is improving. In 1973, U.S. exports buoyed by large
agricultural sales reached $70.8 billion while U.S. imports (f.o.b.)
were $69.1 billion. Since the second quarter of 1973, the dollar has
gained strength in the foreign exchange. market in relation to the
yen, the deutche mark, the French franc, and the British pound. It
is now valued at close to the parities established at the Smithsonian
agreement. A historical statistical overview of the U.S. trade and bal-
ance of payments performance is provided in another staff briefing
document.

As the U.S. economy underwent significant internal changes during
the 1960's and early 1970's, the U.S. economic position in the world
economy declined vis-a-vis Western Europe and Japan. The European
Community, born in 1958 under the Treaty of Rome, has become the
world's most important trading bloc, with exports and imports ex-
ceeding $300 billion. The Community's share of world GNP, world
trade and world reserve assets has grown' markedly since the 1960's and
this trend has accelerated in the 1970's.
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Japan's growth on all fronts has even outstrippedl that of the Euro-
pean Community. Real growth in Japan grew at the phenomenal rate
of 10.5 percent a year for the period of 1960 through 1972, as com-
pared with 5.0 percent in Italy, 4.5 percent in West Germany, 4.1 per-
cent in the U.S. and 2.7 percent in the United Kingdom. In almost
every international econonlic indicator of growth, Japan has been the
leader. In terms of military or tax burden, however, Japan is at the
bottom of the list. Yet the achilles heel of the Japanese economy-its
overwhelming dependence on foreign oil-may rupture the record of
remarkable growth of the Japanese economy. Japanese economic
planners are now forecasting a real economic growth rate of only 2.5
percent for the coming year.

Less developed countries as a whole have done fairly well in terms
of economic growth, and trade and balance of payments performance.
Between 1960 and 1972 real economic growth in the "LDC's" averaged
over the 5 percent. target set for the "decade of development." By the
fall of 1973. these countries had accumulated $40.6 billion in inter-
national reserve assets compared to $10 billion in 1960. Of course, these
overall figures mask wide divergence in performance. Some so-called
LDC's--the Arab oil producing nations-are now in effect holding
the Western economies at bay through selective boycotts and massive
price increases. One of the most serious and challenging facts facing
the world is tliat at present consumption levels, world ithports 6f
petroleum will jump from $45 billion in 1973 to about $115 billion in
1974, or by about $70 billion. Oil exporting countries' revenues will
increase in 1974 to nearly $100 billion or three-and-a-half times the
1973 levels. Other LDC's sitting on other important mineral resources,
may be tempted to form their own producers' cartel to seek a maxi-
mum rate of return on their assets. This bill does not deal with the
problem -of raw material shortages, export embargoes and price
gouging by producer cartels. Rather, it grants LDC's "general tariff
concessions" to improve their competitive position in manufactured
goods.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS: TRADE, AID, INVESTMENT, MILITARY

There is a large body of opinion in this country, as well as abroad,
that trade issues cannot be divorced from monetary, energy, and in-
vestment issues which have been considered by various subcommittees
of the Senate Committee on Finance. For example, multinationall
corporations" are the largest and most powerful force in the interna-
tional movement of goods, services, money, technology. In. short, they
g- aerate natiolial wealth. Each nation seeks to maximize the advan-
tages of having these corporations operate within its borders and mini-
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mize any dislocations created by the shifts of capital, goods and tech-
nology or the alleged disadvantages of foreign ownership and control.
Such corporations are both coveted and condemned according to
whether they meet the goals and rising expectations of the multiple
nations ill which they operate.

National conflicts have occurred and are likely to continue to occur
when the multinational corporation satisfies the demands of one nation
at the expense of another, or when the national policies of the sovereign
nations themselves are at variance. For example, the United States
forbids any of its citizens--including U.S. corporations operating from
a U.S. base or a foreign subsidiary-from trading with certain nations,
such as Cuba. We also have certain restrictions over the ex-
portation of technology which is considered important for our national
security. A conflict will develop when a U.S. foreign subsidiary, which
may be jointly owned by a foreign person or state, has to satisfy U.S.
laws and foreign laws when the laws themselves are in conflict. This is
but one of the many issues raised by multinational corporations oper-
ating in a nation-state system. This document does not pretend to
describe the other complex issues arising out of multinational corpora-
tions. That has been done in other documents published by the Senate
Finance Committee and its subcommittees.' The salient point raised
by H.R. 10710 is that the ground rules established as a result of a now
multinational trade negotiation will determine how the players of the
game will operate, and that means jobs, money flows, balances of trade
and payments et al. for all countries.

Trade flows cannot be realistically divorced from money
flows and investment. Nor can they be totally separated from
military and aid burdens. Some would suggest that the assymetry
between economic and trade growth on the one hand, and military
and aid burdens on the other has been fundamentally responsible for
the persistent structural imbalance in the world's monetary and trading
system. The 'net government account deficit in the U.S. balance of
payments since 1950 has been $135 billion, about equal to the growth
in foreign country monetary reserve assets over this period. Thus,
trade reform, monetary reform and burden sharing of aid and defense
costs are interrelated issues which must be dealt with in a coordih'nted
and comprehensive manner. The Trade Reform Act is intended to give
the Executive authority to negotiate structural changes in the world
trading system, which will be related to negotiated changes in the
international monetary system. Presumably, there is, or will be, high-
level planning within the Administration on the coordination of
trade, monetary aid, investment and military goals.

I U.S. Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on International Trade, "The Multi-
national Corporation and the World Economy", Washington, D.C., February 26, 1973.
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DIFFERING PERCEPTIONS OF U.S. AND WORLD ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

At the heart of the disagreement between the Administration
and large segments of organized labor concerning the nature of trade
legislation is a fundamental divergence of views as to what changes
are needed in the present structure of world trade and investment.

The views of the Administration and of organized labor, respec-
tively, are best characterized by the Trade Reform Act on the one
hand and the Foreign Trade and Investment Act (Hartke-Burke)
on the other.

The Administration's view, which is by and large reflected in the
House bill, is that the President needs broad-scale authority in the
trade field to negotiate for an "open and equitable" world economic
order. This view recognizes that major structural changes have taken
place in the world economy which have made existing institutions
somewhat inequitable and outmoded, but is optimistic in its outlook
that trade and monetary negotiations can right the inequities that
exist.

Organized labor's view, as reflected in the Hartke-Burke proposal,
appears to be that, through the encouragement of a transfer of capital
and technology by multinational corporations and through erroneous
trade policies, we are responsible for the structural distortions in the
world economy as well as for our own domestic employment and in-
flation problems. Since we are responsible for our own problems, their
solutions, according to this view, lies in changes in our own trade and
tax laws. Thus, this view is pessimistic in its assessment as to whether
trade negotiations, without changes in U.S. laws governing trade and
investment, can right inequities that exist in the world economy.

Before analyzing this bill, it may be useful to consider what the goals
of a new round of trade negotiations should be.

Should it be simply another tariff cutting exercise like the
Kennedy Round? If not, what should be the objectives of the
new negotiation?

Has the time come to negotiate a reform of the GATT-the
institutional framework for trade relations which many feel is
outdated and ineffective? 2 If so, how should institutional reforms
be negotiated?

How should non-tariff barriers or "distortions" be dealt with
in a trade negotiation? Is the sector approach to negotiations
feasible?

* The subject of GATT reform was discussed In a Finance Committee staff document pub-
lished in December 1970, and reproduced as Appendix C.
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Should the Congress grant the Executive authority to
negotiate changes in US. law, subject only to a Congressional
veto procedure? #

Should there be changes in US•. tax laws governing trade and
investment? If so, what changes and how can they be brought
about without placing U.S. interests at a competitive disadvan.
tage vis-a-vis their foreign competitors?

How should the Congress provide temporary protective relief
to those industries, firms and workers which are injured or
threatened by rising imports? Who should decide these questions
and under what criteria? Should such decisions be solely up to
the discretion of the President evon after a fact finding agency
has determined that serious injury exists?

What constitutes "unfair" foreign trade practices and how
should they be dealt with?

Should the Congress extend most favored nation treatment to
goods of nonmarket economies (the nerw phrase for communist
nations), and if so, under what conditions?

Should the United States continue to adhere to an "uncondi-
tional" most favored nation principle in the face of gross viola-
tions of that principle by other nations? Under what circum-
stances should deviations from this principle be permitted? How
can the U.S. persuade other nations, particularly those of Mhe
EC, to eliminate discriminatory preferential trade arrange-
ments and reverse preferences?

Should the United States provide tariff preferences to the goods
of less developed countries and, if so, under what safeguards?

How should the Congress oversee these negotiations?
What role should business, labor and consumer organizations

have in the negotiations?
How should the current problems of raw material shortages

and export controls be dealt with in a trade negotiation?
Should there be international sanctions against countries

which use their economic wealth as a political weapon against
other countries?

Does the United States itself have a consistent policy in this
regard?

Answers to these questions will enable members of the Committee
on Finance to make their own judgments on H.R. 10710.
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General Description of the Bill

TITLE I. NEGOTIATING AND OTHER AUTHORITY

A. Trade Agreement Authority (Chapter 1)

The bill would provide the President with five year authority to enter
into trade agreements with foreign countries for the purpose of modi-
fying tariffs and nontariff barriers, within specified limits and subject
to Congressional veto in the case of changes in nontariff trade barriers
requiring legislation.

1. TARIFF AUTHORITY (SFAMIONS 101 AND 103)

Section 101 would authorize the President to enter into trade agree-
ments with foreign countries and to proclaim modifications in duties
pursuant to such agreements whenever he determines that existing
duties or other restrictions of any foreign country, or of the United
States, are burdening and restricting U.S. foreign trade.

The President would be authorized to negotiate and proclaim
decreases in rates of duty below the July 1973 level, within the follow-
ing limitations:

If existing duties are:
(i) 5% ad valorem or below--no limitations;
(ii) between 5% and 25% ad valorem-60% reduction;
(iii) more than 25% ad valorein-75% reduction, except that

no duty currently above 25% ad valorem could be reduced to rates
below 10% ad valorem.

Pursuant to negotiated trade agreements, the bill would permit the
President to increase rates of duty to a level 50% above the rates exist-
ing on July 1, 1934 (50% above the column 2 rate) or 20% ad valorem
above the rate existing on July 1, 1973, whichever is higher. Section 101
would provide the President with similar but broader authority than
lie had under the. Trade Expansion Act, where, both duty increases and
decreases were generally limited to 50% above 1934 rates and 50%
below 1962 rates, respectively. I

Staging Requirement8.-.Negotiated duty reductions could not be im-
plemented at a rate exceeding the greater of 3% ad valorem or 1/15th
of the total reduction per year, except that no staging would be
required, in cases of total reductions amounting to less than 10%.
Furthermore, no reduction would take effect more than 15 years after
the date of the first proclaimed duty reduction.

(9)

f
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Negotiating Areement Authority
1. Limits on tariff decreases
If existing duty is-

5% or less

between 6 -25%

Tariff may be cut up to-

I T 1~00)1

25% or more
(but 5 not belowC o10 tariff rate)

2. Limits on tariff. increases
Taritfs, may be increased to the higher of-

*150% of 1934 rates,
*20 percentae points above

1973 rates

75

or"

60:
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Satgng requirementss

Annual tariff reductions may not
exceed thegreater of_

e 3 percentage points in the
tariff rate, or

0 /s5 of the total reduction

No staging requirement where
existing tariff is reduced
10% or less

- e -ov o
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2. A1uToRITY WITH RFsPwr To NONTAPIFF BAmmms (Sicorox 102)

CeeneraZ Authority.--Section 102 would authorize the President,
during the five-year period beginning on the date of enactment of the
bill, to negotiate trade agreements with other countries providing for
the reduction or elimination of nontariff barriers and other distortions
of international trade. The President would be urged to achieve equiv-
alent reductions in each product sector for manufactured goods and
within the agricultural sector as a whole. The President would be
required to report to the Congress on the extent to which the objective
is achieved.

No specific limits would be placed upon the President's authority to
negotiate modifications in nontariff barriers and, in fact, no such bar-
riers are delineated anywhere in the bill. It is understood that, except in
those areas where the President has inherent international as well as
domestic authority to negotiate and implement changes in nontariff
barriers without legislation, any trade agreements negotiated under
this section would be submitted to Congress along with any imple-
menting proclamations and orders. What is not clear is precisely
which alleged U.S. nontariff barriers would the President feel he has
authority to change without submitting any agreement to Congress.
Most alleged U.S. nontariff barriers are laws or regulations drawn
to implement congressional intent. Under this bill, the President
could negotiate changes in these laws and regulations subject to a
congressional veto procedure described below.

Conversion Autkhoity.-JIt is contemplated that in most cases the
nontariff barrier agreements would directly reduce or modify the non-
tariff barriers concerned. However, section 102 would also authorize
the President to convert nontariff barriers into rates of duty which
provide substantially "equivalent" tariff protection and to negotiate
the reduction of these "converted" rates of duties independently from
the reduction limits on staging requirements applied to tariff agree-
ments under section 101. The Tariff Commission would be vested with
the responsibility for determining the rate of duty which affords "sub-
stantially equivalent protection" to the barrier being converted.

Conultation Proeedure.--The President would be directed to con-
sult with the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and
Means Committee before entering into any trade agreement, for the
reduction or elimination of a nontariff barrier. According to the House
report, the purpo& of the consultation would be to determine whether
or not legislation would be necessary to implement the reduction of the
nontariff barrier. However, the bill would leave the final authority to
determine whether legislation is required with the President. In cases
where legislation is required or in cases where the President decides to
submit the agreement before the Congress even when not required,
the bill would establish a specific procedure which must be followed
if such agreement and implementing orders are to take effect.
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Nontariff Barriers
e Congressional intent:

- President should take all steps to
reduce or eliminate trade barriers

-To extent feasible, balance, should
be sought for major product sectors
within industry and mining

*Where no change in U.S. law is
required (as determined by President),
President could negotiate and implement
nontariff trade agreement

#Where change in U.S. law is required
(as determined by President),
Corressional veto procedure followed

26-124 0 - 14 - 2
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Veto Prooedur.-The President would be required to submit, not
less than 90 days before the day on which he enters into any such trade
agreement affecting nontariff barriers notification to the Senate and
H-ouse of Representatives of his intention to enter into such an agree-
ment. There is no requirement in the bill that the notice include a sub-
stantial description of the proposed agreement itself. After he enters
into the agreement, the President would be required to deliver to
the Con ss for appropriate referral, a copy of the agreement, a
copy of the implementing proclamations and orders with an explana-
tion of how they would effect existing law, and a statement as to how
the agreement serves the interests of the United States and why each
implementing order is required to carry out the agreement.

The agreement, along with any implementing orders, would enter
into full effect, with respect to U.S. domestic law as well as internation-
ally, 90 days after submission to Congress, unle88 within the 90 day pe-
riod either House adopts by an affirmative vote of the mojority of those
present and voting, a resolution of disapproval with respect to the
agreement. Sections 151 and 152 stipulate the procedural rules ac-
cording to which such resolution would be introduced and dealt with in
each House of Congress. The rules would be quite strict. If the commit-
tee to which the resolution had been referred has not reported it at the
ead of 7 days, it could be discharged of the resolution or of any other
solutionin which has been referred to the committee. There would also
be strict limits on debate and amendments to the resolution.

Congressional Veto Procedure

Notification of Congress 90 days
prior to entering agreement

90 dy

Agreement signed and sent to
Congress

9OdaysI

Agreement becomes effective
unless rejected by resolution

of either House
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The authority to negotiate and implement agreements on nontariff
barriers would be by far the greatest delegation of authority which the
Congress has ever made to any President in the trade area. Although
the President did have the authority to negotiate agreements on import
restrictions other than duties under section 201 of the Trade Expan-
sion Act, it was never utilized, nor intended to be utilized, to the extent
contemplated under section 102 of the proposed bill, Under this section,
the President could negotiate agreements with respect to any and all
nonduty measures affecting trade. Such measures could include, for
example: (1) ASP; (2) marking provisions; (3) standards codes; (4)
wine gallon/proof gallon; (5) final list; (0) health and sanitary
requirements; and (7) customs classifications, etc.

3. O;rHnE AUIORITYO--CHAPTF 2 (SEctioNs 121-128)

GATT Reflen sectionn 1l1).--Section 121 of the bill provides that
the President would, as soon as practicable, take action necessary to
bring trade agreements into conformity with principles promoting the
development of an open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic
system. Specific reference is made to reform of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in the following areas: (1) the revision
of decision-making machinery; (2) the revision of the safeguard

GATT Revision and Authorization
President shall renegotiate GATTarticles
dealing with:
*decision-making machinery (weighted voting)
*import relief
* unfair trade practices
# international fair labor standards
* border taxes
* balance of payments measures

Authorizes appropriations for existing
GATT
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provision, Article XIX to take into account all forms of import re-
straints used in response to injurious competition; (3) extending the
articles to cover h atters not presently covered in order to move to-
ward more fair trade practices; (4) the adoption of international fair
labor standards; (5) revision of the GATIT's treatment of direct and
indirect taxes with specific reference to border tax adjustments; and
(6) revision of the balance-of-payments provision of the GATT so as
to sanction the use of surcharges, during periods of balance-of-
payments difficulties.

Section 121(b) would authorize for the flist time the appropriation
of funds to pay the United States share of the expenses of the con-
tracting parties to the GATT. There is no provision requiring annual
contributions to the GATT to be submitted to Congress for its authori-
zation and approval.

Balatce.-o*f-Payrnent8 Autho?'ity (8ectkon l22).-This section wolild
authorize the President to impose temporary surcharges (not exceed-
ing 15% ad valorem) or quotas on imports in order: (i) to deal with
large and serious United States balance-of-payments deficits; (ii)
to prevent imminent and significant depreciation of the dollar in
foreign exchange markets, or (iii) to cooperate with other countries
in correcting international balance of payments disequilibria. In the
latter case, such measures could only be taken when allowed or recom-
mended by the IMR. It is contemplated that joint actions against
noncooperating countries maintaining unreasonal)ly large or persist-
ent surpluses would be sanctioned by the IMF in the latter cases.

Quotas would be imposed only where permitted pursuant to inter-
national trade or monetary agreements (e.g., Article XII of the
GATT) and only to the extent that the fundamental imbalance can-
not be dealt with effectively by a surcharge. In other words surcharges
would have to be used first, and only if other nations agreed formally
tinder GATT proceedings, would quotas be used for balance-of-pay-
ments purposes.

Import restricting actions would be applied on a nondiscriminatory
basis (MFN), except whet e their President determines that the purpose
of this section would be best served by selecte(d action against one or
more countries having large and persistent surpluses. Quotas would be
applied on a basis which aims at a distribution of trade-with the United
States approaching that which foreign countries could have. expected
in the absence of such restrictions. Under section 122, the President
would be urged to seek modification in international agreements pro-
viding for the use of surcharges instead of quotas as a balance-of-pay-
ments adjustments measure.
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Balance of Payments Authority
t.When U.S. has large deficit:

o Impose import surcharge of up to 15%
and/or impose temporary quotas (only
with IMF approval)

0150 day limit

2. When U.S. has large surpu:
* Reduce duties by not more than

5 percentage points
Reduce or suspend other import
restrictions

o150 day limit

11 , , I A I " I ý #, -,
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Import restricting actions would also be required to be applied on ts
broad and uniform basis with respect to product coverage except where
the President determines that certain articles or groups of articles
should be exempted due to the needs of the U.S. economy. Quotas would
have to permit the importation of a quantity of articles equal to that
imported during the most recent period which the President deter-
mines to be representative of such imports, taking into account any
increase in domestic consumption since the end of the representative
period.

The bill would also authorize the President to reduce duties (by not
more than 5% ad valorem) or to increase quotas on imported articles
in order: (i) to deal with large and persistent United States balance of
payments surpluses or (ii) to prevent significant appreciations of the
dollar in foreign exchange markets. Whenever the President deter-
mines that such measures could cause injury to firms and workers in a
domestic industry he would be given authority to exclude articles of
commerce from actions under section 122.

Balance of payments measures implemented by the President could
not remain in effect longer than a period of 150 days unless such meas-
ures were extended by an Act of Congress. The President would have
the authority to suspend, modify or terminate any balance of payment
measure in effect during the initial 150-day period or during any sub-
sequent period when extended by Congress.

Section 122 would prohibit the President from using his authority to
terminate trade agreement proclamations in order to impose sur-
charges. The President, in the proclamation imposing the 1971 sur-
charge, relied in part on the termination provision of the Trade Ex-
pansion Act of 1962 as authority to impose the surcharge.

Authority to iSupend Import Barriers to Re8train Inflation
(section 1i3).-The bill would provide the President with authority to
reduce duties and increase quota restrictions when he determines that
supplies of articles subject to such import measures are inadequate to
meet domestic demand at reasonable prices. Measures taken under this
section could not affect more than 30% of United States imports during
any one period. No limits on duty reductions or quota increases are
provided. Provision is made to exclude the application of measures
taken under this section to any articles where such action could result
in injury to firms or workers or to any articles subject to proclama-
tions under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. (The
President currently has authority under section 22 to modify import
restrictions imposed thereunder, but according to standards different
than those specified in section 123 of the bill.) Actions taken under
this section with respect to any article could not remain in effect longer
than 150 days, unless a longer period is specifically authorized by an
Act of Congress. Articles subject to such action could not be made the
subject of subsequent action under this act until one year has expired
after the termination of the lost prior action.

-
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Anti -Inflation Authority

e Authorizes President to reduce or
suspend duties and/or increase level
of imports subject to quotas

o Coverage limited to 30% of U.S.
imports during any 150-day period

* Excludes articles subject to sec. 22 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act
(agricultural relief provision)or subject-

to import restrictions under national
security provisions or subject to import

relief actions

| 1 I I _ . .... ...... . . . . .N
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Compensation Authority (section 134).-The President would be
authorized to enter into compensation agreements with foreign coun-
tries whose imports to the United States are restricted by im"fport relief
measures taken pursuant to section 203(b) of this bill. This authority
could not be utilized until after tfhe expiration of the five-year period
provided for the negotiation of trade agreements. Nor could any rate of
duty be decreased to a level lower than 30% below existing rates when
such authority becomes exercisable. No provision is made for reversing
compensatory duty reductions once the import relief measures-
which cannot remain in effect more than 7 years-are terminated.

Countries imposing import relief measures are required under Ar-
ticle XIX of the GATT to offer compensation in the form of tariff
concessions to countries whose exports are adversely affected by the
import relief measure. Such foreign countries are authorized to take
retaliatory measures of their ovwn if the country imposing import re-
lief measures was not able to, or did not, offer concessions to balance
out any injury caused by the increase in tariff or nontariff restric-
tions made for the purpose of import relief.

The practical effect of section 124 is to give statutory recognition
to a procedure which has existed for many years under GATT, i.e.,
whenever import relief is granted any industry threatened or injured
by increased imports on a product bound by a negotiated agree-
ment, the country must offer compensatory tariff reductions of roughly
equivalent value to the countries whose products are affected. In other
words, any action increasing duties or other import barriers on behalf
of one industry might require the lowering of such barriers on prod-
ucts affecting other industries.

Renegotiation Authority (section 195).-This provision of the bill
would provide the President with limited, "clean-up" authority to
negotiate and implement trade agreements for a two-year period fol-
lowing the termination of the primary five-year period during which
agreements may be entered into under section 101. Agreements nego-
tiated under this section could not affect items amounting to more
than 2% of United States imports in either of the two one-year periods
during which it will be in effect. No duties could be decreased more than
20% under this section, nor could they be reduced to a rate lower or
higher than that which could have been accomplished through the use
of the maximum authority granted under section 101 of the bill.
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Termination and Witkd.wad Authority (8eotion 1W6).-Para-
graphs (a) and (b) of this provision are identical to section 255 of
the Trade Expansion Act. Paragraph (a) would provide that trade
agreements entered into under this Title shall be subject to termination
or withdrawal upon due notice at the end of a period (not longer than
three years from the date on which the agreement becomes effective)
specified in the agreement. Following the end of this initial period,
any such agreement shall be subject to withdrawal or termination
upon not more than six months' notice. Paragraph (b) would authorize
the President to terminate, in whole or in part, any proclamation made
under this Title.

Paragraphs (c) and (d) of section 126 represent new law. Para-
graph (c) would provide the President with authority to raise duties in
order to exercise the rights or fulfill the obligations of the United
States whenever it wiithdraw8 or &uspend8 any obligation with respect
to the trade of any foreign country pursuant to its rights under that
trade agreement. Duties may not be increased to a level of 50 percent
above 1934 duties or 20 percent ad valorem above 1973 duties, which-
ever is higher. It is not clear whether it is intended under the bill that
the President have the authority to impose rates at any intermediate
level between the concessionary level and the upper limits specified in
paragraph (d).

Paragraph (d) would provide that upon the ter'mination of any
trade agreement, duties or other import restrictions proclaimed pur-
suant to that agreement shall remain in effect for a period of one year
following such terminaition, unless the President specifically proclaims
that such rates shall be restored to the level they would have reached
were it not for such agreement (i.e. the statutory column 2 rate).

Within 60 days of any such termination, the President would be re-
quired to transmit to the Congress his recommendations for the estab-
lishment of new appropriate rates, which would then have to be estab-
lished pursuant to legislation.

Actions taken to terminate trade agreements rates under paragraph
(b) or to increase duties in connection with the exercise of United
States rights under any trade agreement under paragraph (c), could
only be taken after public hearings had been provided.

The withdrawal authority provided under paragraph (c) is intended
to give the United States leverage to persuade contracting parties to
the GATT to modify or eliminate practices which the United States
felt violated our rights under this agreement.
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Other Authorities Dlgaed to President
Compensation for import relief measures
*Authority available after 5 years
#Tariffs may be cut up to 30%.
*No provision for increasing tariffs once
import relief measures are terminated

Renegotiation of duties (clean- up"
authority)

.2-year authority after 5 -year trade
agreement authority expires

020% tariff reduction permitted, subject to
general tradeagreement limits

*Coverage limited to2% of U. S. imports
National security provisions
* Articles excluded from any action reducing duties

or other import restrictions where such action
would threaten national security

*Articles subject to national security or
import relief actions excluded from
negotiations, and anti-inflation and
compensation actions
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Termination and Withdrawal
*Trade agreements must include provision

permitting termination or withdrmwl within
3 years, and thereafter upon 6 months' notice

* President may at any time terminate tariff
reductions proclaimed pursuant to negotiated
trade agreement

*In order to exercise rights and obligations
under any trade agreement, President given
specific authority to suspend application of
trade agreement and proclaim duty increases

*Trade agreement tariff rate may remain in
effect 1 year following termination of trade
agreement; President submits recommerdciton
for new tariff rates to Congress within 60
days after termination
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Nondicrimrinatory Trade (8eotion 197) .- This section of the bill is
essentially identical to the MFN provision contained in section 251
of the Trade Expansion Act. It would provide that, except as otherwise
provided, all actions taken under Title I of the bill would have to be
applied to the products of all countries, i.e., on a MFN basis. The term
"nondiscriminatory" trade has been used synonymously with the term
most favored nation ("MFN") treatment. The United States extends
MFN treatment (i.e., column I or concessionary rates negotiated pur-
suant to trade agreements) to all of its trading partners, other than
most communist countries (Poland and Yugoslavia do receive nondis-
criminatory treatment). Thus, MFN treatment is presently the norm
for the United States and does not constitute preferential tariff treat-
ment. It is not, however, the norm for common markets, free trade
areas, and other regional trade-bloc arrangements. Specific excep-
tions from the nondiscriminatory treatment requirement would be
provided at the discretion of the President in the bill in such areas as:
nontariff barrier agreements negotiated under section 102, balance of
payments measures, retaliation against unreasonable and unjustified
foreign trade restrictions, and for countries which might qualify for
preferential tariff treatment under Title V.

Reservation of Article8 for National Security and Other Reasons
(section 198).-Paragraph (a), which is equivalent to existing lan-
guage in section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act, would provide that
no proclamations may be made pursuant to the provisions of this Act,
reducing or eliminating the duty or other import restriction on any
article if the President determines that such reduction or elimination
would threaten to impair national security.

Paragraph (b) of section 128 is also comparable with existing law
and would provide that articles subject to national security or import
restrictions shall be reserved from negotiations contemplating the re-
duction or elimination of any duty or other import restriction. The
President is also authorized to reserve any other articles which he
determines to be appropriate after taking into account information
and advice made available by the Tariff Commission, Executive De-
partments, and through public hearings.

Paragraph (c) would require the President to submit to the Con-
gress an annual report on section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act
(import actions to safeguard national security) and to notify Congress
within 60 days of the taking of any action under that section. No com-
plaint procedure or time frame for a decision on a petition made under
the national security program are provided.
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4. HF.AttUX-s A-XD AnvicE Co-.X(CEIINIXt(i NF•rIIrTIO8xs-CIIuuriR 3
(SEarioNs 131-135)

Tariff Cf ommission Advice.-Seetion 131 of the bill would require
the President to publish and submit to the Tariff Commission a list of
articles for which duty modifications may be put into effect pur-
suant to his authority to negotiate trade agreements, as well as un-
der his compensation and renegotiation authorities. Articles to be
made the subject of nontariff barrier negotiations would only be
submitted to the Tariff Commission where the particular NTB was
to be converted into a rate of duty affording substantially equiva-
lent tariff protection. The Tariff Commission would be required to
submit to the President within 6 months its advice as to the effect
of such duty modifications on the major U.S. economic sectors, in-
cluding consumers. The Tariff Commission isrdirected to study speci-
fied foreign and domestic factors influencing the effect of duty modi-
fications on the U.S. economic sectors and to hold public hearings.
The President, if he choose8, could also request the Tariff Commis-
sion to investigate and report on the effects of modification of non-
tariff barriers (not involving conversion to rates of duty) on do-
mestic manufacturers and purchasers.

Executive Department Advice.-Section 132 is comparable to exist-
ing law and would provide that the President shall seek advice from
appropriate executive agencies and other sources before entering into
any trade agreement. The Special Representative for Trade Nego-
tiations is included in the list of agencies for the first time.

Public Hearings.-Section 133 would require the President, through
public hearings, to provide an opportunity for the presentation of
views by any interested parties concerning any matters relating to
proposed trade negotiations or compensation agreements.

Prerequisite for O/flcer8.-Under section 134, the President would be
prohibited from entering into any trade agreement or making a com-
pensation offer affecting duties until after he has received the Tariff
Commission report under section 131 and a sum miary of the public
hearings under section 133. These prerequisites would not apply with
respect to offers in nontariff agreements not affecting duties.

Adviso•y Committee (Private Sector Advice).-Section 135 would
provide for the establishment of various private advisory groups rep-
resenting labor, industry, agriculture, consumers and the public, which
are to provide policy and technical advice on the trade negotiations.
Specific provision is made for the creation of an overall Advisory
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Committee, appointed by the President and chaired by the Special
Trade Representative, composed of not more than 45 individuals rep-
resenting the Government, labor, industry, agriculture, consumer
interests and "the general public". Technical advisory groups in par-
ticular sector areas would also be established upon the President's
initiative or upon that of representatives of the various sectors them-
selves. Informal opportunities for the submission of views from any
other private organizations or groups would also be provided.
5. Ornico 0 H n ow. R RESENTATm' FOR TRADE Nm0uTIoNs--

CHAPTrR 4 (SmrIoN 141)

The bill would continue the existence of the Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations, and two Deputies, all of whom would be given
the rank of Ambassador. The bill would provide a statutory listing of
responsibilities for the office of the Special Trade Representative, and
would guarantee the existence of this office as a focal point for the plan-
ning and implementation of trade policy. It does not deal specifically
with the relationship between the office of Special Trade Representa-
tive and the Council on International Economic Policy which also has
statutory authority and recognition.

6. CONGRESSIONAL VETO PROCEDURE-CHAPT 5 (SEriONS 151-152)

The bill would provide rules governing the consideration of resolu-
tions disapproving the entering into force of trade agreements on non-
tariff barriers negotiated pursuant to section 102. The 90-day Con-
gressional veto procedure would also be made applicable to:

(1) the imposition of quotas and orderly marketing agreements to
provide import relief (section 203),

(2) the imposition of tariff increases or quotas in response to un-
fair trade practices restricting U.S. exports (section 301), and

(3) the initiation or continuation of nondiscriminatory treatment
to countries not currently enjoying such tariff status (section 403).

There are no Congressional overrides when the President refuses to
grant any import relief after an industry has been found to be seri-
ously injured by imports.

Sections 151 and 152 stipulate the procedures which would be used
for Committee referral, consideration, and discharge, as well as Floor
consideration of the resolutions of disapproval. The bill would put
severe time limits on Committee consideration of a resolution (T days)
and on debate (10 hours), and would establish a closed rule (no amend-
ments) on the resolutions after Committee consideration.
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,Gmgressional Veto Procedure Applies.
* to non tariff barrier trade agreement

submitted to Congress

oto escape clause, quota,
marketing relief

*to retaliation against unf
practices

or orderly

air trade

*to extension or continuation of
nondiscriminatory tariff treatment
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Resolution of disapproval is
referred to appropriate committee
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After seven calendar days any member who favors
the resolution of disapproval may move to discharge
the committee of its consideration.--I
Floor debate and vote on motion to discharge in
either body.

Resolution of disapproval
remains in Committee - -

motion of discharge cannot
be renewed.

Ye

Debate and vote on
resolution of disapproval

0

-I If either House approves
resolution of disapproval,
agreement or action does
not take effect.
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0

"1
In no action is taken by either House
within ninety legislative days, the
agreement or action takes effect.
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7. CONOUNsIONAL LIAIASO AND RzPo0rr--CGHAP'r 6 (SxurioNs 161-
163)

Oongreeuional Adviaorm,--Section 161 provide that 10 members of
Congress (five members from the Finance Committee and 5 from the
Ways and Means Committee) would be accredited as "official advisors"
to the United States delegation to international conferences and ne-
gotiations with respect to trade agreements. The delegates would be
selected by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives Since the President of the Senate is actually the
Vice President of the United States, the bill would have a member of
the Executive branch choosing the Senate delegates to the trade nego-
tiations.

Delegate would be chosen to serve during each regular session of
Congress, and individuals could be reselected to serve for more than
one session. No provision is made for Committee staff oversight of the
negotiations or their accreditation to the negotiations.

Tranewimiesn of Agreemets and Report.--Section 162 would re-
quire the-President to transmit trade agreements to Congress as soon as
practical after they have entered into force with respect to the United
States. The President would also be required under section 163 to sub-
mit annual reports to the Congress on the Trade Agreements Program,
covering essentially all major actions taken under the authority of the
bill. The Tariff Commission would also continue to submit annual re-
ports to the Congress giving a factual account of the operation of the
Trade Agreements Program.



TITLE II. RELIEF FROM INJURY CAUSED BY IMPORT COMPETITION

A. Import Relief (Chapter 1)

The bill would make major changes in the import relief measures
provided in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Under the TEA, in-
creased imports have to be in major part the result of trade agreement
concessions. Under the Trade Reform Act, no link to concessions is
required. Furthermore, under the Trade Reform Act increased imports
would have to be a substantial cause of serious injury or the threat
thereof ("substantial cause" is defined to mean a cause which is "im-
portant" and not less than any other cause) and no longer the major
case (generally assumed to mean a cause greater than all other causes
combined) of such injury, as currently required by the Trade Expan-
sion Act.

1. INVESTIGATION BY TARIFF COMMISSION (SEOTION 201)

The bill parallels existing language with respect to the initiation
of Tariff Commission investigations. The Tariff Commission would
undertake such investigations following receipt of import relief peti.
tions by industry and labor groups representative of an industry, or
requests by the Committee on Finance or the Ways and Means Com-
mittees as well as the President, the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations (new provision) or the Tariff Commission itself. Specific
economic factors would be taken into account by the Tariff Commission
in making its determination as to whether increased imports are a sub-
stantial cause of serious injury or the threat of serious injury to domes-
tic industries producing like or directly competitive articles. With
respect to serious injury these factors would include:

(a) significant idling of productive facilities;
(b) inability of a significant number of firms to operate at a

reasonable level of profit; and
(c) significant unemployment or underemployment within the

industry.
(81)
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Import Relief: Criteria for Finding of njury
Current low
Tariff Commission findign within 6 months; increased
imports must be the major cause of serious injury and
must result In major part from tariff concesions
Trade Reform Act
Industry..-Tarff Commission f indipg within 6 months;
increased imports musta substantial cause of serious
injury (ie. not lesthan any other cause)
Workers.- Secretary of Labor determination in 60dalMt:

Ita s ificant number or proportion of workers have
become tlly or partially separated

*sales or production have decreased, and
*increased imports contributed t decline in sales or
production nd to separation of workers

Rrms.- Secretary of Commerce determination in
60 days; same criteria as worker injury
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With respect to the threat of serious injury the Commission would
consider whether there has been:

(a) a decline in sales;
(b) a higher and growing in inventory; and
(c) a downward trend in production, profits, wages, or employment

in the domestic industry conceived.
With respect to substantial cause, the Tariff Commission would take

into account whet her there has been :
(a) an increase in imports (either absolute or relative to domestic

production) ; and
(b) a decline in the proportion of the domestic market supplied by

domestic producers.
New provisions in the "escape clause" section of the bill would re-

quire the Tariff Commission to investigate and report on efforts by
firms and workers in the industry to compete more effectively with
imports and to determine whether or not increased imports may be
attributable to circumstances under the Antidumping Act of 1921,
the countervailing duty law, or under other remedial provisions deal.
ing with unfair trade practices. In the latter case the appropriate
agencies which administered the relevant provisions would be notified.
I f the Tariff Commission does find injury, it shall include in its report
the amount of duty increase on imposition of other import restrictions
necessary to prevent or remedy such injury.

2. PRtERIDENTThIj AC'TtoN ArEnR INNVTTIOATION (SEcTioN 202)

After receiving an affirmative finding from the Tariff Commission,
the President (1) must consider the extent to which adjustment as-
sistance has been or could be made available and (2) may decide to
provide import relief. He would be required to make this decision
within 60 days after receiving the Tariff Commission report-. In decid-
ing whether or not to provide import relief, the President would be
required to take into consideration many factors, including the possi-
ble effectiveness of import relief as a means to promote adjustment,
the effect of import relief on consumers, the impact of such relief on
industries which might be affected as a. result of international obliga-
tions to provide compensation, and the economic and social costs
which would be incurred by taxpayers, communiities, and workers, if
import relief were or were not provided.
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Once the President determines to provide import relief, he would
be required to proclaim such relief within 15 days after the date of his
determination. The nature of the relief would be at his discretion. If
within that period the President announces his intention to negotiate
one or more orderly marketing agreements, the taking effect of any
other import relief measures would be withheld for a period of 180
days or until the entering into effect of such orderly marketing agree-
ment. While such agreement is in effect, the other proclaimed import
relief measures may remain in a suspended status.

Unlike current law, the Congress would have no authority to over-
ride a Presidential determination not to provide import relief in the
face of an affirmative determination by the Tariff Commission. In such
cases, the present bill would require the President only to submit a re-
port to both Houses of Congress stating the conclusions on which his
decision was based.

3. 1riowr RF.mE1 v (SwCTONo 203)

The bill would authorize the President to impose one or more of the
following import relief measures in a preferred order of preference as
follows:

(a) duty increases;
(b) tariff-rate quotas;
(c) quantitative restrictions, and
(d) orderly marketing agreements.

The authority to impose duty increases would include the authority to
suspend items 806.30 and 807.00 of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States. The President could also exclude aiticles from receiving prefer-
ential treatment granted under Title V of the bill to imports of less-
developed countries. These latter two measures could only be used to
provide import relief when the Tariff Commission specifically recom-
mends such action.

Whenever the President selected a method or methods of import
relief, he would be required to -'eport his action to the Congress. The
report would include a statement as to why he selected a particular
method of import relief rather than adjustment assistance and rather
than each method of import relief which ranked higher in preference.

Duty increases under this section could be imposed up to 50% ad
valorem above the existing rate, a higher ceiling than under existing
law. Quotas and orderly marketing agreements would have to allow
the importation of a quantity or value of the article not less than
that imported into the United States during the most recent period
which the President determines is representative of imports of such
article.

I
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4. CONOR•S•IONAL VETO OF QUOTAS (SEoTioN 204)

The imposition of orderly marketing agreements and quantitative
restrictions (quotas) would be made subject to the Congressional veto
procedure. Thus, either measure would cease to be effective, if within 90
days from the submission of the proclamation of such measure to the
Congress, either House adopts a resolution of disapproval. No such
procedure exists if the President decides to do nothing after a Tariff
Commission finding of serious injury.

5. LImrrs oN IMpowr RErnm

The bill would provide a 5-year time limit on the duration of such
relief on the theory that import relief should be a temporary measure
aimed at providing time to adjust to increased imports. Import relief
measures shall normally terminate after 5 years, but could be extended
for one 2-year period. Under present law, import relief measures
remain in effect for 4 years, but may be re-extended for any number of
additional 4-year periods. Provision would also be made for the phas-
ing down of import relief measures which are initially proclaimed
for a period longer than 3 years.

B. Adjustment Assistance for Workers (Chapter '2 of Title II)
(Sections 221-250)

1. DETEMIMINATION BY SECRETARY OF LABOR

The bill would simplify the procedures for applying for worker ad-
justment assistance and would also apparently liberalize the criteria
conditioning the provision of such assistance. Under section 221, peti-tions for worker adjustment assistance shall be filed directly with the

Secretary of Labor, who has full authority to determine whether or not
such assistance should be extended. The Tariff Commission would no
longer be directly involved in adjustment assistance determinations.

Under section 222 a group of workers would be certified as eligible
to apply for adjustment assistance if the Secretary of Labor deter-
mines:

(1) that a significant number or proportion of workers in an affected
firm have been or threaten to become totally or partially separated,

(2) that sales or production or both of such firm have decreased
absolutely, and

(3) that increased imports have contributed importantly to such
total or partial separation or threat thereof and to such decline in
sales or production.
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These tests, particularly, paragraph 2, may not be as easily met as its
drafters may have intended. However, unlike the Trade Expansion
Act, the separations and the decrease in sales or production would not
have to result from increased imports caused in major part by trade
agreement concessions. The present bill would eliminate the require-
ment that there be any causal link between tariff concessions and
increased impacts. Increased imports would only have to "contribute
importantly" to aiiy separation or decline in sales or production.
Under present law, increased imports must be the major cause of un-
employment or underemployment of the workers.

Section 223 of the bill would require the Secretary of Labor to reach
the decision on eligibility not later than 60 days after the date the peti-
tion is filed.

2. SECRETARY OF LABOR STUDY ON ADJUSTMENT AsSISTANCE IN RLA-
TOo TO ESCAPE CLAUSE CASES (SECrION 224)

The general preference for adjustment assistance as opposed to im-
port relief consistently maintained in the bill is reinforced by the
provision in section 224 which would require the Tariff Commission to
notify the Secretary of Labor any time it begins an investigation under
the import relief sections of the bill. Whenever the Secretary is so noti-
fied, he would immediately begin a study of employment conditions in
the industry and the extent to which such import competition may be
facilitated through the use of existing programs. The Secretary would
be required to report his findings to the President not later than 15 days
after the Tariff Commission reports its import relief determination
under section 201 of the bill.

3. SUBCHAP•TE B PRooMx BmNimTs (S•TmoN 231-238)

The bill generally follows the framework for worker adjustment
assistance contained in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. However,
qualifying requirements for workers would be slightly liberalized and
the weekly trade readjustment allowances would be increased from 65
to 70 percent of the worker's average weekly wage for the first 26 weeks
of assistance. The percentage would be reduced to 65 percent, as under
existing law, for the subsequent weeks (generally 26) of entitlement of
trade readjustment allowance. Provision would also be made for em-
ployment services, training, and health insurance, as currently pro-
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vided by existing legislation. New provision would be made for job
search and relocation allowances to facilitate efforts made by workers
to obtain new employment within the United States when such op-
portunity did not exist within their commuting areas.

4. SUBcirE C GENERAL PROVISIONS, COOPERATION WrriT STATE
AoENCIE8, ESTABLISHMENT OF A TRUST FUND

Worker adjustment assistance would be carried out where possible
with cooperating State agencies, as provided in existing law. Pro-
grams carried out under the bill, either on the Federal level or by
cooperating States, would be funded from a new adjustment assistance
trust fund (sec. 245) to be financed from customs revenues. The bill
would also establish an Adjustment Assistance Coordinating Commit-
tee consisting of the Deputy Special Trade Representative and appro.
priate officials from the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and the
Small Business Administration. This Committee would coordinate
adjustment policies and programs in an effort to promote the efficient
and effective delivery of adjustment assistance benefits.

C. Adjustment Assistance for Firms (Chapter 3 of Title I) (Sections 251-264)

1. DrmMINATION BY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

The bill would simplify and liberalize the current provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act dealing with adjustment assistance for firms.
The Secretary of Commerce would be given total authority to
make determinations concerning assistance under this chapter of the
bill. Petitions for firm adjustment assistance would be sent directly to
the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary, and not the Tariff Com-
mission would make, within 60 days after a petition is received, deter-
minations as to certification of eligibility for adjustment assistance.
Firms would be eligible for adjustment assistance, under the same cri-
teria as that applied to workers with respect to worker adjustment
assistance. Accordingly, increased imports would not have to be linked
to trade agreement concessions and would only be required to con-
tribute hiportantly to worker separation and decline in sales or pro-
duction.
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2. APRov&mN-r or Awu~mrEwr PROPOSALS (SWM0o1 253)

After a firm is certified eligible for adjustment assistance, it would
have two years in which to file an application for adjustment assist-
ance. Thus, oven if certified, a firm would not automatically receive
adjustment assistance. The firm must submit an application containing
a viablP adjustment proposal. Furthermore, a firm's application would
only be approved if the Secretary of Commerce determines that the
firm has no reasonable access to financing through the private capital
market and that the firm's adjustment proposal is reasonably calcu-
lated to contribute to the economic adjustment of the finn, provides
adequate consideration to the interests of the workers in such firm,
and demonstrates that the firm will make all reasonable efforts to use
its own resources for economic development. The Secretary of Com-
merce would be authorized to terminate a firms certification of eligi-
bility for adjustment assistance whenever he determines that the firm
no longer requires assistance under the bill.

3. TEcHNIcAh AND FINANCIAL AssIrTANCE (SErTIONs 253, 254, 255)

Adjustment assistance for firms would include technical assistance in
developing and implementing proposals for economic adjustment, as
well as financial assistance, subject to limitations somewhat more lib-
eral than those in existing law. Financial assistance would be extended
in the form of loans and guarantees, for acquisition and modernization
of plants, equipment and facilities and for such working capital as may
be necessary. As indicated earlier, no adjustmenwt a8sistance of any kind
would be provided unless the Secretary of Commerce determines that
a firm does not have reasonable access to private financing. Further-
more, no finanoiai asietance of any kind would be provided unless the
Secretary determines that the funds required are not available from
the firm's own resources and that there is reasonable assurance of repay-
ment. In other words, the firm would have to be nearly broke but with a
reasonable chance of recovery if the loan is to be made, a difficult com-
bination. The Trade Expansion Act provisions for tax assistance in the
form of extended loss carrybacks have been eliminated since they were
found to be of little value to the types of firms applying for adjustment
assistance.
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The Secretary of Commerce could delegate his functions under the
bill to the Administrator of the Small Business Administration with
respect to atny firm considered to be a small business within tile mean-
ing of the Small Business Act. The bill also provides for the admin-
istration, of financial assistance, and contains sections on protective
provisions, deflnitiolls, penalties, lawsuits, and other provisions com-
parable to the Trade Expansion Act.

The Tariff Commission would be required to notify the Secretary of
Commerce whenever it begins an import relief investigation under sec-
tion 201 of the bill. Upon such notiflcatioon, the Secretary of Commerce
would be directed to make a study of the number of firms which have
been or are likely to be certified as eligible for adjustment assistance
and the extent to which adjustment of such firms to import competition
may be facilitated through the use of existing programs. The Secre-
tary would be required to report to the President concerning its study
not later than. 15 days after the Tariff Commission makes its injury
determination report to the President.

0



TITLE I11. RELIEF FROM UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES
Whereas Title II deals with providing relief from injury caused by

"fair" albeit injurious import competition, Title III deals with "un-
fair" and "illegal" trade practices affecting U.S. exports or foreign
imports into the United States.

A. Foreign Import Restrictions and Export Subsidies, Chopter I of Title III
(setions 301-02)

1. R'rrAmiATioz AUTnORrTY

The bill would broaden existing authority to retaliate against "un-
reasonable" or "unjustifiable" foreign import restrictions adversely
affecting United States exports. The authority would continue to be
wholly discretionary in the hands of the President. There is no com-
plaint procedure, with time frames, to force a decision on any unfair
foreign trade practice of foreign governments described in section 301
of the bill. But, if the President decides to act against unfair foreign
trade practices he would have to hold a hearing for any interested per-
son. In general, section 301 would authorize the President to suspend
concessionary treatment for, and to impose duties or other import
restrictions on, the imports of any foreign country which maintains
unjustifiable or unreasonable tariff or other import. restrictions, dis-
criminatory or other acts or policies or subsidies on its exports to third
countries which burden or discriminate against United States exports.
Under the TEA, the President has full authority to impose duties and
other import restrictions only when acting against "unjustifiable"
(which has been interpreted by the Executive to connote an illegal act,
i.e., a violation of GATT articles) foreign import restrictions aimed
at U.S. agricultural exports. Section 301 of the proposed bill would
extend this authority to cover unreasonable as well as unjustifiable
foreign acts which adversely affect any U.S. export, "unreasonable"
acts are not defined.

The President would also be given authority to act against countries
which provide subsidies on imports to the United States, which have
the effect of substantially reducing sales of competitive U.S. products
in the United States. However, the President could only act in such
cases if: (1) the Secretary of the Treasury finds that the country does
provide subsidies, (2) the Tariff Commission finds that the subsidized

(45)
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imports do reduce sales of competitive U.S. products, and (3) the
President finds that the Antidumping Act of 1921, and the Counter-
vailing Duty law are inadequate to deter such practices.

In acting under this authority, the President would be required to
consider the relationship of such action to the international obligations
of the United States. Actions must be undertaken on a non-discrimina-
tory treatment basis (MFN), except that the President could act
selectively with respect to specific countries which maintain unreason-
able as opposed to unjustifiable restrictions.

Section 301 would require the President to provide an opportunity
for the presentation of views concerning the kinds of import restric-
tiors dealt with in this section. The bill also contains a new require-
meiit that the President provide an opportunity for the presentation of
views and for appropriate public hearings prior to the taking of any
action under section 301. The President could also ask for the views of
the Tsriff Commission as to the probable impact on the U.S. economy
of tht kiing of any action under this section.

2. CONORESSIONAL VFW PROCEDURE

Sectitm 302 would subject any measure taken undbr section 301 to the
Congrt,.ional veto procedure. Thus any such action would remain in
effect only if, before the close of the 90-day period following receipt
of the Presidential document setting forth such action, neither House
of Congress by an affirmative vote of a majority of those present and
voting has adopted a resolution of disapproval with respect to such
action.

B. Antidumping Duties, Chapter 2 of Title III (section 321)

1. TImE LIMITS AND PROCEDURES

Section 321 would make several significant procedural changes in the
present antidumping statute. In the first place, the Secretary of the
Treasury would be given a time limit in which to make his findings as
to whether there have been sales at less than fair value (generally sales
at prices below those in the home markets of the exporting country).
The Secretary would make such findings within 6 months or, in more
complicated investigations, within 9 months after the question of
dumping has been raised or presented to him, in accordance with
regulations to be issued by the Secretary.

As under existing law, the Secretary upon making an affirmative
finding of sales at less than fair value, would be authorized to order the
"withholding of appraisement" of merchandise entered or withdrawn
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from warehouse not more than 120 days before the question of dump-
ing was raised by or presented to him. The bill would allow the Secre-
tary, even if his initial determination were negative, to order the with-
holding of appraisement within 3 months of his published notice of
negative determination, if within that time period he had reason to
believe that there might be sales at less than fair value.

New provision would also be made in the bill for the holding of
hearings by both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Tariff Com-
mission, which must make a finding of injury following the Secre-
tary's finding of sales at less than fair value. Any interested party
may be allowed to appear. However, only foreign manufacturers,
exporters, and domestic importers of the foreign merchandise in
question would have an automatic right to appear at such hearings.
Thus, U.S. manufacturers of the articles in question would bx' required
under the bill to show good cause before they could present their
views. Any determinations made by the Secretary of the Treasury or
the Tariff Commission at such hearings would be published in the
Federal Register together with a statement of findings and conclusions
and reasons thereof.

2. I)NITrrIoNAL CJIANOEa

Certain substantive changes in the antidumping statute would also
be made by the bill. Under the 1921 Antidumping Act, sales at less
than fair value are defined as occurring when the purchase price (in
the United States) or the exporter's sales price is less than the foreign
market value (generally defined as the price in the domestic market of
the country of export). If the purchase price or exporter's sales price
is less than the foreign market value, and if the Tariff Commission
finds that the importation of such product results in injury to, or pre-
vents from being established, a United States industry, an antidump-
ing duty shall be levied in an amount equal to the difference between
the foreign value and U.S. price (dumping margin). The bill would
make certain amendments with respect to the sections of the Anti-
dumping Act which define purchase price and exporter's sales price so
that the dumping margin, if any, will not be artificially reduced or
distorted through an improper treatment of foreign export taxes and
indirect taxes affecting such products. Provision would also be made to
coordinate this section with the countervailing duty law so that im-
ports which have already been made subject to countervailing duties
as a result of a finding of export subsidy would not be doubly penalized
under this Act.

In order to determine the foreign market value of a particular prod-
uct, the Secretary of the. Treasury is directed to consider the price at
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which that product has been sold in its home market or in the repre-
sentative third country' markets. However, if a manufacturer were to
make foreign sales at prices below the cost of production, it would be
inappropriate to use such prices as a measure of foreign value. Accord-
ingly, the bill would direct the Secretary, where he determines that
sales have been made at prices less than the cost of producing such
merchandise and that certain other requirements are met, to construct
the foreign market value according to section '206 of the Antidumping
Act. Under Section 206, the foreign market value is constructed by
adding together the estimated costs, expenses and profits which would
be incurred in producing such merchandise. A similar provision would
be added in the case of State controlled economies (i.e., the communist
countries). If the Secretary determines that the economy of a country
is state-controlled to such an extent that sales of merchandise do not
permit a determination of foreign market value, he would determine
such value either on the basis of the prices at which such or similar
merchandise is sold by a non-state-controlled economy country for
home consumption or to third countries, or on a constructed value basis.

Section 321 of the bill would also make certain other technical
changes in the 1921 Antidumping Act relating to the comparison of
foreign and U.S. prices of the same manufacturer and would provide
transitional provisions regulating the phasing in of the amendments to
this Act.

C. Countervailing Duties, Chapter 3 of Title III (section 331)

Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires the Secretary of the
Treasury to impose countervailing duties upon imported merchandise
whose manufacture, production, or export has been benefitted directly
or indirectly by a bounty or grant (sultsidy). Section 331 of the bill
would make major procedural as well as substantive changes in the
countervailing duty law.

1. Timp, LxMrrs

Under subsection (a) of the revised countervailing duty statute,
the Secretary of the Treasury would be required to make determina-
tions as to the existence of bounty or grant within 12 months after
the date on which the question was presented to him. No time limit is
contained in the present law.
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2. EXTENSION TO NoN-DUTrIBrn ITEMS

Furthermore, under subsection (b) the countervailing duty law
would be extended to cover non-dutiable items. However, in the case
of such items, the bill would require an affirmative determination by
the Tariff Commission that a United States industry is being, or likely
to be, injured or prevented from being established as a result of the im-
portation of the subsidized non-dutiable merchandise. The injury re-
quirement would not apply to dutiable items. In the case of non-
dutiable items, the injury requirement would be required only so long
as the international obligations of the United States (GATT Article
XIX) require such a determination.

If the Secretary made an affirmative finding that a bounty or grant
exists with respect to a non-dutiable import, he would be authorized to
order the suspension of liquidation with respect to such merchandise
entered or withdrawn from warehouses on or after the 30th day after
publication of such determination in the Federal Register. If the Tariff
Commission then made a positive injury determination, it would take
effect as of the date of the original subsidy determination by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, as in the case with dutiable imports.

3. ARnCLE SUBJECT TO QuoTAs

Under new subsection (d), the Secretary of the Treasury would be
authorized to refrain from applying countervailing duties, even if a
subsidy were found to exist, to an article already subject to import
quotas or to voluntary restraint agreements if he determined that such
limitations were an adequate substitute for the imposition of such a
duty.

1. DISCRETIONARY MORATORIUM WuirE NEOTIATIONS AR IN PRocms

Subsection (e) would add a wholly new concept to the unfair for-
eign trade statutes. During a 4-year period following the date of en-
actment of the bill, the Secretary of the Treasury would have di8oretion
to refrain from imposing a countervailing duty where he deter-
mined that suh action would seriously jeopardize the satisfactory
completion of trade negotiations contemplated unider Title I of this
bill. The Secretary's discretion would only remain in effect for
one year following enactment of the bill in the case of articles
produced in facilities owned by or controlled by a developed country
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where the investment in, or operation of, such facilities was subsi-
dized. This whole subsection appears to say the law does not mean what
it says while we are negotiating. It may be considered an open invita-
tion to subject U.S. industry to injurious subsidized imports.

Apparently, the discretion provision was designed to provide the
Executive Branch with the opportunity to negotiate internationally
agreed-upon rules with respect to export subsidies during the 5-year
period of trade agreements authority (5 years discretion is provided by
adding the 4 years of discretionary authority to the 12-month period
in which the Secretary must make his determination).

5. JuDIoIAt, REvisw RiOwirs

Section 331 of the bill would aloo amend section 516 of the 1980
Tariff Act in such a way as to provide American manufacturers, pro-
ducers, or wholesalers, the right to seek judicial review of negative
countervailing duty determinations by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Under existing law, judicial review can only be had after the Secre-
tary makes an affirmative finding of bounty or grant and levies counter-
vailing duties. Thus, the present review system is only of benefit to
importers and others adversely affected by countervailing duties. The
bill would amend section 516 of the 1930 Tariff Act. so that manufactur-

-ers and others could petition the Secretary of the Treasury to recon-
sider his determination that countervailing duties should not be levied
in a particular case. There would be no time frame for the Secretary to
reach a decision on the merits of the complaint by the petitioner.
However, if the Secretary decides that his negative countervailing
duty decision is correct the petitioner could serve notice that he will
contest in the Customs Court and thereby initiate the process of judicial
review.

D. Unfair Import Practices, Chapter 4 of Title III (section 341)

Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 authorizes the Tariff Com-
mission to investigate alleged unfair methods of competition in the
importation of articles or in the sale of imported articles in the United
States. It has been most often applied to articles entering the United
States in violation of U.S. patent laws. If the Tariff Commission finds
the effect of such methods is to destroy or substantially injure an indus-
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try efficiently and economically operated in the United States, to pre-
vent the establishment of an industry or to restrain or monopolize trade
or commerce in the United States, the articles involved may be excluded
from entry into the United States by the Secretary of the Treasury
at the direction of the President.

1. TARIFF CoMMssIoN PowER To EXCLUDE AwrICLEu IN PATENT
INFRINOEMENT CASE

Section 341 of the bill would amend section 337 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 to authorize the Tariff Commission, itself, to order the exclu-
sion of articles involved in unfair methods of competition based upon
violations of United States patent laws. In the case of patent viola-
tions, the President would be removed from any responsibility under
section 337. The bill would not alter the existing roles and authorities
of the President and the Tariff Commission with respect to unfair
import practices not involving .patents.

Under the proposed amendments to section 337 of the Tariff Act,
whenever the Commission has reason to believe that any article en-
tered into the United States in violation of United States patent laws
would, in the absence of exclusion, result in immediate and substantial
harm, it would so notify the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary
would then exclude such articles from entry until an investigation by
the Commission could be completed. Such articles, however, would
be entitled to entry under bond. If the existence of such unfair method
were established to the satisfaction of the Commission, such article
would be excluded from entry into the United States until such time as
the Commission found that the conditions leading to such refusal
of entry no longer existed. No lesser remedies than outright exclusion
would be provided. [An exclusion order is equivalent to a cease and
desist order with respect to articles entered or sold in violation of
patent laws.]

2. HURINos AND JuDIcui, RE•IEw

Any order entered into under this section would be made on the
record after opportunity has been made for a full hearing. Any person
adversely affected by an action of the Commission or the refusal of the
Commission to act would have the right to seek judicial review.



TITLE IV. TRADE RELATIONS WITH COUNTRIES NOT ENJOYING
NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT (SECTIONS 401-407)

Title IV of the bill would authorize the President, under specified
conditions, to extend nondiscriminatory or column 1 concessionary
tariff treatment to countries whose imports into the United States do
not currently receive such treatment. The term "nondiscriminatory"
has been used in the bill as a substitute for the term "most favored-
nation" treatment. The only countries not enjoying nondiscriminatory
treatment today in the U.S. market are the Communist nations, with
the exception of Poland and Yugoslavia whose products do receive
such treatment.

1. AuTHORiTy To EXTEND NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT

Under section 231(a) of the Trade Expansion Act, the President is
precluded from extending nondiscriminatory or column 1 treatment
to Communist countries not currently enjoying such treatment. The
Trade Reform Act would authorize the President to extend this treat-
ment to any such country which enters into a bilateral or multilateral
trade agreement (The GATT) with the United States. Since Czecho-
slovakia, Romania, and Hungary are already members of the GATT,
they would be automatically eligible for column 1 treatment under
this Title. Nondiscriminatory treatment would remain in effect only so
long as the relevant trade agreement remained in force with respect to
the United States and the country concerned. The President, how-
ever, would have the authority to suspend or withdraw the application
of column 1 treatment to any country at any time.

If the President chooses to enter into a bilateral agreement for the
purposes of this Title, he would be required to determine that the
agreement would promote the purposes of the bill and would be in
the national interest. Any bilateral agreement would be limited to an
initial period not exceeding three years. Thereafter, an agreement
could be renewed for additional periods, each of not more than three
years, providing that a satisfactory trade balance had been main-
tained and that U.S. reductions in trade barriers had been reciprocated
by the other party.

Bilateral agreements would be required to include proviblons ior;
(1) suspension or termination for reasons of national security, (2)
safeguards against disruption of domestic markets, (3) protection of
patents if the other party is not a member of the Paris Convention

(53)
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for the Protection of Industrial Property, (4) settlement of com-
mercial disputes, and (5) consultations for reviewing the operation
of the agreement and relevant aspects of relations between the United
States and the other party. Bilateral agreements could, in' addition,
include arrangements for the protection of industrial rights such as
copyrights, promotion of trade, and other commercial arrangements
promoting the purposes of thebill.

2. Fn•rox OF EMIOGRTION IN EAsr-W•sT TRADE

Title IV would lay down several conditions with regard to the
extension of nondiscriminatory treatment which are aimed most
directly at the Soviet Union. Section 402 would provide that no
country shall be eligible to receive nondiscriminatory tariff treat-
ment or U.S. Government credits, credit guarantees or investment
guarantees if the President determines such country:

(1) denies its citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate,
(2) imposes more than a nominal tax for emigration or on visas

OIL other documents required for emigration, for any purpose or cause
whatsoever,
or

(3) otherwise imposes more than a nominal tax, levy, fine, fee or
other charge on any citizen as a result of his or her desire to emigrate.

A country would become eligible for nondiscriminatory treatment
under this title only after the President determined that it was not
violating any of the above conditions and submitted a report to that
effect to the Congress. Any country which was found to be denying its
citizens the right to emigrate would also be prohibited from receiving
any U.S. government credits, credit guarantees, or investment guaran-
tees, This prohibition would have the primary effect of cutting off
U.S. Export-Import Bank credits and guarantees to the Soviet Union.

Under section 403 the application of nondiscriminatory treatment
with respect to any country which had entered into an agreement
with the United States concerning the settlement of lend-lease debts
would be limited to periods in which the country was not in arrears
on its obligations under the agreement. The U.S.-Russian lend-lease
settlement agreement, on the other hand, conditions Russia's fourth
and all subsequent lend-lease settlement payments upon the extension
of MFN treatment by the United States.
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3. MARuKr DisRuPTIoN (SFwOTION 405)

Section 405 applies the concept of market disruption to imported
articles receiving column 1 treatment under this Title. Under this
provision, the President could impose import relief measures if the
Tariff Commission determined that imports from a Communist nation
were causing market disruption and material injury to industries
producing like or directly competitive articles. Market disruption
would be deemed to exist whenever such imports were substantial,
increasing rapidly, absolutely and relative to domestic consumption,
o.nd were being offered at prices substantially below those of com-
parable domestic articles. If the Tariff Commission finds in the
affirmative, the President could impose any import measures under
section 203 (duty increases, quotas, etc.) with respect to only those
products coming from the country in question. The President could
also impose import relief measures with respect to the products of
all coun-tries under the market disruption formula, providing that any
portion of the products receive column 1 treatment as a result of
Title IV.

4. PROCEDURE FOR CONGRESSIONAl, DIsArPROVAL OF EXTENSION OR
CONTINUANCE OF NONDISCRIMINAToRY TREATMENT

Under section 406, before a proclamation extending nondiscrimina-
tory treatment to any country can enter into effect, the President would
be required to submit to the Congress the proclamation along with the
agreement pursuant to which such treatment is to be extended, as well
as his report stating that the country does not restrict emigration in
violation of section 402. The proclamation would not enter into effect
if, within 90 days from the receipt of the proclamation, either House of
Congress votes to disapprove it by the affirmative vote of a majority
of those present and voting.

The President is required to report on a semi-annual basis concern-
ing the emigration policies of any country receiving nondiscriminatory
treatment pursuant to this Title. Congress, following receipt of the
December report, could apply the congressional veto procedure to dis-
continue nondiscriminatory treatment for any country receiving such
treatment pursuant to this act.
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domestic consumption, and
*being offered at prices substntially below

those of comparable domestic articles
7Z Proclamations and trade agreements under

these provisions are subject to Congressional
veto procedure
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TITLE V. GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCE

(SECTIONS 501-605)
Title V of the bill would provide the President with general au-

thority to extend duty-free treatment, to products imported into the
United States from eligible developing countries. The authority would
be complementary to that already exercised by Japan and the EC
countries pursuant to the 10-year GATT waiver authorizing general-
ized preferences for developing countries. The Japanese and European
preference schemes, however, are wholly different from the plan pro-
posed in the House bill.

In determining whether or not to provide duty-free treatment to
any product from any country, the President would be required to have
due regard for the effect of such action on the economic development of
the countries, the extent to which other developed countries have
extended comparable preferences, and the impact of such action on
U.S. producers of like or directly competitive products.

1. BENEFICIARY DzvEwpiNo CouNTRY (SFurioN 502)

Beneficiary developing countries would be designated by Executive
order under section 502 of the bill. The President could terminate the
designation of any country as a "beneficiary developing country", but
only after lie notifies both Houses of Congress of his intent at least
thirty days before such termination goes into effect. The bill lists 27
specific developed countries which would be prohibited from being
designated as beneficiaries under this Title. Countries which do not
receive nondiscriminatory tariff treatment (Title IV) and countries
which do not agree to eliminate reverse preference to other developed
countries would also be precluded from receiving duty-free treatment.
It is not clear whether, once communist nations not now receiving
MFN treatment were granted such treatment under Title IV authority.
they would be eligible for tariff preference treatment. Conceivably the
People's Republic of China could qualify for tariff preference treat-
ment under this bill if it were granted MFN treatment.

In determining whether to designate any country a beneficiary under
this Title, the President would be directed to take into account the
country's expression of desire to become a beneficiary (self-election
procedure), its level of economic development, whether it receives
preferential treatment from other developed countries, and whether
it has expropriated property owned by U.S. citizens without provision
for prompt, adequate, and effective compensation.

(59)
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enralized Tariff Preferences
I M II II

*Authorizes President to extend duty-free
treatment to products imported from
developing countries

* Beneficiary developing countries designated
by President; 27 countries specifically
e)duded

*To be eligible, artides must be imported
directly from the developing country; the value
added inthat country must beat least a
mid mum percentage of the value of the article
(fo be set atf rom 35% to 50%)

OExcludes articles subjectto escape clause relief
* Excludes an article imported from any one
country if the imports of the article from that
country exceed $25million or 50% of total
US. imports of that article

* Provision limit to lO-year duration;
complete report to Congress after 5 years
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2. E•omLz ARincrs (SzmooN 503)

Title V would lay down no specific guidelines as to the product or
class of products which may or may not be given duty-free treatment
pursuant to Title V. The administration bill originally specified manu-
factured and semi.manufactured articles, but did not preclude the
extension of duty-fr6q treatment to other products. However, the bill
does require that in order to be eligible, the article must be imported
directly from the beneficiary developing country into the customs terri-
tory of the United States and that it satisfy certain local cost require-
ments. Specifically, the cost of materials and processing originating or
carried on in the particular country would be required to equal or
exceed a specific percentage of the total value of the article at the
time of its entry into the U.S. customs area. This percentage, which is
to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, must be greater
than 35 percent but not more than 50 percent. In practice, a 50-percent
requirement would mean that a country would have to double the
value of any product introduced into its territory for proceeding.

Articles which were the subject of import relief actions under Title
II of the bill, would not be eligible for duty-free treatment. Upon the
specific recommendation of the Tariff Commission in a Title II (im-
port relief) proceeding, the President could also terminate duty-free
treatment for any product otherwise eligible under Title V. Under
section 504, the President would be required to terminate the eligibil-
ity of an article imported from any one country if the imports of the
article from such country exceeded $25,000,000 or 50 percent of the
total U.S. import of such article in any one calendar year. However
he could continue to designate any country as a beneficiary if deter-
mined it was in the national interest to do so. It is not clear how the
President would define "article."

3. Tam LHrr; COxPRzHmNSrVv RE•Iw

Duty-free treatment extended pursuant to Title V would cease to be
in effect 10 years after the date of enactment of the bill. This time
period coincides with the 10 year duration of the general GATT
waiver on generalized tariff references. The bill would require the
President to submit a full and complete report on the operation of
this title within five years from the date of enactment of the bill.

26-724 0 - 74 - 5
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TITLE VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Title VI of the bill contains standard general provisions covering
definitions, relations to other laws, changes in the tariff schedules to
reflect actions taken under the bill and separability.

Section 603 would authorize the Tariff Commission to take certain
procedural actions--such as preliminary investigations and considera-
tion of proceedings-in order to facilitate the carrying out of its func-
tions under the bill.

Section 606 would direct the President to embargo trade and invest-
ment, public and private, with any nation which does not take adequate
steps to prevent narcotics and other controlled substances from un-
lawfully entering the United States. Any suspension of trade and in-
vestment would continue until the President determined that the gov-
ernment of the country had taken adequate steps to carry out the
purposes of this section.

(68)
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF TARIFF LEVELS AMONG MAJOR INDUS-
TRIAL COUNTRIES: A REVIEW OF THE PROBLEMS OF
COMPARISON AND OF RECENT DATA ON TARIFF AVER-
AGES

There is no simple, straightforward method for comparing tariff
levels among countries. Even a direct comparison of duties on individ-
ual items may be ambiguous, due to differences in product specifica-
tion, methods of valuation, preferences, etc. This ambiguity is com-
pounded when we attempt to compare tariff levels for groups of items,
or to calculate a single figure which can meaningfully represent a whole
tariff structure. Tariff level comparisons must proceed from an under-
standing of these ambiguities. They must include several kinds of
tariff averages, with full cognizance of the limitations on the meaning
of each average. This paper will initially address itself to some of the
pitfalls of tariff level comparisons, and summarize some of the results
of a major comparative tariff study undertaken by the GATT
secretariat.

1. CUSTOMS VALUATION

The first problem of comparing tariffs concerns customs valuation.
An ad valorem tariff is levied on the value of an imported item. There
are, however, several ways for determining this value. A major study
of this problem, with recommendations for adoption of a uniform sys-
tem, has been published by the U.S. Tariff Commission.' In consider-
ing very broad tariff level comparisons we may ignore most aspects of
valuation practices. But one variation in customs valuation must be
considered. It is important to know whether tariffs being compared
are levied on a f.o.b. (free on board) or a c.i.f. (cost, insurance, freight)
basis.

Neither f.o.b. nor c.i.f. are unambiguous concepts, but the main dis-
tinction between them can be clearly stated. The former decrees that
the value of an import on which a duty is levied shall be the value of
that good at the point of exportation, exclusive of subsequent costs
incurred in transporting it to the point of importation. According to
the c.i.f. method, the value of an import shall be its value at the point
of importation, inclusive of insurance, freight, and transportation
costs.

The Tariff Commission supports the f.o.b. method, though neither
method is obviously superior, and good arguments can be made on

IU.S. rraritk Commission ouetome Vaiuation. Published as a committee print of the
Senate Finance Committee, 63d Congress, Ist Session, March 14, 1 73.
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behalf of each.3 It. is desirable to have trade statistics based on both
methods of valuation, as each method is appropriate to different kinds
of economic analyses. A comparison of tariff levels should, ideally, be
based on the same method of valuation, either f.o.b. or c.i.f. Two
countries may have the same nominal tariff rate, but the country with
c.i.f. valuation will exact a tariff payment higher than that demanded
by the country with the f.o.b. valuation. Direct comparison of nominal
tariff levels will suffer from this distortion unless the nominal rates are
adjusted to reflect the actual tariff burden.

In order to transform U.S. trade statistics from an f.o.b. to a c.i.f.
basis, the International Monetary Fund adopted the rule of adding
10 percent to the value of U.S. imports. This estimate of the average
cost of freight and insurance was generally supported by past studies
of the U.S. Tariff Commission. The Office for Special Trade Negotia-
tions reports that a sample of imports in 1971 revealed an upward
adjustment of about 6 percent would be required to transform the
f.o.b. values into c.i.f. values. Any direct comparison of U.S. nominal
tariff levels with those of c.i.f. countries implicitly assumes, therefore,
that the duties actually paid on U.S. imports are around 6 to 10 percent
higher than they really are, that is, by the margin by which c.1.f.
valuation exceeds f.o.b. To render average U.S. nominal tariffs directly
comparable to the tariffs of c.i.f. countries, the U.S. tariffs should be
reduced by about 5-10 percent.

There are, however, some qualifications to this adjustment rule. Itis required only when the U.S. valuation is substantially to.b, It
could not be invoked for those tariffs levied on the "American Selling
Price." 1 And it would be justified only for average tariff levels cal-
culated for very broad groups of imports. The 5-10 percent upward
adjustment required to switch from f.o.b. to c.i.f. valuation is fhe
average additional cost of freight and insurance for all imports. This
average permits no conclusions about the degree of adjustment required
for individual items, or for narrowly defined groups.

The GATT comparative tariff data reported below are •not adJusted
to remove the distortion inherent in a comparison of c.i.f, with f.o.b,
tariff levels. (The tariffs of the U.S. tattd of Canada are levied on
an f.o.b. basis, in general, while those of (he other countries are gen.
erally on a c.i.f. basis.) The magnitude of the distortion is not serious
enough to warrant the considerable effort required to achieve greater
precision, at least not for the purpose of comparing entire tariff struc-
tures. It could, however, assume greater significan6e in tbh. comparison
of tariffs on items whose transportation costs substantialy exceed the
5-10 percent average differentia between f.o,b, and cI,. valuations.

H. WEiIGITINO AND AVERAOinG

A more serious problem in comparing tariffs arises with the soelec-
tion of an appropriate weighting method for calculating tariff over-
ages. We are concerned not with a comparison of tariffs on individual

IFor a summary of these argumentF, see pgs. 187.-1ts of (customs Valuati,#. Apresent the U.S. utJiies the f.o.1, method, Wlt. the variation that the ddtfabJ yaaue
is taken to be the princlpt! prket value within the couDtry of export, not 6
port of export. In practice te "principal r RaIketP vnlUt means the cost tf tho
good at the factory, exclusive oI tr Isport 00on costs to td6port of export.

8 customs Valuateon reports that duties iii 1969 were levied *cc6rdiug to tb*A .5.P. 0
lesst than 1 percent of imports. (P. 71)
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items, but with the comparison of tariff structures for large groups of
imports. It is necessary to calculate an "average" tariff to represent
the entire tariff structure. Even if the calculation of "the" average
poses no problem, to use just one figure for interpreting the signifi-
cance of a whole array of figures is inherently ambiguous. The dis.
person of the figures about the average, the value of the highest and
lowest-such considerations may invalidate the use of "the" average
for different kinds of comparisons. This is a quite familiar problem,
however, as it pertains to the analysis of all forms of data. The prob-
lem peculiar to the analysis of trade data arises at an earlier stage,
namely, the choice of methods for calculating various kinds of aver-
ages.

The first choice is whether or not to weight the tariffs. If each
tariff within a tariff structure is of equal importance, "the" average
may be calculated in the straightforward manner of summing all
tariffs and dividing by the number of tariffs. But we generally want
to accord greater importance to some tariffs; namely, those which have
greater impact on trade. Tariffs which fall on items of great impor-
tance to a country's trade should obviously have greater weight in the
calculation of "the" average than tariffs on items of trivial importance.
We must, therefore, select a factor by which to weight the tariffs.
The value of imports under each tariff is the obvious candidate.

Weighting by value of imports raises further problems. The ideal
procedure would be to weight each tariff by the value of goods that
would have been imported in the absence of any tariff. Weighting by
the value of goods actually imported is potentially subject to distor-
tions as severe as thlse connected with non-weighting. The more effec-
tive tariffs are in c tailing trade, the kess weight they will have in the
calculation of the average. Weighting by the value of actual imports
could produce the absurd conclusion that, if the tariffs were high
enough to prohibit all trade, the average tariff would be zero I Since
th4e purpose of tariffs is protection against imports, we need a tariff
average that conveys some notion of the actual restrictive impact.
This requires at least an estimate of the amount of trade that would
have oeiurred without tariffs. Such estimates are usually difficult to
make, especially when tariffs have been in place for some time. None
of the averages reported below are weighted by the trade that might
have flowed.

III. THE GATF STUDY

Faced with the necessity of using actual trade data, the only recourse
is to calculate several averages, each designed to correct the most pro-
nounced distortions of the other. The most ambitious and comprehen-
sive effort at computing and comparing tariff averages has been under-
taken by the GATT secretariat. The President's Office for Special
Trade Negotiations has furnished the Economics Division of the Con-
gressional Research Service with'one of the documents resulting from
this study. According to that Office, the data in this document 4 reflect
the tariffs in effect after completion of the Kennedy Round, but they
are weighted by 1967 trade figures. Averages weighted by more recent

'The document to entitled Basic Documentation tor the Tariff Study, Supplementary
Tablet, OATT, Geneva, July 1970.
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trade figures have reportedly been compiled by GATT, but, accord-
ing to the Office for Special Trade Negotiations, they are restricted to
the member governments and are not yet to be released to Congress.

The GATT study contains four kinds of tariff averages. They are
calculated for each item in a comprehensive list of import cate ories,
and for very broad groupings of categories. Averages for the broad-est groupings, defined as "all iindustria products," finished manufac-
tures," 'semimanufacturers," and "raw materials" are calculated on
the basis of all items within the group, and on the basis of dutiable
items only. The results are:

TARIFFS

[Definitions and explanations of averages are found on pp. 12-14 In textj

On all Items (average) On dutiable items
All Inlustrial products No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 NO. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

World .......................... 8.7 6.7 5.3 6.5 10.5 9.4 9.6 9.2
EEC ........................... 6.9 6.0 3.9 6.0 7.5 8.0 8.0 8.1United States .................. . 1.. 71 61 62 1.9 .0 15 :Canada ......................... 10.9 6.4 6.4 6.9 15.2 13.0 4.51 1.
Japan ............................ 10.1 9.7 5.7 9.6 11.1 11.5 10.7 11.6
Finished manufactures:

World ....................... 10.1 8.6 7.7 8.6 12.0 10.7 10.4 10.3
EEC .............. . 7.8 8.7 8.0 8.6 8.0 9.0 8.3 9.0
United States ......................... 12.8 8. 1 8.4 7.2 13.4 9.0 9.2 8.1
Canada ................................ 10.6 9.2 6.6 9.9 16.1 15.3 14.3 14.7
Japan .................................. 11.4 12.0 12.0 12.5 11.7 12.2 12.3 12.8Semimanufactures:
World .................................. 7.9 7.1 5.4 6.6 9.3 9.2 9.0 8.9
EEC ................................... 6.7 6.2 4.7 6.3 7.1 7.8 8.5 8.1
United States... ....................... 9.5 8.3 5.1 6.9 10.4 10.4 8.3 9.5
Canada ................................ 7.5 6.2 9.4 7.4 13.3 11.3 14.0 11.4
Japan .................................. 9.5 9.3 6.2 8.2 10.4 10.5 7.6 9.9

Raw materials:
World .................................. 2.5 2.5 1.4 2.1 6.3 4.0 6.2 3.7
EEC ..................... ............ 1.6 .6 .3 .4 3.9 1.3 3.4 1.4
United States ........................... 4.5 3.8 2.7 3.3 8.4 4.7 5.7 4.5
Canada ............................... 3.4 i.2 .4 .3 11.0 1.7 6.4 1.2
Japan .................................. 2.5 5.5 3.2 5.2 1.0 9.5 11.2 8.4

Note: The GATT document alsol ncludes averages for Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Flirjand, S.,,Lerland, Austria, and
the United Kingdom. Denmark and the Uni!ed Kingdom are now harmcnizing their tariffs with those or the EEC.

Tariff averages calculated on the basis of all imported items will
always be lower than those calculated only on the basis of dutiable
items, as long as some imports are duty free. While tariff averages on
all times are the best reflection of the'tariff structure as a whole, since
recognition should be given to zero tariffs, it is necessary to compare
them to the averages on dutiable items only. A large discrepancy can
call attention to the possibility of a sigificant degree of tariff protec-
tion despite rather low averages on allimported items. Effective pro-
tection often requires tariffs which exceed some critical level, below
which, a tariff may be a nuisance to foreign producers, may somewhat
reduce their profits, but will not really prevent them from peoietrating
the domestic market. If low tariffs of this nature are abolished, while
tariffs high enough to afford effective protection are retained, the aver-
age tariffon all imports may be very low, but the degree of meaningfiil
protection, as reflected in the averages on dutiable items, can still be
rather high.

Thew averages are not easy to interpret. Average No. 1 is simply
the unweighted average: each tariff is of equal importance in its calcu'-
lation. Goods imported at low tariffs, as are many raw materials, tend
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to fall under a few comprehensive tariffs, whereas high duty goods are
covered by a larger number of tariffs, each covering an import category) '
of much finer definition. The summation of all tariffs will likely con-
tain a large number of high duty tariffs, even though the bulk of trade
may flow under the lower tariffs. If this is the case, average No. 1 will
be significantly inflated. It could be expected to be the highest of the
averages.

Average No. 3, on the other hand, could be expected to contain a
strong downward bias. It is calculated by weighting each tariff by the
value of 'imports entering under it. High tariffs which effectively re-
duce imports do not, therefore, receive a weight proportionate to their
importance. One could expect average No. 3 to be the. lowest average.

These general expectations are not, however, uniformly satisfied by
the data.When they are, the difference between average No.'1 and No.
3 is often not striking. Averages calculated for each of twenty-three
industrial product categories also refute the general expectation: in
40 percent of the cases, average No. 3 exceeds average No. 1. This can
occur only when a disproportionately large amount of trade is flowing
under tariffs which are higher than the average, unweighted tariff for
that product category. In these cases, larger trade is associated with
higher tariffs. Analysis of these cases, as reported in an addendum
to the Basic Documentation, produces two general explanations. A ten-
dency for average No. 3 to exceed average No. I is associated with
labor-intensive products, and with the most specialized or technologi-
cally advanced products. These are complementary, not contradictory
generalizations. In the first instance, it appears that the industrialized
countries are at an increasing disadvantage in the production of labor-
intensive goods, so that the most labor-intensive items within a general
category of products will be imported in disproportionately large
amounts despite duties on them higher than the duties on other items
in the category. Despite higher tariffs, these goods can still be price-
competitive. The second explanation refers to goods that do not com-
pete on the basis of price with equivalent products. Because of their
exceptionally high quality, or very advanced international specializa-
tion in Cheir production they do not fam' much competition for equiv-
alent products of similar quality or special refinement. These are
goods of which there are only a few suppliers in the world, or, if the
general good is widely produced, a- few particular suppliers dominate
the high quality, specialized variations on the general good. High
tariffs will not necessarily impede their importation.

Averages No. 2 and 4 were calculated to moderate the distortions
normally characteristic of averages No. 1 and 3. They employ a two-
stage weighting procedure. The GATT study utilizes the BTN (Brus-
sels Tariff Nomenclature) system for classifying traded commodities.
The BTN system consists of a list of tariff t headings", each of which
groups together a set of individual tariff "lines." In the first stage, an
average is calculated for the tariff lines within a BTN heading, produc-
ing an average tariff for each BTN heading. For average No. 2 there
is no weighting of the tariff lines. It corresponds, at this stage, to aver-
age No. 1. For average No. 4 each tariff line is weighted by the value of
the nation's imports under that line. It corresponds, at this stage, to
average No. 3. In the final stage an average for the entire group is
calciil'ated from the averages for the BTN headings within the group.
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Both averages No. 2 and 4 employ. in this final stage, a common weight-
ing scheme. The tariffs for each BTN heading are weighted by the
valie of world imports under that heading. Weighting by world im.
ports in the second stage should, for average No. 2, tend to remove the
distortion of no weighting in the first stage. Weighiting by world im-
ports should, for average No. 4, tend to remove the distortion of weight-
ing by national imports in the first stage. As a pair they should rep-
resent a better measurement of "the" tariff level than averages No. 1
and 3.

Weighting by world imnports is not, however, without its own dis-
Storting effect. the rationale for averages No. 2 and 4 is that the dis-
tortions of the second stage offset the distortions of the first stage. But
some skepticism concerning such beneficial offsetting is warranted.
Weighting by world imports implicitly assumes that, in the absence
of trade barriers, the composition of each nation's imports would
roughly conform to the composition of world trade. Were that true,
this method would be the best practical procedure. But it cannot be
true, for it would contradict the basic rationale of trade; namely, that
different countries have comparative advantages in the production of
different goods. so all can benefit by each exporting those goods it pro-
duces most efficiently, and importing those it can only produce at a dis-
advantage. With international specialization, the composition of each
country's imports would be markedly different from the composition
of world imports. Weighting by world trade is distorting because it
places undue emphasis on tariffs covering goods which other nations
import in large amounts. The virtue of weighting by world trade is
to restore a needed emphasis on those tariffs wrtich are genuinely
protective.

IV. INTERPRETATION

Since no tariff average is very satisfactory, the only recourse is to
examine several of them, keeping in mind their limi stations, and to
venture generalizations about comparative tariff levels only when a
consistent pattern can be discerned. These figures can support several
generalizations. In the industrialized world, tariffs on raw materials
are, as one would expect, very low. (The difference between tariff
levels on manufactured goods and raw materials assumes considerable
significance when one attempts to compare "nomiinial" with "effective"
tariff levels, as discussed below.) Tariffu on finished manufactures
tend to be higher than those on semimanufactures. Among countries,
Canada's tariff structure is not, as a whole, exceptional, but it- clearly
emerges as the highest structure when only dutiable items are con-
sidered. Japan has the highest tariff level on all finished manufactures,
but is second to Canada on dutiable finished manufactures. Despite her
lack of domestic raw materials, Japan has high tariffs on dutiable raw
materials, though the discrepancy between dutiable and all items in-
dicates that a large portion o 'Japanese raw material imports are duty
free. The U.S. appears to have somewhat higher tariffs than the EEC,
though some of this difference would disappear if the comparison were
adjusted to remove the f.o.b.-c.i.f distortion. This would leave the U.S.
at approximate equality with the EEC in industrial gzods, though
U.S. tariffs on raw materials would remain higher. -

Tariff averages oflthis nature can provide a useful overview, and
point to any gross differences among countries. One must stress, how-
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ever, their limited validity. Aside from the difficulties of calculating a
meaningful average, any average can conceal the impact of very high
tariffs on a few strategic items. The larger the dispersion of very high
and very low tariffs around an average, the less reliable that average
as a meaningful interpretation of the tariff structure. In addition to
p ure averages, therefore, one should have some measure of this

ispersion.
The GATT study contains data on the frequency distribution of the

individual tariff lines. We can construct a comparison of the per-
centage of tariff lines within various tariff ranges:-

DUTIES
AlItthan 5 to 10 1 to 15 15to 20 Over 20

All Industrial products 5 percnt percent percent percent percent

World ............................... 42 28 14 9.0 7.0
EEC ................................. 31 56 11 1.6 .4
United States ......................... 32 30 14 12.0 12.0
Canada. 42 13 16 ,4.0 5.0
Japan ................................ 18 49 22 7.0 4.0

This reveals that 32 percent of all U.S. tariff lines carry duties of less
than 5 percent, 30 percent of the tariff lines have duties between 5 and
10 percent, etc. The United States and Canada have the larger portion
of tariff lines in the 'higher ranges, where tariff protection is more
effective. European and Japanese tariff show 'less variance from their
"average" tariffs. This evidence suggests that, although U.S. tariff
averages are, on the whole, very close to those of our major partners,
the more dispersed American (and Canadian) tariff structure may
be more restrictive of trade.

The divergence of tariffs can also be judged from data on the hig est
and lowest average tariffs (weighted by OECD trade) in eachi of
twelve industrial sectors accounting for 85 percent of OECD non-
agricultural imports. These averages, as published in the Report of
trie President's Commission on International Trade and Investment
Policy," are:

[In percent

Highest Lowest Point
Industrial sector average average spread

Pulp and paper .................................................. . t 7.8 '2.5 5.3
Textiles .......................................................... t17.7 88.3 9.4
Mineral products .................................................. 17.6 83.8 3.8
Ores and metals .................................................. 16.5 ' 4.1 2.4
Col, petroleum, gss ............................................. $t10.8 1.9 9.9
Chomicas ............... .................................. .. $10.0 7.4 2.6
Ionelectr kl hinry ...........mcie............................ O.109 '5.6 5.3
Electrical m chinery ............................................... 111.5 '7.8 3.7
Trnsprt equipment ............................... 14 .0 '5.0 9.0
Scientif instruments .............................. 16.1 28.0 8.1
Footwear ........................................................ . 22.6 i 4 12.2
Furniture .................................... 117.3 18:3 9.0

I United Kingdom.
' United States.

s Canada.

'John C. Renner, "National Restrictions on International Trade," United States
International neonomlo Policy In an Interdependent World, Compendium of Papers:
VoL I, p. 665.
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Consideration of this spread, in conjunction with data on tariff dis-
tribution similar to those we presented, tends to confirm the view
expressed by John C. Renner, that "Tie close grouping of the general
average tariff rates of the major industrialized countries disguises
considerable differences in the sectoral tariff rates... the level of tariffs
is higher and the spread is greater than generally supposed."

V. NOM[INAL VEIRSUS EFFECTIVE TARIFFS

The difficulties in interpreting the restrictive impacL of tariff levels
do not lie solely in the computation of appropriate averages. A real
measure of the effective protection afforded national industries by
tariffs should take account of the difference between tariffs on imports
used in the manufacture of finished products, and tariffs on finished
products. Domestic industries utilize raw materials, and semi-mhnu.
lectures, in the production of finished manufactures. Some of those

raw materials and semi-manufactures are imported. Tariffs on these
imports increase the cost of production for domestic industry, and
thus influence their competitiveness with foreign industries. Tariffs
on imports may operate to offset the nominal protection afforded by
tariffs on finished manufactures. Effective protection could be con-
siderably reduced.

In practice, however, tariffs on raw materials are usually much
lower than tariffs on finished manufactures. In this case, "effective"
protection is greatly enhanced. To understand the difference between
"effective" and "nominal" tariff rates one must understand just what
is being protected. A tariff on a finished manufacture is protection for
the "value added" in the process of transforming imported raw (or
seinimanufactured) inluts into finished outputs.

An example can clarify the explanation. Assume a simple case in
which a domestic industry imports all the materials it uses in the
manufacturing process. These imports are duty-free, but there is a 10
percent tariff on the finished product. Assume the competitive world
price of the materials required to manufacture one unit of output is
$50. Assume the competitive world price of the finished good is $100.
Businesses in foreign countries which export the raw materials face a
choice: to export the raw materials for $50, or to manufacture the
finished product themselves and export it for $100. The raw materials
will be duty-free, but the finished good will bear a duty of $10. Assum-
ing that, to compete with the domestic manufacturer, the foreign
manufacturer cannot raise the price of his export, his revenue from
exporting the finished good will be $90, compared to a revenue of
150 from exporting the raw materials. He has earned $40 from the
"value added" by his manufacturing process. But the domestic manu-
facturer, who bears no tariff on the $100 price of the final good, earns
450 from the value added in the domestic manufacturing process.
The effectivee rate of protection" enjoyed by the domestic manufac-
turer is the ratio of $10 to $50, or 20 percent, not the no'nifinal tariff
rate of 10'percent. The "effective rate of protection" can be deflned as
"tlhe maximum proportion by which the value added per unit of out-
put by primary resources employed in the domestic industry can exceed

s Ibid.
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the value added per unit of output by primary resources employed in
the foreign competitive industry." I

This example illustrates the theory of effective rates in the simplest
form. In practice the calculation of effective rates can be very difficult.
It requires accurate data on the value'added in the manufacturing
process, and on the pr oportions of various material inputs into the
manufacturing process. I- ..

Despite these difficulties, a meaningful comparrion of tariff levels,
with the purpose of judging the. relative degrees of protection they
afford manufacturing industries, should be based on effective, not
nominal, tariff rates. This is particularly true when the question con-
cerns preferential treatment to less-developed countries. The nominal
tariff rates on finished goods in which they might. be able to develop
an export competitiveness may appear' deceptively low, while the-effec-
tive rate which provides the real barrier against their exports is none-
tlieless prohibitive.

We have not been able to uncover any recent attempts to calculate
effective tariff rates. The most recent figures at our disposal are calcula-
tions of nominal and effective rates in 1962. Though these obviously
have no validity today. we include a few examples solely to illustrate
the degree of divergrence possible between nominal and effective rates;

NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE TARIFF qATES, 1962

U.S. EEC Japan
Commodity Nominal Effective Nominal EffecUvo Nominal Effective

Textile fabrics ...................... 24.1 50.6 17.6 44.4 19.7 48,11
Clothing ............................ 25.1 35.9 18.5 25.1 25.2 42.4
Metal manufactures ................. 14.4 28.5 14.0 25.6 18.1 27.7
Automobiles ........................ C. 8 5.1 19.5 36.8 35.9 75.7

THE 1962 OVERALL WEIGHTED TARIFF AVERAGES

Country Nominal Effective

United States ................................................................... 11.6 20.0
United Kingdom ................................................................. 15.5 27.8
EEC ........................................................................... 11.9 18.6
Japan ......................................................................... 16.2 29.5

Source: Bela Belassa, "Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries: An Evaluation," Journal of Political Economy (December
1965).

I Glorglo Basevi "The United States Tariff Structure: Estimates of Effective Rates
of Protection of United States Industries and Industrial Labor." The Review of Eco.
nomics and statlstis (May 1966).
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VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, DUTIES COLLECTED, AND RATIO OF DUTIES TO VALUES, UNDER THE
TARIFF ACT OF 1930, 1930-72

IDoller amounts In thousandsl

Imports for consumption Duties collected a

Free Dutiable Ratio to values
Free and

Dutiable dutiable
Percent Percent imports imports

Year Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (percent) (percent)

to0(June I1-
19 31) .......... $ 1, 0 .1 IS.$

. 1 9892,8 49 2, $3192i
1936........... • ,4,6 17.4

17 ............ 3, I4 58. 1.
17.......,14 569 6.7 394; 4.43, 1: :5 4 7430137 i1378 •.

1939........... 1,391, 280 61.4 878,819 38. 6 2,~669 328, 034

1H1...............2, 919 401,191,035 37.0 437,75 . 1347 44,0 04 *' 1:4 30,2.1 1 3 11.5

.6 1,1592 6,004,,3 43.2 2,74270 3 .8 11.6
S19n: [::: ;" 1,17"1,702 64.7 1,197, 49 36.3 3,319 3.2954 133.

194 ......... .2,49, 95 6.1 , 91 4,824,902 498,1 26.4 10.3

1947...........3,454 47 61.0 2,2 1,034 5, 2, 3Z1 445,355 20.1 7.9
1948 .......... 4,174:3 58.9 2,t7, 4.1 7,03,032 419, 1 14.3 5.9
1949........... 3,883,18 58.9 2,708,454 41.1 291 13.8 57
190 .......... 4,7678 54,5 3, .04 5 8, 743082 529,621 13.3 6.1
1945s .............. [. 14M95,77 1 , 1,304 '7 6 . 711 3 46 .

11..... 5,99),442 55.4 4,823,900 44.6 10,817,341 603,468 12.5 5.61952 ............... 6,256.950 58.2 4,490,546 41.8 10,747,497 574,733 12.8 5.3
19.3 ............... 5,919501 54.9 4,759,453 45.1 10,791,60 597,760 12.3 5.5
1954 .......... 5. 67,904 55.4 4,5714613 44.6 10,238,17 556,939 12.2 5.4

1955 ............... 0 634 53.2 5,300.153 46.8 1,336,787 66,579 12.6 5.9
157 6 234,514 49.8 6,281,233 50.2 12,515,747 739,228 11.8 5.9
19......... 6 038,400 46.6 6,914.206 5.4 1250,6 776,884 11.2 6.0
1958 .......... 5,341,561 41.9 7.397,868 5 12,734 832,155 11.2 6.5
1959 .............. 5,821,729 38.8 9,11E,346 61.2 14,987,075 1,056,536 11.6 7.1
190.......... 6,142,076 40.9 8,871,834 59.1 15.013,910 1,086,115 12.2 7.2
196....... 5.922,298 40.4 8,734,599 59.6 14,656,897 1,052,702 12.1 7.2
1962 ...... ... 6224,80 39. 10,026,213 61.7 16,251,06 1,234,921 12.3 7.6
1963 .......... 6,265,096 8 10,739,791 63.2 17,004,887 1,262.156 11.8 7.41964 .......... o7045,056 37.8 11,5.8,1 62.2 1,613,193 ,37,.265 11.9 7.4
1965 ............... 7,434,414 34.9 13,47,409 ,5.1 21,281,823 1,622,920 11.7 7.6

19,343,899 1022,695 25,366594 19 755 7.6
167....... .... 10, ,477 052 16, , 17 61.8 26,732,94 2,016,421 12.2 7.5
1968 .......... 12,266825 37.2 20,724,900 62.8 32,991,725 2,341,058 11.3 7.1
1969 ............... 13,061,617 36.4 22,808,742 63.6 35,870,359 2,551,174 11.2 7.1

1970 .............. 13, 877, 262 34.9 25, 890, 412 65.1 39,761,174 2,584,092 10.0 6.5
1971 .......... 15,309,317 33.6 30,263,575 66.4 45,545,892 2,767,980 9.2 6.1
1972 .......... 18,911,798 34.2 36,370,512 65.8 55,282,310 3,123,673 8.6 5.6

I Calculated.
Note: The ratio of duties collected to the value of imports (sometimes referred to as the "average ad valorem equiVa-

ent') should be used with great reservation as a measure of the "height" of a country's tariff or of the tariffs restric.
tiveness of imports. Such a ratio for the schedule of duties as s whole (or even a ratio for most Individual tariff categories)
is heavily weited by Imports that enter either free of duty or at low unrestrictive rates; it Is weighted less by imports
that enter at hIig restrictive rates and not at all by imports that are precluded from entry. Moreover, an upward or down.
ward trend in the "ratio" of duties collected may reflect alterations in the rates of duty applied, changes in the compose.
tion of Imports from year to year, or changes in the prices of imported commodities.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission, March 1973.
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VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, DUTIES COLLECTED, AND RATIO OF DUTIES TO VALUES, UNDER
SPECIFIED TARIFF ACTS, 1891-1930

(Dollar amounts in thoussndsl

Ratio to values

Frm Dutiable Free end
Fiscal years 1891-1918; Dutiable dutiable

calendar years 1919 Percent Percent imports Imports
and succedIng years Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (percent) (percent)

McKINLEY LAW

Effective Oct. 6, 1890:
1~.......$379,026 44.8 $466 5$- 552 ý$84,483 $115,791 46.3

.............. 448.771 55.8 35%,527 4. 0 1 70 48.1us ............. .32,405 51.9 4oo . 7 183 4.189............. 72,462 9.1 257,66 .9 o1 8 ,
Annual averale--

McKinley law.... 408,178 52.4 369,978 47.6 778,155 179.036 48.4 23.0

WILSON LAW

Effective Aug. 28, 1894:1895 ................ 376,.890 51.6 354,212 48.4 731.162 147, 1 41.8 20.218.6........... 368,898 4: 390.,797 51.4 759,69 15105 40.0 2. 6
197 ............ 381,902 46.4 407,349 51.6 789, 251 171, 779 42.2 2 18

Annual average,
Wilson law ...... 375,897 49.4 384,139 50.6 760, 036 158,595 41.3 20.9

DINGLEY LAW

Effective July 24,1897:
1898 ................ 291,534 49.6 295,620 50.4 587,154 144259 48.8 24,6189 ........... 29.69 43.7 38 ,773 56.3 61,,442 20873 52.1 29,3

190......367W 44.2 463,759 55.8 830,51, 228,365 49.2 2..00 .......... .o,, 6 21,6
191...... 91:093 42.0 468.670 511.0 807,783 232,641 49.6 28.9

1901 ............. 353 ,5

1902 ......... ... 54329 44.0 503.252 56.0 899,794, 2 5,50 49.8 28.0
1903 ......... 437,291 43.4 570,669 56.6 1,007, 27 7 49.0 27.8
1904 ............ 454,153 46.3 527,669 53.7 981,721 257,331 48.8 26.3
1905............517,073 47.6 570.045 52.4 1,08,118 257,898 45.2 23.8
1906.............. 548,696 45.2 664,722 54.8 1,213,418 293,558 44.2 24.2
1907 ................ 641,953 45.5 773,449 54.6 1,415,402 329,122 42.3
1908 ................ 525,705 44.4 657,416 55.6 1,183,121 282,273 42.9 23.9
1909 ................ 599.376 46.8 682.266 53.2 1,281,642 294,377 43.2 23.0

Annual average,
Dingley law ...... 451,487 45.2 546.942 54.8 998,430 254,252 46.5 25.5

PAYNE.ALDRICH LAW

Effective Aug. 6,1909:
1910 ......... 761,353 49.2 785,756 50.8 1,547,109 326,562 41.6 21.1
1911 ............ 776,964 50.8 750981 49.2 1,527,945 309,966 41.3 20.3
1912 ............ 81,513 53.7 759210 46.3 1640,723 304,899 40.2 18.6
1913 ................ 986,972 55.9 779,717 44.1 1,766,689 312,510 40.1 17.7

Annual average,
Payne-Aldridch
law ............. 851,701 52.6 768,916 47.4 1,620,617 313,484 40.8 19.3

UNDERWOOD LAW

Effective Oct. 4, 1913:
1914 ................ 1,152,393 60.4 754,008 39.6 1,906,400 283,719 37.6 14.9
1915 ................ 1,032,863 6Q.7 615,523 37,3 1,648,386 205,747 33.4 12.5
1916 .......... 1,495,881 68.6 683,153 31.4 2,179,035 209,726 30.7 9.6
1917 .......... 1,852,531 69.5 814,689 30.5 2,667,220 221,659 27.2 8.3
1918 ................ 2,117,555 73.9 747,339 26.1 2,864,894 180,590 24.2 6.3
1918 (July-

December)... 1,149,882 79:1 1 9 20, 1,452,961 73,854 24.4 5.1
1919 ........... 2,711,462 708 1116,291 29. 3,827,683 237,457 21.3 6.2
1920 .......... 3,115.958 61.1 1,985,865 38.9 5,101,823 325,646 16.4 6,11921' .......... 1,564,278 61.2 992,591 38.8 2,55,869 292,397 29.4 11.4
1922' .............. 1,888,240 61.4 1,185,533 38.6 3,073,773 451,356 38.1 14.7

Annual average,
Underwood law.. 1,903,268 66.3 968,211 33.7 2,871,479 261,279 27.0 9.1

See footnoteB at end of table.
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VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, DUTIES COLLECTED, AND RATIO OF DUTIES TO VALUES, bNDLi
SPECIFIED TARIFF ACTS, 1891-1930--Continued

1011r amounts In thousands)

Ratio to values

Free Dutiable Free and
Fiscal years 11"l-1911; Dutiable dutiable

calendar years 1919 Percent Percent imports imports
and socceeding years Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (percent) (percent)

FORDNEY.M4CUMBER

Effective Sept. 2r, 1922: S...........$1S56621 4 . 7 $566,64 36.2 15.2
o93.6 .: ...... ,*1o :. 4,:.o076 •oo• ~ .6 t3

1927 ................ 0 4 t 3,163, 9 0 5 4.1. 2.7~~ :6 :I 36 17 , 4,~ I1: f
19.......- . 2",12O7 64.6 603,891 35.4 1,705,998 S5,111 44.6 15.8

if0Ja.-unt) 140 0 58, 77 40.1t

Annual average,
Fordney.
McCumberlaw... 2,565,490 63.8 1,458,080 36.2 4,023,570 561,615 38.5 14,0

1 The Emorgeaw Tariff Act became effective on certain agricultural products on May 28, 1921, and continued In effectuntil Sept. 22, 192L.

Note: The ratio of duties collected to the value of Imports (sometimes referred to a; the "averae ad valorem equiv.
lent") should be used with treat reservation as a measure of the heighth" of a country's tariff or of the tariff's restric-

tiveness of imports. Such a retio for the schedule of duties as a whole (or even a ratio for most individual tariff categories)
Is heavily wetaited by Imports that enter either free of duty or at low unrestrittive rates; it is wbighted less by imports
that enter at high restrictive rates and not it all by Imports that are precluded from entry. Moreover, an upward or down.
word trend Inthe "ratio"of dulltscollected may reflct alternations Inthe ratesof duty applied, changes Inthe composition
of imports from year to year, or changes in the prices of imported commodities.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission.



APPENDIX B

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL TRADE BARRIERS*

This summary is based on an extensive study of trade barriers made
by the U.S. Tariff Commission in which U.S. producers, oixporters
and importers were requested to report obstacles which they encoun-
tered in international trade. Ranked in the order of the number of
their responses to the Commission, the areas of concern to U.S. traders
are: Quantitative restrictions and similar specific limitations on
trade, nontariff charges on imports, government participation in trade,
tariffs, requirements on product and other standards, and customs
procedures and administrative practices.

Complaints submitted to the Commission named most countries of
the world, but were almost evenly divided between developed and
developing nations, although less than one-fourth of U.S. trade is
with the less-developed countries.

The eight countries making up the former European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) were the object of about 13 percent of the
complaints against, tariffs. The European Community (of six coun-
tries as constituted before enlargement) received about 9 percent of
the complaints; Canada and Australia, each about 5 percent; and the
United States and Japan, each about 4 percent. Less developed coun-
tries (a large number were named) were the object of 53 percent of
the complaints against tariffs.

With respect to nontariff trade barriers, the European Community
(of six nations) drew 14 percent of the complaints. Countries for-
merly making up the EFTA drew 12 percent; the United States 8
percent, Japan about 6 percent, and Canada about 2 percent. Less de-
veloped countries in Latin America drew 22 percent of the complaints;
in Asia, 9 percent; in Europe, 10 percent, and in Africa, about 9
percent.

About 80 percent of the complaints were concerned with practices
affecting industrial products, 20 percent with agricultural products-
a division that roughly corresponds to the distribution of U.S. trade.
In industrial products, the largest number of problems seem to be
encountered in the following product sectors: Transport equipment;
chemicals, nonelectrical machinery; electrical machines and appara-
tus; ores, metals, and metal manufactures; and textiles. The largest
number of complaints in the agricultural sectors were in beverages
and spirits, foodstiuffs, ind animals and animal products.

Tariffs

Customs tariffs-of the large trading nations are extremely complex.
It is virtually impossible to summarize them meaningfully in any
manner that correctly reflects the actual iwrpact of the various duties

*Prepared by the Tariff Commission at the request of i•: Senate Committee on Finance.
(77)

26-724 0 - 74 - 6
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upon the flow in trade. When comparing national tariffs, the basic
difficulties are further compounded by differences in product defini-
tion and methods of customs valuation.

Calculating average duty levels for aggregations of different prod-
uct classifications is the only practical method for making such com-
parisons, even though it is almost universally conceded that there
is no satisfactory method for averaging rates of duty.

When the GATT contracting parties set out to assemble data on
the post Kennedy Round tariff levels of the larger members, they
realized agreement could never be achieved on a single type of aver-
age as the "fairest" indicator of a country's tariff level. Thus, four
averages were calculated:

1. A simple arithmetic average;
2. An average weighted by "world" imports; 1
3. An average weighted by each country's own imports and
4. Average number 3 weighted a second time by "world" im-

ports.1

It is generally assumed that the simple arithmetic average (average
number 1) has'the strongest bias upward, since it gives equal weight
to each line provision and national tariff nomenclatures usually are
more detailed in competitive product areas, where higher rates are
found, and less detailed in noncompetitive products which frequently
are duty free. The average weighted by a country's own imports
(average number 3) is assumed to have. the strongest bias downward
because it minimizes the i importance of high rates which deter trade
and emphasizes the importance of large trade items which are likely
to be products with lower rates of duty. The purpose of weighting
is to moderate the bias of the two extremes; so presumably, averages
2 and 4 could be expected to fall between the levels of thbe arithmetic
and own-trade-weighted averages. The averages which were calculated
were found not always in conformance with these assumptions.

AVERAGE MFN INDUSTRIAL TARIFFS

Average MFN tariffs on industrial products are shown in table
1-A for the European Community and 12 other industrialized na-
tions. The rates of duty used in calculating the averages were MFN
rates scheduled to be in effect after Kennedy Rounid concessions were
implemented. Japan, Australia. and Canada have made further tem-
porary reductions in many of their rates in the nast two years which
would sigmificantlv lower averages shown for those countries. Find-
ings from a comparison of the averages are quite different, depend-
ing upon whether all items in a tariff are under consideration or only
dutiable items, as well as which method of averaging has been
employed.

c "World" imports in this Instance were total imports of the 18 developed countries for

which tariff data were being assembled.
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TABLE I-A.-INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS: AVERAGE MFN TARIFFS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES I

Averages weighted by-

Simple Country's
arithmetic World Country's own andCountry average I trade own trade world trade

All products

All countries, average .......................... 9.0 7.3 5.9 7.1
United States ....................................... 11.1 7.3 6.8 6.3
Canada I.......... ..... 0........................... .. 103 68661e
Japan ............................................ 6..6 1 7..3
European Community ............................ .0.9 6.4 3 5 8
United Kingdom .................................. 9.2 7.6 6:2 7.3
Denmark ........................................... 4.5 3 4 3.0
Aus tria .......................................... .1 .8 10.4 110: 11.3
Finland ....................................... 5. 4 4.6 5

orway ......................................... 15.5 4.5 5,Sweden ...................................... 44 4.6 4.3
Australiand ............ ......... 4 14.5
Nw . . .................. 2 21.1 14.6 18.0

Dutiable products
All countries, average .......................... 10.7 8.4 9.8 6.1

United States ....................................... 12.1 8.1 8.87
Canada$ ........................................... 15.2 11.5 14.1
Japan ........................................... 11.2 10.8 11.6 10 7
European Community ................................ 7.5 6.17 8.1 6.9
United Kingdom .................................... 10.5 8. 10.2 8. I
Denmark ........................................... 8. 3 4. 8. 5 4.6
Austria ............................................ 13.5 11.4 16.3 12.3
Finland ............................................ 13.3 6.4 9.5 6.4
Norway .......................................... 11.4 7.6 11.0 7.2
Sweden ............................... 7. 4.8 7.3 4.6
Switzerland............................. 4.4 3.5 3.4 3.2
Australia ' .......................................... 26.5 22.1 23.0 20.7
New Zealand ....................................... 32.3 24. 1 23.4 20.3

' The averages shown were calculated using 1970 Import data end MFN tariff rates scheduled to be in effect after impIe"
mentation of Xennedy round tariff concessions, Since these averages were calculated however, Japan Australia, and
Canada have made significant further temporary reductions In their tariffs. For Japan, aoout 80 percent oR the rates were
reduced by 20 percent, about 2 percent were made duty free, and about 6 percent were cut by amounts ranging from 10 to
95 percent Austrolia has reduced all rates by 25 percent. Canada has made reductions on a wide range of products, partic-
ulariy consumer goods by an average of 5 percentage points.

e Implicit weighn contained in a simple average is the number of tariff lines in the schedule; thus, the average is in
fact weighted by the decree of detail within the ter ff schedules.
f nAvter sis for Canada, Japan, and Australia were calculated from rates higher than those being applied in 1974 (seefootnote 1),

Source: Basic documentation for the tariff study, GATT.

AVERAGE MFN AGRICULTURAL TARIFFS

Similar calculations were carried out for agricultural product tar-
iffs of the United States, Canada, Japan, the European Community,
and the United Kingdom, and the results are shown in table 1-B. It
was not possible to reflect in these calculations the variable levies
applied On a wide scale by the European Community and on a much
smaller scale by the United Kingdom. Consequently, these two aver-
ages (and especially that of the Community), are not really satis-
factory indicators.
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DISCRIMINATORY TARIFF TREATMENT

Customs unions and other regional trade groups and preferential
trading arrangements have proliferated throughout the world in the
past 15 years and created significant discrimination against products
of countries outside those arrangements. Even a modest duty can fore-
close participation in a market if other competing foreign suppliers
are permitted free entry. In 1955, almost 90 percent of imports by
GATT contracting parties paid MFN rates of duty; by 1970, this
figure had declined to only 75 percent.

TABLE 1-8.--AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS: AVERAGE MFN TARIFFS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIESt

Simple Own trade
arithmetic weighted

Country average aoverage

All products

United States .................................................................. 15.1 4.8
Canada ................ ............................................... 9.6 5.7
Japan .............. ................................ 40.6 27.4Europin Community'. ................................... 16.5 6.4.nits.ingdom ......................................... 10.8 5.0

Dutiable products
United States ................................................................... 16.8 8.5
Canada ........................................................................ 13.1 9.9
Japan I ................... ........................... 44.2 39.7
Europen Community ....................................... 17.9 13.9
United Kingdom I ............................................................... 12.7 9.9

I The averages shown were calculated using trade data for 1970, and rates of duty scheduled to be in effect after Itple.
mentation of Kennedy round concessions. Japan, however, has made significant further temporary reductions In about
j of Its rates which were used in th6 calculations. More than half of the reductions were by 20 percent, and most of the

remainder were by amounts renging from 33 percent to complete removal of the duty.
I.The Implicit weight contained In a simple average is the number of tadff lines in the schedule. Thus the average is In

fact weighted by the degree of detail within the tariff schedules.
I Averages for Japan were calculated using rates which were higher than those being applied In 1974 (see footnote 1).
4 Rates shown for the European Community reflect fixed tariffs only and do not Include variable levies applicable

to a wide range of agricultural products. If data were available to reflect the variable levy charges, the rates would be
ve substantially higher than indicated here.

M'le rates shown for the United Kingdom reflect fixed tariffs only and do not reflect variable levies applicable to a limited
number of products in the year for which the averages were calculated.

Source: Compiled from national tariffs and trade statistics.

TARIFF DISPARITIES

A common complaint received by governments from domestic
producers seeking to export their products is that higher tariff rates
are encountered in foreign countries than are charged on imports into
the producer's own domestic market. U.S. producers have made such
complaints most frequently against tariff rates of Canada and Japan.
This is a common complaint heard in the European Community against
the United States.

Significant tariff disparities are most likely to be found when a
country has a wide range of rates applicable to'a category of products.
This situation occurs more commilonly in the U.S. tariff than in the
schedules s of most other nations. A study of dutv rate ranges and
own-trade-weighted averages for leading items of export from the
ITnited States to Canada and Janan and leading items of imports from
these countries into the United States indicates that cheracteristically
the United States has the greater range of duty rates and the greater
likelihood of having the'disparate high tariff. On own-trade-weighted
averages, U.S. and Canadianh rates divide fairly evenly between higher
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and lower; but in the case of Japan, there are more situations where
U.S. rates are higher than Japan's than vice versa.

In an exhaustive study of "possible" disparities at a more disaggre-
gated product level and without regard to whether trade is occurring
under the particular categories. Canada has markedly more dispari-
ties vis-a-vis the Uniited States than the United States vis-a-vis Can-
ada, -tt the United States has more disparities vis-a-vis Japan and
the European Community than vice versa.

Quantitative Restrictions and Similar Specific Limitations
on Trade

Quantitative import and export restrictions, the most obvious and
easily identifiable nontariff barriers to trade,"appear in three basic
elemental forms: Embargoes, where trade is prohibited; absolute
quotas, where a specified maximum amount of tride is permitted in a
given period; or 7ieviwing 8ystems, under which administrative officials
have discretionary authority to permit trade. Other indirect, more
sophisticated and subtle quantitative restrictions include: Exohangqe
controls, where foreign exchange to pay for imports is limited and al-
located by kind, quantity, and source of goods; local content and mic-
in, regulations, where specified amounts of local products are required
with c6fiiufifption of'a unit of a foreign product; minimum or maxi.-
mum price controls, permitting trade only above or below stipulated
prices; redtrictive business practice, under which cartels or similar
arrangements control market acess; and discriminatory bWteral
a(lreement8, where two countries agree to purchase specified amounts
of given products from each other before purchases are made from
third countries.

Nearly one-third of the complaints against all trade barriers sub-
mitted in the Commission's investigation dealt with These types of
restrictions, and the three basic elemental forms draw two-thirds of
the complaints in this area. "Pie largest number were against licens-
ing requirements, while embargoes and quotas were next in number
of complaints.

U.S. quantitative restrictions drew more complaints than those of
any other single nation, but less than the total of complaints against
either the European Community -r EThTA countries. Over 60 percent
of the complaints were against developing nations. Complaints against
developed countries primarily concerned quotas, while licensing prac-
Ces were the object of most of the complaints against LDC's.

The pattern of actual restrictions contrasted sharply with the dis-
tribution of complaints received by the Commission. For example,
the countries of the European Community represent about half of the
counted restrictions but received only 27 percent of the complaints.
The United States and Japan, on the other hand, each had about 5 per-
cent ••the restrictions, but accounted for about one-fifth (each) of the
complaints. About 80 percent of the complaints were in the industrial
sector; only 20 percent concerned agricultural products, where some
of the more significant restrictions are found.

Conclusions reached from an analysis of quantitative restrictions
in 16 major trading countries indicate that France exhibits the heaviest
use of such measures, followed by (in this order) Italy, the United
States, West Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, Netherlands,
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Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Austria, Norway, Portugal, Switzer-
land, Denmark, Ireland, Sweden, and Australia. The study indicated
that among the countries, quantitative restrictions tend to be found
on similar products. When the restriction count is weighted by the
level of trade, the high concentration of quantitative restrictions in
agricultural products is apparent, as well as their heavy use in cer-
Tin industrial areas by some countries. The six product sectors having
the heaviest concentrations of quantitative restrictions are foodstuffs;
coal, petroleum, and natural gas; animals and animal products; grains;
beverages and spirits; and textiles. These sectors account for 70 per-
cent of the total trade-weighted restrictions.

A few countries (e.g., France, Italy, Norway, and Sweden) tend
to use quantitative restrictions to complement tariffs -but evidence
generally indicates that such restrictions do not substitute for tariffs
on a broad product sector basis. I

VOLUNTARY EXPORT RESTRAINTS AND OTHER EXPORT CONTROLS

The use of "voluntary" export restraints has become increasingly
important as a barrier to trade in recent years. Eleven countries have
registered complaints against their GAT trading partners, stating
that such limitations are resorted to only as a means of avoiding the

aiil t aippalik't16fi"6'"f'mre s riiigeni; import restrictions. Restraints
on textiles and steel have received the most publicity in recentyears,
although exports of a wide variety of commodities have been re-
stricted from' time to time.

Exports are sometimes controlled 'for military or strategic reasons,
or to conserve domestic supplies, or for political purposes. The United
States has employed major restrictions on its export trade with the
Communist countries for over 20 years. The Export Administration
Act of 1969 began to relax these T.S. restrictions. In February 1972,
the list of iterps for China was liberalized and made the same as that
for the, Soviet Union. Several countries have restricted exports of
products in short supply. The recent limitations on oil exports from
the Middle East has had worldwide attention.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

Another type of widely-used trade barrier is a system of restric-
tions on the payments and/or financial cycle of a trade flow. Types
of financial barriers include: Multiple exchange rates; prior import
deposits; allocation of exchange only to holders of import licenses;
and various other types of restrictions to cbnserve foreign exchange.

Under the rules of the International Monetary Fund and the GATT,
countries are generally expected to maintain convertible currencies
and no payments restrictions. If a country faces a deficit situation,
however, it is granted a period of transition in which exchange restric-
tions are allowed while they undertake policies to correct the deficit
situation. Developing countries have most often been granted this
temporary relief, the removal of which is sometimes slow when they
again return to satisfactory financial positions.

Some countries tend to exert stronger financial restrictions than
are needed, given their financial situation. There is an indisputable
link between balance of payments difficulties, poor international credit
ratings, and financial barriers to trade.
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RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES

While attention has been focused on trade barriers erected by gov-
ernments and efforts to dismantle them, private organizations have
been creating barriers of their own. The development of methods to
deal with these problems have been of a limited nature.

International restrictive business practices are usually of two types:
(1) those engaged in by the collective restraint of competition by inde-
pendent organizations (cartels), and (2) restrictions resulting from
concentration of economic pow'r or control in one organization (multi-
natioinal-corporatinhs). However, international -trade may also be re-
stricted by single firms if they have a dominating position -as suppliers
or purchasers of the commodity involved. Certain types of business
discrimiiiition engaged inby governments (e.g.,, flag discrimination
in shipping) and lalor unions have also caused some concern.

DISCRIMINATORY BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

Bilateral trade agreements are frequently concluded between coun-
tries to facilitate trade between them by granting special advantages
to each other. They are implicitly discriminatory against third coun-
tries. Discriminatory sourcing is one type of bilateral arrangement
which favors specific countries as sources for certain imports. Such
arrangements are often tied to economic assistance programs.

Nontariff Charges on Imports

In most countries, imports pay a variety of charges in addition to a
customs duty. Some of these charges, such as the variable levies found
in Europe, are protective devices used to restrict imports, while others,
such as U.S. excise taxes or value-added taxes in Europe, are collected
to equalize the tax treatment of imported goods with that of domestic
output. Some charges, such as port taxes, are levied in payment for
services, Sometimes import "surcharges" are levied by countries with
serious balance of payments deficits. Among thei6 various charges are
found some of the greatest barriers to world trade.

VARIABLE LEVIES

Variable levies are charges on imports in lieu of, or in addition to,
normal custom duties. Thelevies vary far more frequently than normal
customs duties, sometimes daily, and are used to raise the cost of im-
ports to stipulated minimum prices. They have most commonly been
used with domestic agricultural support programs.

Variable levies have risen to great prominence in the past decade
because the European Community made the variable levy an essential
element in its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The variable levy
thus affects a large segment of world tra&l and is probably the most
important singleme'asure adversely affecting U.S. exports. Variable
levies exclude imports from price competition with domestic products,
and reduce impdrts to the position of a residual supply. Some shippers
find the variable levy even more onerous than import quotas because
of the uncertainty for traders caused by the frequent changes in rates
and consequent changes in the amounts of imports which are able
to enter.
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Variable levies are found in several countries outside the European
Community, including Austria, Finland; Greece, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, and Switzerland.

Under the European Community's CAP, details vary by product,
but in general, the amount of the variable levy is the difference be-
tween the lowest offer price on the world market and an internal
Community support price. The level of the tax is determined so that
the lowest cost imports cannot undercut the highest cost producers
within the Community, and tihus tends to increase prices of imports
above those for domestic goods. Examples of ad valorem equivalents
of variable levies range ashigh as 480 percent.

Devices used under the CAP-including variable levies to limit or
exclude imports, support of internal prices at high levels, a general
absence of production controls, and export subsidies to remove excess
production:--have produced a continuing rise in EC agricultural
prices, impressive increases in EC agricultural production, and an
increasing necessity to subsidize the disposal of excess production in
the world market.

The impact of the EC variable levy and its companion measures has
been significant. From 1961 to 19706, the value of U.S. agricultural
exports to countries outside the Community grew more than twice as
much as exports to EC countries. For U.S. export commodities affected
" by the le• iih1971 lhe growth of exports rofi the 1959-61 "eiid Was
less than one-fourtbh that of commodities not subject to the levies.

For variable levy products, the U.S. share of the EC market declined
in favor of increased trade among EC me'm`ber couiintries. If the growth
of agricultural exports 'between 1961 and 1971 had followed the same
trend as in the 19544-1 period (before the introduction of the CAP),
EC imports of U.S. agricultural commodities would have increased
150 percent (instead of less than 50 percent).

As the CAP is extended to the new EC members (the Dnited King-
dom, Ireland, and Den"mark), the severity of the impact on U.S. agri-
cultural exports will irndoubtedly increase. U.S. and other third coun-
try agricultural exports to the United Kingdom are expected to decline.
The United Kingdom could become self-sufficient in -beef and veal and
might even achieve a small surplus in grains through entry in the
Community. CAP incentives could make the United Kingdom a net
&xporter of pork, poultry, and eggs.

BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENTS FOR INTERNAL TAXES

Border tax adjustments are any fiscal measure which enables im-
ported products to'be charged with a tax charged in the importing
country on similar domestic products, and which enables exported
products to be relieved of a tax charged in the exporting country on
domestic products sold to consumers in the home market. Thus, "bor-
der" tax adjustmehiits iiiclud taxes oh'impo.ts not only at in`.ýotation
but also at any subsequent point in the distribution channel. Virtually
all countries, including the United States, make some border tax ad-
justments oin their imports and exports.

Under fairly longstanding international practices, which were in-
corporated into the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade when-
it was drafted, taxes on products (usually referred to as indirect taxes
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or consumption taxes) are considered eligible for border tax adjust-
ments, while direct taxes such as income .taxes, profits taxes payroll
taxes, and social security charges are not regarded as eligible.

Foreign countries rely much more heavily than the United States
does upon indirect consumptiono) taxes for government revenue. In
foreign tax systems, the major consumption taxes are generally types
whichi, Niith respect to im"-p"rts, are collected When the goods enter the
country, rather than at later stages of distribution. Therefore, im-
ports are immediately assessed with taxes which are both substantial I
and highly conspicuous. Moreover, products exported from these coun-
tries are shipped -abroad at prices substantially below the internal
domestic price by virtue of the fact that the consumption tax is not
collected on the exported goods.

On the other hand, very few products imported into the United
States are subject to a border tax adjustment at the time of entry. Most
U.S. border tax adjustments are found later in the distribution chan-
nel, and occur principally as state and local retail sales taxes.

A large percentage of U.S. businessmen regard this situation as un-
fair to them in their efforts to compete with foreign producers both
in markets abroad and in the United States. Their general com-
plaint is that when selling abroad they bear the burden of the sub-
stantial U.S. -direct taxes (corporate profits taxes, etc.) plus the sig-
nificant indirect taxes of the foreign country; when selling in the
United States, the imported product of their foreign competitors has
been relieved of a substantial part of its national tax burden through
the border tax adjustment process, and bears none of the U.S. direct
taxes.

Economic analysts arige that the situation in which border tax ad-
justments mafy discimiiiate against imports or act as an aid to exports
is much more co mplex than indicated by the traders' views; and so
long as the same rate is applied to imports and domestic products, any
discriminatory price effects would not equal the border tax rate itself
(as businessmen assume), but would -be only a small percentage of the
rate. Moreover, the discriminatory effect would be confined to the
short term, because in the long run other counterbalancing economic
forces come into operation and negate the discrimination.

General border tax adjustments, such as those for the value-added
tax widely used in Europe, under certain economic conditions, can
affect trade in a manner similar to an exchange rate change. Changes
in tax rates and accompanying border. tax adjustments can theoreti-
cally disturb trade over short periods of time.

Tke U.S. proof-gallon/iane gallon sy8tem.-A special situation in
the application" of border taxes which ha's had much attention for many
years is found in the manner in which the U.S. excise tax on distilled
spirits is assessed. If distilled spirits are -below 100 proof at the time
the tax is assessed, they're nevertheless taxed as 100 proof; if above
100 proof, a proportional incremental amount of the basic, 100 proof
rate is applied. U.S. producers can arrange their production process
so that, the tax is always assessed when nroof is 100 or above and
before the beverage has been cut to normal bottlifng strength. Foreign

In France, for example, a standard effective rate of 28.45 percent applies to most goods;
In Wept Germany, most goods are tared at the rate of 11 percept.
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producers may also do this if they ship their product in bulk to the
United States and bottle it after entry. If it is bottled abroad, it will
bear the additional revenue burden resulting from tax assessment after
the proof has been cut to bottling strength.

The effect of this so-called wine-galiion/proof gallon f method of tax
assessment is that imported bottled spirits paynu significantly higher
tax than d6iiestic pr6dii6ts and ifijiorted'bulk prodfiucts. Fodifigh pro-
ducers of distilled spirits have described this situation as one of the
major U.S. nontariff trade barriers.

OTHER CHARGES

There are numerous other nontariff charges on imports. The better
known are consular fees, stamp taxes, statistical taxes, port charges,
and import surcharges. Some, such as port fees or import surcharges,
are levied solely on imports. Others, in effect, apply only to imports
because there is no domestic production. In complaints to the Tariff
Commission, automobiles, motion picture films, and alcoholic bever-
ages were stressed as products subjected to unusually heavy or dis-
criminatory taxes or charges in many countries.

All ports charge fees on vessels and/or cargo using the port. In some
developing" countries the charges are found to run as high as 12 or 15
percent ofIlieii.i~f. vlu f Wehe shipmetii.

Prior import deposit systems require importers to deposit a percent-
age of the value of an import (usually in a noniniterest bearing ac-
count for a fixed term.) Since World War II, such systems have been
increasingly used to retard the flow of imports by countries with
balance of payments difficulties, Countries without such difficulties
have sometimes used such systems for control or surveillance of trade.
In either case, the cost of imports is increased by preventing alterna-
tive productive uses of deposited funds.

Consular fees or charges must be paid on exports to many countries
(principally developing nations), usually in relation to the issuance
of a consular invoice or other required documentation. Complaints
against such charges as hihh as 7 percent of the c.i.f. value of ship-
ments were raised against 23 countries, largely in Latin America.

"Stamp taxes" are excise. taxes paid tlrough the purchase of stamps
which must be affixed to articles or documents before they may be law-
fully sold, purchased or used. The procedure is a common method for
collecting, taxes on tobacco or alcoholic heverares or assessing taxes on
the transfer of documents. In the Conmission's survey, complaints
were received against stamn tax requirements in over 20 developing
countries, and in France and Italy.

"Surcharges" on imipods are taxes or levies applied in the same man-
ner as customs tariffs, but in addition ti.the normal import duty, col-
lected as a percentage of the normal d4ity. Nomfifihal surcharges are
sometimes collected for such purposes as Dort. fees, statistical taxes,
administrative taxes, etc. Substantial surcharges are usually applied
to stem fihe flow of imports to correct balance of payments difficulties.
Denmark, the United Kingdom and the United States have resorted
to temporary use of i port surcharges for balance of payments rea-
sons in recent years.
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Government Participation in Trade

Governments participate directly and indirectly in trade in several
ways. Various forms of government monopolies are foufid in almost
every country. The significance of government procurement in the
market place increases daily. Virtually all governments, to some de-
gree, give financial or other assistance to domestic industries which
may result in subsidized exports or the displacement of imports in the
local market. Some of the most significant trade distortions result
from government participation in trade. Problems in this area are also
the most deep rooted and difficult to deal with.

Complaints submitted to the Tariff Commission listed subsidies and
other aids as the major concern in this area, followed by government
monopolies and state trading, and government procurement. Seventy
percent of the complaints were against practices of developed coun-
tries. About one-fifth involved members of the European Community,
16 percent were against EFTA countries, 13 percent against Japan,
and 8 percent against the United States.

The industrial area received 82 percent of the complaints, with the
largest number going to nonelectrical machinery, textiles, electrical
machinery, and transport equipment. Agricultural sectors where com-
plaints were concentrated were alcoholic beverages and grains.

SUBSIDIES AND OTHER AIDS

International trade can be distorted by government aids designed
explicitly to stimulate exports, but also by general government sub-
sidies given to domestic producers. Subsidized domestic producers ob-
tain an artificial competitive advantage in export markets and are
given a special advantage in their competition against imported prod-
ucts. In contrast to export aids, general subsidies have as their prime
objective some desirable domestic goal such as regional development
or national defense; the competitive advantage conferred upon domes-
tic producers in foreign markets or in the domestic market may be only
a secondary consequence of the subsidy program.Under certain conditions subsidies may also serve to counterbalance
distortions of international trade caused by some other factor. For ex-
ample, a country with a-grossly overvalued'currency may find it im-
possible to export without subsidies. For this reason, export subsidies
are more widely applied by less-developed countries than by developed
nations.

A wide range of government activity may constitute a subsidy. How-
ever, the principal forms subsidies may take are generally:

(a) Explicit cash payments (cash subsidies)
(b) Implicit payments through it reduction of a specific tax

liability (tax subsidies)(c) Implicit. payments. by means of loans at preferential inter-

est rates (credit subsidies)
(d) Implicit payments through provisions of goods and serv-ices at prices or fees below market value (benefit-in-kind sub-

sidie•) ....
(e) Implicit payments through government purchases of goods

and services above'market price (purchase subsidies)

91
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E.Nport ub.'idiea.-Export subsidies are designed exclusively with
the intent to stimulate exports. Agricultural exports are principally
subsidized by direct cash payments on exports (cash subsidies), or
through direct sales by the government at world market prices of prod-
ucts the government formerly purchased at higher prices from the
farmer (purchase subsidies). Such subsidies on certain farm exports
are employed for examipl' both by the United States and the European
Community. Governments rarely admit to the granting of direct ex-
port subsidies on industrial products. They, however, sometimes admit
to actions which, while not explicitly export subsidies, have an export-
promoting effect.

Government aids to export financing (credit subsidies) constitute
probably the fastest growing area of subsidization in recent years.
Such assistance occurs principally in the provision of direct loans
guarantees of loans made by commercial banks to foreign buyers oi
the country's exports, insurance and guarantee of credits extended
by exporters. The purpose of these operations is to finance exports that
would not otherwise be purchased.

The United States and most U.S. trading partners have similar
arrangements for export financing aids. U.S. assistance is handled
through the Export-Import Bank of Washington. Concessional financ-
ing by thoeU.S. government of agricultural exports under various laws
is especially significant. Medium-term and long-term expo'k-tiredits in
France are financed by private companies but then refinanced by spe-
cial government-controlled credit institutions. The Export-Import
Baink of Japan also directly finances long-term export credits charging
significantly lower interest rates than commercialban s. he Japanese
Government insures exporters against a wide range of risks; even
against the risk of tariff increases in export markets.

In the United Kingdom, the Export Credit Guarantee Department
(ECGD) provides credit insurance to exporters, guaranteed rates
of return to banks, and refinancing of bank credit in order to keep
export credit rates on a low level.

Several governments -give special tax advantages (tax subsidies)
to exporters.

IoaZ and petroleum &ubsidie8.-The coal and petroleum industries
are widely subsidized by governments that wish to sustain indigenous
energy resources. In the European Community, in 1967, the total
average subsidy of bituminous coal amounted to $7.56 per metric
ton, i.e., over 40 percent of the price. Under a new system of reduced
subsidization established in December 1969, the member States were
authorized to grant production aids not exeedifig $1.63 per ton to
undertakings that deliver coking coal for the iron and steel industry.
"Disposal aids" on deliveries to destinations within the Commuinity
far away from the coal basin were additionally authorized to be ap-
plied under specified conditions.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, federal and state assistance
to coal production and coin~iim-pt ion is substaniitial. Various subsidies,
including tax concessions, amounted in 1972 to approximately DMI..
billion. Subsidies included grants to encourage the use of E.C. coa.%.
instead of imported oil in thq electrical industry.

U.S. boal exports muy have been adver.5ely affected on the markets
of Japan and the United Kingdom by subsidization of the coal
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industry in those countries, and on the Japanese market also by the
aids to the coal industry in Canada. Canada subsidizes the transport
costs of coal that is exported to the Far East, competing thereby more
effectively with U.S. coal exports to Japan. The Japanese govern-
ment has aided its coal industry by providing long-term interest-free
loans. In the United Kingdom, a program announced in December,
1972, allocated about $3 billion assistance to the coal industry over
the next five years.The U.S. government aids the petroleum industry by an oil deple-
tion allowance from the tax liability of producers, and other write-
offs. The industry in other countries receives direct grants in some
countries and special tax privileges in most. . .

Electronic products 8u8zidie8.-Electronics, as a growth industry
and standard bearer of technological progress, receives government
aids in a number of industrial countries. In recent years France and
the Federal Republic of Germany provided low interest or interest-
free loans to firms in the industry. In 1972, the federal budget of the
FRG provided subsidies of DM 43 million for "promotion of elec-
tronic data processing." The United Kingdom and France support
their private computer industries by significant grants, and also par-
ticipate directly in the industry.

Japan's aids to electronics appear most damaging to U.S. intejo t.
In the framework of its export promotion policy, and under laws
enacted in 1957 and 1971, the Japanese government has provided the
electronics industry, especially in the area of research and develop-
ment. for, computers. and sophisticated industrial products, ..with, mas&-,..
sive financial assistance in the form of low-interest loaa3w grants and
tax incentives.

The complaints of U.S. electro~iqc manufacturers regarding Japa-
nese subsidization of the electronic --industry are challenged by the
Japanese, as well as interested U.S. importers. These claim that over
the years U.S. assistance'to the domestic electronics industry has been
incomparably higher than the Japanese government's assistance to
its own industry, if research and development subsidies of the U.S.
government to U.S. producers are considered. Although a large por-
tion of the U.S. subsidies have been allocated for defense and space
objectives, .they have provided the technological foundation for many
industrial ind consumer electronic products.

Motion picture f!lrn.-The film industry enjoys government aids
to produlctiofn; distribution, exhibition and exports in various combina-
tions in different countries. The United States does not subsidize the
industry but all major U.S. trading partners and many other countries
do. U.S. interests are hurt predominaintly by subsidies granted by the

united Kingdom, Italy and France. However, American film com-
panies frequently qualify to share foreign subsidies; therefore, they
are attracted by them (in addition to other factors) to produce abroad,
with concomitant adverse effects on the U.S. domiciled film industry.

Shipping , 8hipbuilding.-Shipping and shipbuilding is widely sub-
sidized owing to the relationship of these industries to foreign trade,
the specific problematic nature of the shipbuilding industry, and the
fact that these industries relate to national defense. Some' countries
support shipbuilding to the point where it can mdet the demands of
a national merchant marine and navy, and make no attempt to export
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third markets. Principal examples are the United States, Canada, and
Italy. Important exporters of ships (Japan, and to a smaller extent
West Germany) subsidize their exports while preventing at the same
time imports foreign ships.

Other induwgtt u 8 idies.-In addition to the aforen'entioned few,
other manufacturing industries receive government aids which may
affect international trade. A well subsidized growth industry, besides
electronics, is the aircraft industry. The best known example in this
field is the subsidization in France and the United Kingdom of the
supersonic commercial aircraft. Moreover, the RB-211 engines, the
production of which the United Kingdom supports heavily, are ex-
ported at this time exclusively to the United States.

In some countries steel and the paper and pulp industries are sub-
sidized with concomitant effects on international trade. As a generally
depressed industry the textile industry obtains government aids in
several advanced industrial countries.

Establishments in almost any industry can obtain government aids
in some countries if they are located in so-called development areas
(principally EC countries and the United Kingdom). For example,
the aluminum industry of the United Kingdom obtains massive in-
vestment grants and low interest loans on grounds of regional eco-
nomic assistance programs. I I I.. I

In most advanced countries several industries receive government
aids for purposes of research and development. U.S. subsidies are
devoted principally to atomic-, space-, defense-related and medical

. researchh ; wherna-inother countries R&D subsidies may act as stimu-
lators to exports or import substitution in the subsidized industry.

Agtiultural prodwt &ubsidie8.-Subsidies are generally applied
in agriculture. In the framework of their agricultural policies, the
governments of most industrial countrieswaid their domestic agricul-
ture materially, protecting it, at the same time, from import com-
petition principally by various other nontariff barriers. Subsidization
may take the foorm of direct payments to the farmer per unit of acre-
age, output or exports, or purchases by the government of surpluses
at supported prices, or a combination of both. In addition to direct
aids, governments aid agricultural production and exports in a num-
ber of indirect ways. Heavy subsidization of production and exports
in many countries has led to worldwide surpluses in certain farm
products~such as grains and dairy prpducts.

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

Most governments favor domestic suppliers over foreign ones in
their procurement of goods. This is eVidenced by the fact that the
share of imports to total purchases in the public sector is much small-
er than in the private sector. Governments are major purcha.sers of
internationally traded commodities, hence the preferences they grant
to domestic producers constitute a significant impediment to inter-
national trade. In several countries, also, governments below the na-
tional level are known to engage in preferential procurement practices.

Preferences accorded domestic suppliers may be incorporated in
published laws and regulations, but ing, most countries they are e-
fected through a wide variety of practices and procedures. Under
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the so-called Buy-American Act of 1933 the Federal Government of
the United States openly favors domestic suppliers in its procure-
ment. On the other han, in Europe and Japan, laws aiid published
regulations providing for discriminatory practices are rare, nonethe-
less discrimination against foreign suppliers exists and is practiced
in a number of ways generally surrounded by secrecy.

TheYprincipal practices that inhibit foreign participation in gov-
ernment procurement are insufficient publicity in the solicitation of
bids and in the disclosure of the criteria on the basis of which con-
tracts are awarded. Most trading partners of the United States, such
as Japan, the United Kingdom ana most European Community coun-
tries use predominantly the selective and single tender bid proce-
dures. It is generally recognized that these lend themselves much
better to discriminatory practices against foreign suppliers than pub-
lie tendering.

Foreign suppliers can also be suppressed through specific conditions
of bidding which put them at a disadvantage, such as certain admin-
istrative requirements or inadequate time allowed for submission of
bids. Moreover, purchasing authorities may specify technical require-
monts in advance collaboration with domestic suppliers limiting there-
by the competitiveness of the foreign bidder. In some countries only
resident firms may undertake government contracts of certain types.

GOVERNMENT MONOPOLIES AND STATE TRADING

Most governments in market economy countries maintain monopolies
of the manufacture or sale of certain goods. In several countries such
monopolies have been traditionally instituted for fiscal purposes or
social ones, such as guaranteeing a steady supply of a product and
keeping the prices at a desired level. Traditional product areas for
state monopolies are salt, tobacco and alcohol. State monopolies are
organized in different ways, such as branches of government, or public
or private corporations.

State import monopolies may also serve the objective of protecting
domestic producers against foreign competition. Therefore, when the
State handles the impflts of a product, it may discrim" tate against
foreign suppliers, restricting imports by administrative means, or by
charging an unduly high markip on the landed price of the imported
product. State import monopolies may also discriminate against cer-
tain foreign sup"pllier only, while favoring others.,

State export monopolies may have the objective of facilitating
export sales and their operations may interfere on third country mar-
kets with the exports of other countries, which do not maintain ex-
port monopolies. Export monopolies may also discriminate against
certain foreign countries only in allocating exports.

Import monopolies may have effects similar to quantitative restric-
tions or tariffs, and export monopolies similar to export subsidies.
. Listed below are some products which come under state trading or
government monopolies:

Canada--Wheat, oats, barley, and alcoholic beverages.
France-Tobacco, and tobacco products, newsprint, petroleum

products, coal, potash fertilizer.
West Germany-Ethyl alcohol.
Italy-Tobacco and related products.

I .
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Japn--Tobacco, alcohol, rice, wheat, barley, dairy products.
United Kingdom--Coal, iron and steel.
United States--Alcoholic beverages.

STANDARDS AS TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE

Standards are laws, regulations, specifications, or other require-
ments with respect to the properties of products or the manner, cbn-ditions, or circumstances under which products are produced or -mar-
keted. These requirements usually deal with: A product's quality,
purity, component materials, dimensions, level of performance, or
other important characteristics; the health, sanitary, safety, tech-
nical, or other conditions or circumstances under which a product
is or marketed; and the product's packaging or labelling.
i %tada perform anl extremely constructive and necessary role
in commerce and trade, but they sometimes impede international trade
and can be used as protective devices against import competition. Ob-
stacles to trade arise because of differences among national standards
and diverse requirements for testing, production, inspection, and cer-
tification. Inspection requirements during production arm often
especially troublesome to foreign suppliers and can amount to a vir-
tual embargo. Regulations can particularly hinder trade if they are
expensive to comply with, are based on characteristics peculiar to na-
tionalyproduction, .foster uncertainty as to the acceptability of mer-
chandise, are administered in a discriminatory fashion, or cause extra
delay. In spite of several cases of discriminatory application, stand-
ards are not presently classed among the serious barriers to trade.
Nevertheless, they hold the potential for becoming one of the greatest
of trade barriers if appropriate step are not taken internationally to
prevent such a development.

The types of standards which have given rise to complaints as
hindrances to trade have been: (1) industrial and product standards,
(2) labelling and marketing requirements, (3) health and sanitary
standards, and (4) pharmaceutical and veterinary standards.

INDUSTRIAL AND PRODUCT STANDARDS

Industrial and product standards relate principally to weights,
measures, container sizes, nomenclature, quality, product content,
production processes, safety, ecology, and environment. Industrial
regulations have been greatly expanding in virtually all countries,
particularly in the areas of envirnmeiit and product safety. Elec-
trical and electronic equipment and automotive products, two sectors
which are closely regulated by virtually all countries and which are
of particular importance for U.S. exports, illustrate this develop-. .......m ent;- ............... .. .....

A Furopean organization called the Multipartite A&cord for Assess-
ment and Certification of Electronic0- Gii6nents, including all of the
larger European countries, establishes standards and inspection proce-
dures for electrical components. The Accord is now administered
through the Europbtn Committee for Coordination or Electrical
Standardization (CENEL). As the arrangement initially developed,
it held the probability of virtually excluding U.S. products from the
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European market. However, members of the Accord approved a U.S.
request for membership in 1971, but the U.S. Government has not
yet established the necessary administrative machinery for participa-
tion.

Motor vehicle safety and emission laws have been enacted increas-
ingly both in the United States and other countries. Specifications
vary widely, a fact which adds to production costs in compliance. For
U.S. exporters, the new standards are often dillicult to meet and inspec-
tion is time-consuming and costly. In many cases, U.S. products must
be certified abroad, rather than being tested in the United States.

European Community.-The European Community has undertaken
a program of harmonization of industrial and prauct standards
among its members. EC requirements that containers for liquid foods
be exclusively in metric units have presented difficulties for U.S.
exporters. U.S. seed exporters have encountered problems in getting
seeds approved for importation into the Community. Wine standards
recently instituted will inhibit U.S. wine exports.

Complaints of standards hindering U.S. exports to individUal
members of the Community concerned the following products: gold
;ewelry in France and Italy; container-board liners and aircraft in
France and Germany; hardware in Germany and the Netherlands;
spirits and pressure vessels in France, Germany,-and Italy; steam
generating equipment in France, Germany, and Belgium; gas appli-
saesoandlhybrid seeds in France; and film, welding and cutting equip-
ment, and scientific apparatus in West Germany.

Cowa.-Standsrds in Canada for electric ranges necessitate re-
eagineering of U;S. products. The number of can sizes for retailing
Af certain foods is restricted, and fve ai)4ard U.S. can sizes are
prohibited. U.S. fruit end vegetables which do not meet grade and
quality standards of any U.S. marketing order cannot be imported
from the United States but may a entered from other countries.

United States-Complaints against UT.S. industrial standards were
directed principally against the Department of Transportation stand-
ards fw hio pressure gas cylinders; Coast Guard inspection of safety
equie o' U.S. flag vessels; Federa1 Housing Administration
standards for window glass; Department of. Agriculture marketing
orders on vegetables and fruit; safety and emission standards for motor
vehicles; Underwriters Laboratory guarantee of inspection on prod-
ucts such as electrical appliances and apparatus, medical equipment,
and gam and oil burning equipment; standards of professional and
industrial associations covering pi'oducts such as plumbing, heating,
and fire-fighting equipment, lumber, pressure vessels, boilers, indus-
trial fans, bicycles, and steel. Many of these organizations have their
seal of approval required by local jurisdictions.

The United States was also criticized by domestic manufacturers
for its failure to adopt the metric system, thus restricting acceptance
of U.S. products overseas.

Other developed countrie.-The following U.S. exports were said
to meet industrial and product standards barriers in other major
countries: Electrical equipment or electrical appliances in Denmark,
Finland, Norway, and. Sweden; aircraft inathe .United...Kingdom,
Switzerland, and Japan; articles of precious metal in the United
Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland, and Japan; distilled spirits in the

26-724 0 - 74 - 7
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United Kingdom and Japan; fertilizers in Finland; shoes in Norway;
lawn mowers in Sweden; canned food in Australia; and packaged
food, medical fnd clinical apparatus, and sensitized photographic
supplies in Japan.

LABELLING AND MARKING REQUIREMENTS

The growing concern n for consumer protection is bringing an in-
creasing number of products under labelling requirements and ex-
panding information required on labels. The cost of compliance may
become significant, especially if information required is det, d and
differs considerably from one country to the next.

Most industrialized nations and many developing countries have
extensive lists of commodities which must be marked to show the
country of origin. "Marks of origin" requirements are probably the
most universally criticized of all labelling regulations. Several coun-
tries have formally complained that U.S. requirements are excessive
and more difficult to meet than those of most countries. The method
required for marking the origin can significantly affect the cost of
complying with the regulation. France, for instance, requires the
mark of origin for some canned foods to be embossed on the end of the
can.

In many countries, labelling requirements for alcoholic beverages
and pharmaceutical products are especially complex and costly to
compy with. U.S. exports of wine to Western Europe are severely
inhibited by appellation of origin requirements which restrict use
of names such as "champagne" or "chianti" to wines from specific
areas of Europe.

HEALTH AND SANITARY STANDARDS

Laws to protect the health of humans, animals, and plants exist in
all countries. The. health and sanitar.y standards of many countries
(including the United States) were the subject of complaint. Most
of the complaints concerned regulations on the use of food additives,
regulations governing meat, poultry and seafood, and phytosanitary
requirements for agricultural products. A number of complaints con-
cerned th3 spreading ban on the use of DDT. Common complaints
were that trade was hampered by different regulations among coun-
tries concerning food additives and pesticides or that inspection re-
quirements were costly, repetitive, or impossible to meet. In a num-
ber of cases, there are blanket prohibitions against importation of
products of certain cotuitries or areas.

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY STANDARDS

Complaints against the burden of pharmaceutical and veterinary
standards principally concerned requirements for testing, plant in-
spcetion, special documentation, and the us6 of a specific pharma-
copoeia. Testing requirements especially were cited as causing unrea-
sonable delay and expense. Several countries do not accept the validity
of tests and approVal by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
French regulations virtually exclude pharmaceutical imports. Italy
does not recognize foreign tests. Japanese testing requirements differ
from those of the United States.
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Both U.S. and foreign firms complained against several U.S. re-
quirements, including c/mpulsry inspection Tplants in the country
of exploration by U.S. inspectors and o option in the United ryat,
of research and tests.

Pharmaceutical regulations in developing countries cause problems
to traders because of language requirements for documentation, con-
formance to any of a variety of pharmucopoeia, certification require-
ments, and restrictions on distributors, Some countries only permit
importation of products not produced domestically.

Customs Procedures and Administrative Practices

Administrative procedures and customs matters other than rates
of duty frequently impinge upon the free flow of trade. Obstacles dan
be found in tariff classification sy.nems, customs valuation, documen-
tation requirements, consular formalities, antidumnping practices and
other administrative practices connected with the international ex-
change of goods. In the Tariff Conunission survey, about one-third of
the complaints in this area dealt with customs valuation pMrctices, and
one-fourth with documentation requirements.

CUSTOMS VALUATION

Generally speaking, most natior assess custom, duties on the Ci.f.
value of imports. Five developed cu entries (the United States, Canasa,
Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa) and a few small nations
apply duties on the f.o.b. value of imports. Many countries using the
ci.f. value operate with the so-called Brussels Definition of Value.
Other countries have their individual valuation systems, which usu-
ally are more complex than the Brussels system.

By far the most numerous complaint against customs valuation re-
ceived in the Tariff Commission's trade barrier survey came from U.S.
exporters who objected t.6 the prevalent u93 of ci.f. values for customs
purposes in most other countries. Because U.S. import duties are
chiefly on an f.o.b. basis (which are lower than the c.i.f. value because
they do not include freight and insurance charges), U.S. producers
and exporters apparently look upon assessnent on the c.i.f. value in
other countries as inherently unfairr.

Several countries assess duties on the "domestic value" of mer-
chandise in the country of origin if it is higher than the invoice value
for the imports being considered. This practice drew complaints prin-
cipally against Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.

A large number of developing countries were criticized for'using
"arbitrary" values for assessment of duties. Several of these use "offi-
cial values" set by the government, rather than some form of commer-
cial value, for customs purposes. Particularly singled out for criticism
in this respect were Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, and Peru.

A problem in virtually all valuation systems is establishing a cor-
rect customs value for imports not shipped as arms-lengthitrnsations
between independent unrelated parties Most countries adjust upward
the invoice values of such imports to establish the customs value. As
multinational corporations and exclusive distributorships spread
among the world, problems arising from non-arms-length transactions
multiply. The upward adjustment of invoice values for customs pur-
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poses in non-arms-length transactions is commonly referred to as "up-
lift," especially in countries using the Brussels Definition of Value.
Japan, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy were particularly men-
tioned in complaints to the Commission concerning uplift procedures.

The American selling price valuation method used by the United
States for four products (benzenoid chemicals, rubber footwear, low-
priced wool knit gloves, and canned clams) has long been a major
target of criticism. The complexity of the U.S. valuation system, which
operates with nine different standards, is also strongly criticized. Five
of these standards apply to 1,015 products which have come to be
referred to as the "Final List." Many objections have been made to
the Final List valuation standards, which employ as the primary
standard "foreign value" or "export value," whichever is higher.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS AND CUSTOMS FORMALITIES

Every country requires some form of documentation to be submitted
on products crossing its borders. A serious detriment to trade in terms
of costs to the exporter or importer is recognized to exist in the cost of
complying -with documentation requirements which are excessive in
terms of quantity, complexity, formality, and the time. consuming
procedures associated with obtaining or clearing the documents. A re-
cent study found that an average international shipment requires 46
different documents in about 360 copies requiring 64 hours of prepara-
tion and processing time.

Several nations, among which are Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, the United States, and a number of South American
countries, require a special customs or consular in "oice on merchandise
shipped to them. Some nations also require these invoices to be certified
at a consulate nearest the port of shipment of the cargo. Venezuela
recently equated the revenue it received from consular invoices to a
tariff of 3.5 percent ad valorem.

CUSTOMS NOMENCLATURE

The customs classification systems of the major trading nations
each contain a few thousand product categories. The growing com-
plexity of these systems led to a world-wide -movement to a stand-
ardized customs nomenclature. The majority of nations today classify
their imports according to the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature. Canada
and the United States are the only major trading nations which do
not use this system. Because the classification nomenclatures of these
two countries differ substantially from bhe widely used standard sys-
tem, they have been criticized as constituting barriers to trade.

ANTIDUMPING PRACTICES

For several years, the manner in which nations respond to the un-
fair competition of 'foreign dumping in their domestic markets has
been the subject of international discussion. Laws and regulations to
discourage the practice probably exist in most nations. However,
Canada and the United States take antidunmping actions far more
frequently than any other major trading country. The frequency of
these actions and some of the related procedures are often criticized
as trade barriers.
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Discriminatory Ocean Freight Rates

Many U.S. producers and exporters reported to the Tariff Commis-
sion that discriminatory treatment in ocean freight rates greatly weak-
ens their ability to compete abroad and enhances the competitive
strength of foreign industries in the U.S. market. For example, ocean
freight rates on many commodities from the United States to Japan
are higher than the rates from Japan to the United States on the
same products. The diftecences- frequently are large,- ranging from 20
percent to well over 100 percent. Moreover, since most foreign tariffs
are applied on a c.i.f. basis, and most foreign consumption taxes, such
as the value-added taxes in Europe and the commodity taxes in Japan,
are applied on a landed duty paid basis, the effects of the discrimina-
tory rate treatment are multiplied.

On the basis of a series of hearings from 1963 to 1965, the Joint
Economic Comfimittee of the U.S. Congress issued this finding:

The international ocean freight rate structure Is weighted against U.S. ex-
ports. Our exports bear mobt of the cost of vessel operation, even in trades here
imports approximate exports in value and quantity. Government studies reveal
that on trade between U.S. Pacific coast and the Far East, freight rates on
American exports exceeded rates on Corresponding imports on 80 percent of the
sampled items. This same discrimination prevails on 70 percent of the products
shipped by American exporters from U.S. Atlantic and gulf ports to the Far
East and on 60 percent of the commodities shipped from the Atlantic coast to
Western Europe."
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APPENDIX C

THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
(GATT)*

INTRODUCTION

The Committee on Finance directed its staff to prepare a memo-
randum on certain provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade which appear to discriminate against U.S. commerce, or
which appear to be inadequate guides for the establishment of fair
and reciprocal principles for governing the expansion of world trade.
This memorandum is not an exhaustive treatment of all the GATT

rinciples. Rather, it attempts to highlight some of the issues raised
y the GATT which the staff feels are important.

GATT AND TIlE INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION

The collapse of international trade in the 1930's and the resulting
political and economic effects led some world leaders to conclude that
new international economic institutions were essential for inter-
national cooperation in international trade and payments matters.
The ultimate goals envisaged for such institutions were the'prevention
of war and the establishment of a just system of economic relations.

During World War II preparations were underway for the establish-
ment of these institutions. The Bretton Woods Conference in 1944
resulted in the emergence of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD). But it was recognized that an international organization to
regulate trade was a necessary complement to the IMF and the
IBRD.1 During the war years, the U.S. State Department had pre-
pared a draft charter of an International Trade Organization.2

At the first session of the United Nations, the Economic and Social
Council resolved that a conference to draft a charter for an ITO
should be called. Four conferences were held. The last of'these con-
ferences was held in Havana from November 21, 1947 to March 24,
1948.

The ITO never came into being. Many of its provisions were con-
sidered too extreme. They would have amounted to a virtual'delega-
tion of congressional tariff setting and trade regulating powers under
the Constitutiofi to the Executive.

To fill the gap caused by the death of the ITO, many of the clauses
in the drafts of the ITO charter were taken and put into a document
called the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

IThe Bretton Woods Conference resolved: "Complete attainment of * * *
purposes and objectives (of the IMF) * * * cannot be achieved through the
uistnimentality of the Fund alone; * * "' and recommended that the government
seek agreement "to reduce obstacles to international trade and in other ways
promote mutually advantageous international commercial relations * * *."

2 U.S. State Department Document 2411, December 1945.

*This document was published by the Committee on Finance in December
1970. Although there have been many changes in the world economy since then,
it is still relevant to any discussion of institutional reform of GATT.
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The basic GATT agreement was completed in 1947 but it has never
been submitted to the Congress for its study and approval. It is being
observed by the United States through a "protocol of provisionalapplication."1the ("protocol of provisional application" stated that the eight

governments who signed it would undertake "not later than Noveni-
ber 15, 1947, to apply provisionally on and after January 1, 1948:

(a) Parts I and III of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and

(b) Part II of that Agreement to the fullest extent not incon-
sistent with existing legislation." I

This protocol is still in effect, although the GATT has been amended
a number of times and affected by other protoc6ls, including some
that are not in force themselves. Thus, the basic treaty is a complex
set of instruments, applying with different rigor to different countries.'

In spite of the fact that the GATT has never been specifically
approved by the U.S. Congress as a treaty or otherwise, the executive
branch trade spokesmen tend to view GATT as "the law." When ever
the Congress contemplates taking any action to protect a domestic
interest, the Executive pointedly reminds it of the "international
commitments" of the United States.' It is not clear however, that
the executive branch demands the same respect for adhering to
"international commitments" from other signatories of the Agreement
as it demands of itself.

For example, Japan has import quotas on 98 commodities without
any finding of serious injury; Britain imposed a "surtax" on imn)orts

3 The eight signatures, some with reservations, were Australia, Belgium,
Canada, France, Luxembourg, The Netherlanls, L, nited Kingdom, and the
United States.

IFor example, the GATT provisions regarding subsidies apply to some coun-
tries, but not to others. Even the fundamental principle of GATT-nondis-
crimination-has been compromised by numerous exceptions in recent years.
The GATT provisions have not prevented the widespread use of nontariff barriers
in recent years as substitutes for tariff protection.

NThe prospect of "retaliation" against U.S. exports if the United States ap-
plied "unilateral" restrictions to foreign imports, was discussed by Secretary of
State Dean Rusk before the Committee on Finance in these terms:

"Retaliation would simply be what is permitted by the rules of the game a&
that game is now practiced'by some seventy countries accounting for about 85
percent of world trade. I refer, of course, to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade-the GATT.

"The GATT is essentially a code of conduct for fairplay in international trade.
The United States played a major role in its negotiation in 1947. Like many of
the great initiatives of the early post-Wo'rld War II days, it reflected a conviction
that there must surely be a better way to organize man's affairs than had been
the case in the preceding decades of self-centered nationalism. In the area of
international trade policy, the GATT represents an attempt to prevent a repeti-
tion of some of the economic blunders of the 1930'F.

"The GATT does this by establishing a legal framework for the stability of
trade concessions negotiated in good faith among sovereign countries. We accord
others access to our market in return for the right of our exporters to sell in their
markets. If we impair the access we have agreed to give others, two courses of
action are available unoer the GATT. We ourselves can offer reductions of our
import barriers on other products equivalent in trade value to the impaired con-
cession or the foreign country can withdraw concessions affecting an equivalent
trade value for American exports in the foreign market. This may sound a bit
complicated-the legal language of the GATT Is much more complicated-bitt
the idea is clear. It is retaliation-by agreement among all parties in advance
that restrictive action by one party entitles the aggrieved party, as a matter of
legal right, to compensatory action." [Emphasis supplied.)
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and an "import deposit scheme," in violation of GATT; the Conti-
nental Europeans have entered into "special commercial arrange-
ments" on citrus fruits and other products in violation of GATT
MFN principles, and its common agricultural policy is significantly
more protectionist than the previous individual country restrictions
on agricultural i~iports, another violation of GATT principles. Outside
of complaining, the United States has done nothing to demand com-
pensation or to retaliate against these violations of GATT principles.

The GATT was, born more than 20 years ago at a time when
Europe and Japan were in ruins and the United States completely
dominated word trade as well as other matters. In the year in which
GATT was negotiated, 1947, the United States had a $10 billion
trade surplus. The attitude of many U.S. officials at that time was
one of redistributing the wealth. We embarked on an ambitious
Marshall plan aid program and later on a technical assistance program.
U.S. officials were worried about the so-called "dollar ga "meaning
that foreign countries did not have enough dollars to purchase needed
imports.It is somewhat understandable that under these circum-
stances, the GATT would contain certain provisions designed to favor
European countries and Japan.

Conditions in 1970 are vastly different from those in 1947. At this
point, the GATT should be redrawn to take out the inequitable provi-
sions which effectually discriminate against certain countries, mainly
the United States, and to put in new provisions to cope with new
conditions in the world economy.

M[OST-FAVORED-NATION TREATMENT

Nondiscrimination is intended to be the cardinal principle of GATT.
It is embodied in article I. What you give to one you give to all. This
principle is aimed at making anathema discriminatory bilateral trade
agreements, preferences, and special commercial relationships.

However, the GATT sanctions the departure from unconditional
MFN treatment in the case of customs unions and free trade areas
(article XXIV), certain exceptions in article XIV, and the existence
of certain preferences in article I, paragraph 2. These "exceptions"
effectively allow European countries to depart from MFN treatment
when it suits their commercial interests.

The United States generally observes the unconditional MFN
principle although in recent years the United States has compromised
on its rigid adherence to this GATT principle.6 This is particularly

6 For 140 years, until 1923, the United States adhered to a "conditional" most-
favored-nation principle, under which we would extend tariff and other trade
benefits negotiated with one party to another, only if the latter offered reciprocal
benefits. Under "conditional" MFN, no country would get a "free ride." The
major considerations in the U.S. decision to change to an "unconditional" MFN
principle were:

A. By 1923 international commercial relations were dominated by tariff
rates and regulations, whereas previously tariffs were of relatively minor
importance as compared with the right to trade at all. Bilateral negotiations
with such trading partners were cumbersome and time-consuming.

B. The United States had become a major manufacturing nation and
sought immunity from discrimination by other countries in order to compete
abroad for markets.

C. Under the Tariff Act of 1922, the President was authorized to impose
additional duties on the whole or on any part of the commerce of any country
which discriminated against American commerce. Consistency, therefore,
required that we not initiate discriminatory rates.
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evident in the U.S. request for a GATT waiver on the United States-
Canadian automobile pact and the Presidential announcements in
favor of a system of special "generalized tariff preferences" for less
developed countries.

One of the provisions of article XXIV in defining customs unions
was that such formations were required to "facilitate trade between
the parties" by eliminating regulations of commerce on "substantially
all trade between constituent territories of the union." In fact, how-
ever, this was violated in 1952 when the six European nations set u
the European Coal and Steel Community to pool resources of co
steel, iron ore, and scrap in a single market without'internal frontier
barriers. The GATT considered this project as limited to one sector
of the economy and therefore not c'•vered by the provisions relating to
customs unions. Nevertheless, in light of the fact that the ECSO
would have been agreed to by the six with or without GATT approval,
the GATT granted a waiver.

France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg, and The
Netherlands signed in 1958 the Treaty of Rome, establishing the
European Economic Community, a common market agreement. The
legal question of whether the Rome Treaty is consistent with article
XXXIV of the GATT has never been settled but is obviously academic.
Since the common market of Europe was established in 1958, other
important trade blocs have also developed. The outer countries of
Europe established the European Free Trade Association in 1959. The
countries of South America signed the Montevideo Treaty in 1960,
creating the Latin American V-iee Trade Area (LAFTA), a free trade
association among the South American countries. A common market
among the Central American countries is in existence and now at
Punte del Este agreement has been reached to integate the Central
American Common Market and the Latin American Pree Trade Area
into a Latin American common market. Japan is currently considering
the establishment of a free trade area or common market with
Australia and New Zealand (which already have a free trade area
between themselves) hoping that it will later include Canada and the
United States.

There are also tariff preferences, "reverse preferences" and special
commercial arrangements sprouting up all over the world.

In Asia, Australia has unilaterally violated MFN by granting pref-
erences to less developed countries. There is growing sentiment of a
Pacific Free Trade Area among Japan, Australia, and New Zealand.
The British Commonwealth preference system violates the MFN
principle. In short there are very few countries if any, who observe
unconditional MFP treatment, without exceptions.

But, the problem is that the exceptions are growing and threaten to
make the MFN principle a mockery. The EEC has special preferences
for its 19 former African colonies which in turn give "reverse prefer-
ences" to EEC goods. The EEC has concluded or is in the process of
negotiating discriminatory commercial arrangements with Greece,
Turkey, Israel, Spain, Tunisia, and Morocco. Applications for member-
ship with *the community are being considered for Austria, Spain,
Ire and, Great Britain and others. All this involves a massive move-
ment away from MFR.
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Tariff preferences are by nature discriminatory, and yet the whole
developed world seems to have accepted this as a necessary concession
to the demands of the less developed countries. In short, the principle
of nondiscrimination is being observed more and more in the breach.

It concerns us to see developing in the world a situation in which
more and more trading partners of the United States are being incor-
porated in regional trade blocs which do not adhere to the uncondi-
tional most-favored-natio"n clause. The United States has eschewed
joining a free trade area with North Atlantic countries mainly because
of its concern for dividing up the world into competitive regional
blocs. But, we have actively supported the participation of other
countries in regional trade blocs, which threaten to accomplish the
same unwanted result. In addition, as more countries enter into
regional trade blocs the U.S. competitive position is bound to suffer
from the inherently discriminatory nature of these arrangements.
This fact has important ramifications in determining a future U.S.
trade policy.

GATT PROVISIONS ON SUBSIDIES AND BORDER TAXES

Another important area in which GATT principles are both inade-
quate and discriminatory concerns subsidies and border tax adjust-
ments.

In essence, the GATT provisions on subsidies and border taxes
have been interpreted to permit the rebate of "indirect taxes" (such
as value added or turnover taxes) on exports and the imposition of
such taxes on imports, but to deny equivalent treatment for "direct
taxes," such as income taxes.

TAX SHIFTING ASSUMPTIONS IN GATT

The entire border tax adjustment theory and practice is based on
the assumption that "indirect taxes" are always and wholly shifted
forward into the• final price of a product and that "direct taxes" are

always and wholly shifted backward to the factors of production.
The distinction between direct and indirect taxes on the basis of

their presumed difference in incidence, though generally accepted two
generations ago, is now widely questioned. All taxes on business are
increasingly thought of as costs, with varying effects and differential
impacts depending on their form, but in one way or another con-
stituting a cost which must be recovered fromicustomiers or those who
supply resources if the enterprise is to survive. Indirect taxes, at, least
in the short run, are partially absorbed by the manufacturer depend-
ing upon the degree of competition in his markets and in the markets
for his raw materials. Direct taxes, especially the corporate income
tax, are shifted forward to the price of the product sold to consumers
to the extent that market conditions allow. Well known economists
and fiscal experts brought together in a symposium, orgaiized by the
Secretary-General of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, in Septemiiber 1964, reached the following conclusions,
(1) "In practice, indirect taxes are not fully shifted into product
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prices . . ." and, (2) "Certain direct taxes, and particularly the cor-
porate profits tax, may be partially shifted into product prices:
although the degree of shifting may vary from country to coutitry."

Businessmen operate with target rates of return in mind and. will
pass-on all costs, including taxes, into the price structure. of their prod-
ucts to the extent that price elasticity of demand ir, the market will
permit. Thus, modern economic theory suggests that the distinction
in the GATT treatment. of direct and indirect taxes is an extreme and
arbitrary assumption which does notstand the test of economic reality.
The Business and Industry Advisory Committee of the OECD
(BIA) in a report on the problem of tax shifting stated: "In a strongly
-coin petitive situation the prices obtainable-and hence the degree of
tax shifting-are substantially determined by the market itself." In
short the GATT on border taxes are not "trade neutral."

Actually, the distinction between "direct" and "indirect" taxes is
itself somewhat arbitrary and appears to be based more on prevailing
practice than on reason. The, distinction is, in fact, not made explicit
in the GATT provisions, but flows from interpretations of, and
amenidments to, various provisions. For example, value added taxes,
according to GATT classification are considered to be indirect taxes.
However, value added taxes fall on both costs and profits of the pro-
ducer (value added being defined as the difference between the value
of a firm's l)irchases and sales) and to the extent that they fall on
profits how can they be distinguished from a profits tax in effect?
Corporate profits taxes are classified by GATT as "direct" falling
entirely on the producer. Logically, if corporate taxes were reduced,
Prices should fall. But to the extent that tax reductions stimulate
increased spending and demand, they could stimulate price increases.
For example, there is no evidence that corporate tax reductions in
1964, led to price reductions.

HISTORY OF GATT DISTINCTION

The provisions in GATT relevant to border taxes and subsidies,
basically articles II, III, and XVI, are drawn from the Havana
Charter of the 1940's. These provisions were themselves either a com-
promise (for example, article XVI) or were adapted from provisions
of numerous bilateral trade treaties, including especially the Uniited
States-Canada reciprocal trade agreement of the. midthirties3 The lack
of precise or concentrated thinking about the border tax problem is
illustrated by the absence of explicit definitions of key concepts. 8

There is no unified section of the GATT which deals exclusively
with border taxes and is quite clear that the provisions of GATT
which do cover bordertax adjustments were not the product of care-
fully reasoned theory, or of experience molded in the crucible of exten-
sive usage.

? 49 Stat. 3960 (1930). Effective May 14, 1936.
8 For example, the meaning of linking the import charge at the border with

"charge * * * applied, directly, or indirectly, to like domestic products" is not
defined.
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When the present GATT language was drawn up more than two
decades ago, the question of border taxes did not appear to be a
major one. Levels of indirect taxes were much lower. Under these
circumstances, overlying simple and sweeping assumptions about tax
shifting seemed acce')table, and already existing practices were incor-
porated in very general terms without searching examination.

IMPORT EQUALIZATION" CHARGES

Border tax adjustin4iits on the import side, i.e., import equalization
charges, are perinitte'd under Article II and III of the GATT, but only
for "indirect taxes." Article I1 (Schedules of Concessions) provides
that its terms shall not prevent any contracting party from imposing
charges "equivalent to an initei ial tax imposed consistently with the
provisions of paragrap)h 2 of Article III in respect of the like domestic
productt or in respect of an article from which the imported product

has been manruifactured or produced in whole or in part". This exemp-
tio l of indirect taxes gives a GATT blessing to the European l)ractice
of imposing "equalization" charges at the border. Article III (Nationatl
Treatmeiit of Internal Taxation and Regulation) provides in p)ara-
graph 2 thereof that "products of the territory o f any contracting
party iml)orted into the territory of any other contracting! party
shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other
internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied, directly or
indirectly, to like (lolnestic p)rodlucts." This article is al)l)arently
being ignored by European countries which impose discriminatory
road taxes against larger American cars. Japan and other countries
also discrimin-ate against American cars through their tax system.

EXPORT REBATES

Article XVI, adopted in 1955 deals with the question of border tax
adjustments for exports in the following terms:

The exemption of an exported product from duties or taxes borne by the, like
product when destined for domestic consumption, or the remission of such duties
or taxes in amounts not in excess of those which have accrued shall not be deemed
to be as subsidy.

This Article contains many vague terror which need clarification.
For example, what is meant by "borne by the like product when des-
tined for domestic consumption" or "remission of such duties or taxes
in amounts not in excess of those which have accrued"? These terms
seem to be an attempt to apply the "destination principle" to indirect
taxes, but the meaning of indirect taxes itself is not at all clear.'

' This principle states that internationally traded commodities should bc subject
to some specified taxes of the Importing country and exempt from similar taxes
of the exporting country in order to avoid double taxation. The principle contrasts
with (a) the origin principle as applied to other forms of taxation on transactions,
(b) Income taxes levied according to source of income, or domicile or residence of
the taxpayer, and (c) property taxes imposed according to the situs of the taxable
object.
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In 1960, the contracting parties adopted a Working Party Report
which listed a number of practices construed to be subsidies.' Among
these were the remission of direct taxes or social welfare charges on
industrial or commercial enterprises and "the exemption in respect of
exported goods, of charges or taxes, other than charges in cojinection
with importation or indirect taxes levied at one or several stages on the
same goods if sold for internal consumption. The implications of
practices listed in (b), (c) and (d) of footnote 10 below were not
fully appreciated by the United States. They, in effect permitted the
European countries to impose border taxes (in imports and rebate
indirect taxes on exports in accordance with their value added or
cascade turnolver taxes.

In the late forties and early fifties it is not surprising that U.S. trade
officials were willing to incorporate existing commercial practicies on
border tax adjustments into the GATT agreement. There were much
larger problems in international trade than border tax adjustments,
which at that time were low-in the range of 2-4 percent and limited
to around one-sixth of the goods tradedl-afld then only in the case of a
few nations. The United States and a $10 billion trade surplus in 1947
which must have had an effect on our negotiators' attitudes.

But the failure to appreciate the consequences of excluding the so-
called "indirect tax" rebates in 1960 from the general prohibition

10 Point 5 of the. report adopted on November 19, 1960, dealing with subsidies
stated:

"The following-detailed list of measures which are considered as forms of export
subsidies by a number of contracting parties was referred to in the proposal sub-
mitted bNO the Government of France, and the question was raised whether it was
clear that these measures could not be maintained if the provisions of the first
sentence of paragraph 4 of Article XVI were to become fully operative:

"(a) Currency retention schemes or any similar practices which involve a
bonus on exports or re-exports;

"(b) The provision lby governments of direct subsidies to exporters;"(c) The remission, calculated in relation to exports, of direct taxes or social
welfare charges on industrial or commercial enterprises;

"(d) The exemption, in resl)ect of exported goods, of charges or taxes, other
than charges in connexion with importation or indirect taxes levied at one or
several stages on the same goods if sold for internal consumption; or the payment,
in respect of exported goods, of amounts exceeding those effectively levied at one
or several stages on these goods in the form of indirect taxes or of charges in
connexion with imib)rtation or in both forms;

"(e) In respect of deliveries by governments or governmental agencies of im-
orted raw materials for export business on different terms than for domestic
usines-, the charging of prices below world prices;-
"(f) In respect of government export credit guarantees, the charging of pre-

miums at rates which are manifestly inadequate to cover the long-term operating
costs and lo.qes of the credit insurance institutions; a

"(g) The grant by government (or special institutions controlled by govern-
ments), of export credits at rates below those which they have to pay in order to
obtain the funds so employed;

"(h) The government bearing all or part of the costs incurred by exporters in
obtaining credit.

"The Working party agreed that this list should not be considered exhaustive
or to limit in any way the generality of the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article
XVI. It noted that the governments. prepared to accept the declaration contained
in Annex A agreed that, for the purpose of that declaration, these practices gen-
erally are to be considered as subsidies in the sense of Article XVI: 4 or are covered
by the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund. The represen-
tatives of governments which were not prepared to accept that decheration were
not able to subscribe at this juncture to a precise interpretation of the term 'sub-
sidies,' but had no objection to the above interpretation being accepted by the
future parties to that declaration for the purposes of itL application."
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against export subsidies while including a specific prohibition against
rebating "direct taxes", was a major blunder. The United States by
that time had run into serious balance of payments difficulties. Western
Europe had become a prosperous "third force." Giving away commer-
cial advantages to prosperous Europe for the sake of their own internal
tax harmonization objectives was an unwise and costly move, in which
vague political objectives out-weighted clear commercial considerations.

BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS SAFEGUARDS

Balance-of-payments considerations have exerted and will continue
to exert a powerful influence on major countries' dispositions to deal
with trade matters. Recent history shows that countries will adopt
whatever measures they deem necessary to) protect their balance of
payments irrespective of GATT. The British imposed an import
deposit scheme to control imports and prior to that they and the Cana-
dians adopted import surcharges to protect their balance of payments.
The French subsidized their exports even beyond what the iniequitable
GATT rules allow. In developed as well as the less developed countries
quantitative restrictions and licensing arrangements arelegion.

The GATT recognizes that member countries may have to protect
their balance of payments and international reserve positions and
to this end Article XII sanctions the use 6f quantitative restrictions
(quotas). Export subsidies or import surcharges are not allowed under
GATT rules as balance-of-payments adjustment mechanisms; import
quotas are. This rigidity in the GATT flies in the face of other pro-
visions of the GATT which are more flexible. Limiting available op-
tions to quotas also is inconsistent with the main emphasis of GATT
to eliminate quotas as a trade protective device.

It is also difficult to understand why, if quotas are sanctioned by
GATT as a balance of payments safeguard, the United States would
be violating either the letter or the spirit of the agreement if it imposed
quotas for balance of payments reasons-a position that has been
stated by administration spokesmen. The United States has experi-
enced deficits in its balance of payments in every year since 1950,
with two exceptions, and its international reserve position has dete-
riorated substantially. This would appear to fully justify the application
of Article XII quotas for the United States. Member countries in
GATT should face up to the lack of flexibility in Article XII, and
decide whether quotas should be the only recourse available to a
country suffering from chronic balance of payments problems. In
facing this issue, the member countries should consider that in recent
years many countries have not hesitated to use whatever means they
deemed necessary to restore equilibrium notwithstanding the GATT.

CONCLUSION

In a number of areas the GATT is deficient and discriminatory.
Its exceptions to unconditional MFN treatment favor common mar-
kets and free trade areas, and threaten to break up the trading world
into competitive :regional blocs. Recent bilateral commercial arrange-
ments involving the European Common Market and other countries
do not even pretend to justify their existence under article XXIV.
The United States could gradually become isolated as a trading
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nation if it continues to adhere tu a policy of encouraging other nations
to join regional trade blocs which violate MFN principles, while
eschewing U.S. participation in such arrangements under the theory
of "multi ateralism."

The GATT treatment of subsidies and import charges discrimin-ate against countries relying principally on one form of tax structure-
direct or income taxes-in favor of other countries whose revenues
are derived from a different system-such as value added taxes.

The GATT safeguard on balance of payments is an anachronism
and is inconsistent with other principles in GATT. Furthermore, in
recent years major countries such as England and France have im-
posed import restrictions for balance of payments reasons in complete
disdain of GATT principles.

The GATT does not even pretend to be a guide in agricultural trade
which is now heavily controlled and subsidized, especially in the Euro-
pean Community.

In short, as presently constituted, the GATT is not a guide to fair
trade. Its rules are often inequitable and outdated. It was written at a
time when the United States held a virtual monopoly over production
and trade and when the rest of the world suffered from an acute short-
age ,f dollars. Trade at that time was mainly between unrelated par-
ties at arms length transactions. Today, trade is increasingly becoming
a movement of goods within a multinational business complex. The
drafters of GATT may not have forseen all the postwar economic and
structural changes. But no one can claim that world conditions have
not changed sufficiently to require a new look at the GATT. It is the
view of the staff that the GATT should be redrawn to provide for
principles of fair and free trade before the Congress approves its
provisions.

6
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(Excerpts From the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Referred to in the Text of this Print)

26-724 0 - 74 - 8
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ARTICLE I

GENERAL MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT

1. With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed
on or in connection with importation or exportation or imposed on
the international transfer of payments for imports or exports, and
with respect to the method of levying such duties and charges, and
with respect to all rules and formalities in connection with importation
and exportation, and with respect to all matters referred to in para-
graphs 2 and 4 of Article III, any advantage, favour, privilege or
immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating
in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately
and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for
the territories of all other contracting parties.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not require
the elimination of any preferences in respect of import duties or
charges which do not exceed the levels provided for in paragraph 4
of this Article and which fall within the following descriptions:

(a) preferences in force exclusively between two or more of the
territories listed in Annex A, subject to the conditions set forth
therein;

(b) preferences in force exclusively between two or more
territories which on July 1, 1939, were connected by common
sovereignty or relations of protection or suzerainty and which
are listed in Annexes B, C, and D subject to the conditions set
forth therein;

(c) preferences in force exclusively between the United States
of America and the Republic of Cuba;

(d) preferences in force exclusively between neighboring
countries listed in Annexes E and F.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to preferences
between the countries formerly a part of the Ottoman Empire and
detached from it on July 24, 1923, provided such preferences are
approved under paragraph 5 of Article XXV,I which shall be applied
in this respect in thr, light of paragraph 1 of Article XXIX.

4. The margin of preference on any product in respect of which a
preference is permitted under paragraph 2 of this Article but is not
specifically set forth as a maximum margin of preference in the appro-
priate Schedule annexed to this Agreement shall not exceed:

(a) in respect of duties or charges on any product described
in such Schedule, the difference between the most-favoured-nation
and preferential rates provided for therein; if no preferential rate
is provided for, the preferential rate shall for the purposes of this

U Pending the entry into force of the Protocol Amending Part I and Articles XXIX and XXX this ref-
erence to Article XXV actually reads "sub-paragraph 5(a) of Article XXV," although paragraph 5 fr, no
longer divided Into sub-paragraphs (a) (b) etc. as was formerly the case. The present text of paragraph 5
was formerly sub-paragraph 5(4 of Article V.
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paragraph be taken to be that in force on April 10, 1947, and, if
no most-favoured-nation rate is provided for, the margin shall
not exceed the difference between the most-favoured-nation and
preferential rates existing on April 10, 1947;

(b) in respect of duties or charges on any" product not de-
scribed in the appropriate Schedule, the difference between the
most-favoured-nation and preferential rates existing on April 10,
1947.

In the case of the contracting parties named in Annex G the date
of April 10, 1947, referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (h) of this
paragraph shall be replaced by the respective dates set forth in that
Annex.

ARTICLE II

SCHEDULES OF CONCESSIONS

1. (a) Each contracting party shall accord to the coniihierce of the
other contracting parties treatmefit no less favourable than that
provided for in the appropriate Part of the appropriate Schedule
annexed to this Agreement. .

(b) The products described in Part I of the Schedule relating to
any contracting, party, which are the products of territories of other
contracing parties, shall, on their importation into the territory to
which the Schedule relates, and subject to the terms, conditions or
qualifications set forth in that Schedule, be exempt from ordinary
customs duties in excess of those set forth and I)rovided for therein.
Such products shall also be exempt from all other duties or charges
of any kind imposed on or in connection with importation in excess of
those imposed on the date of this Ageement or those directly and
mandatorily required to be imposed thereafter by legislation in force
in the importing territory on that date.

(c) The products described in Part II of the Schedule relating to
any contracting party which are the products of territories entitled
under Article I to receive preferential treatment upoin importation ikito
the territory to which the Schedule relates shall, on their importation
into such territory, and subject to the terms, conditions or qualifica-
tions set forth in that Schedule, be exempt from ordinary customs
duties in excess of those set forth and provided for in Part II of that
Schedule. Such products shall also be exempt from all other duties
or charges of any kind imposed on or in connection with importation
in excess of those imposed on the date of this Agreement or those
directly and mandatorily required to be imposed thereafter by legisla-
tion in force in the importing territory on that date. Nothing in this
Article shall prevent any contracting party from maintaining its
requirements existing on the date of this Agreement as to the eligibility
of goods for entry at preferential rates of duty.

2. Nothing in this Article shall prevent any contracting party
from imposing at any time on the importation of any product:

(a) a charge equivalent to any internal tax imposed consistently
with the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article III in respect of
the like domestic product or in respect of an article from which
the imported product has been manufactured or produced in
whole or in part;
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(b) any anti-dumping or countervailing duty applied consist-
ently with the provisions of Article VI;
, (c) fees or other charges commensurate with the cost of serv-
ices rendered.

3. No contracting party shall alter its method of determining
dutiable value or of converting currencies so as to impair the value of
any of the concessions provided for in the appropriate Schediule
annexed to this Agreement.

4. If any contracting party establishes, maintains or authorizes,
formally or in effect, a monopoly of the importation of any product
described in the appropriate Schedule annexed to this Agreement,
such monopoly sl not, except as provided for in that Schedule or
as otherwise agreed between the parties which initially negotiated the
concession, operate so as to afford protection on the average in excess of
the amount of protection provided for in that Schedule. The provisions
of this paragraph shall not limit the use by contracting parties of any
form of assistance to domestic producers permitted by other provisions
of this Agreement.

5. If any contracting party considers that a product is not receiving
from another contracting party the treatment which the first con-
tracting party believes to have been contemplated by a concession
provided for in the appropriate Schedule annexed to this Agreement,
it hall being the matter directly to the attention of the other contract-
rg party. If the latter agrees that the treatment contemplated was that
iaaimed by the first contracting party, but declares that such treat-

ment cannot be accorded because a court or other proper authority
has ruled to the effect that the product involved cannot be classified
under the tariff laws of such contracting party so as to permit the
treatment contemplated in this Agreement, the two contracting
parties, together with any other contracting parties substantially
interested, shall enter promptly into further negotiations with a view
to a compensatory adjustment of the matter.

6. (a) The specific duties and charges included in the Schedules
relating to contracting parties members of the International Mone-
tary Fund, and margins of preference in specific duties and charges
maintained by such contracting l)arties, are expressed in the appro-
priate currency at the par value accepted or provisionally recognized
by the Fund atthe date of this Agreement. Accordingly, in case this
par value is reduced consistently with the Articles of Agreement of
the International Monetary Fund by more than twenty per centum,
such specific duties and charges and margins of preference may be
adjusted to take account of such reduction; Provided that the Con-
tracting Parties (i.e., the contracting parties acting jointly as provided
for in Article XXV) concur that such adjustmemits will not impair the
value of the concessions provided for in the appropriate Schedule or
elsewhere in this Agreement, due account being taken of all factors
which may influence the need for, or urgency of, such adjustments.

(b) Similar provisions shall ap ly to any contracting' party not a
member of the Fund, as from thye date on which such contracting
party becomes a member of the Fund or enters into a special exchange
agreement in pursuance of Article XV.

7. The Schedules annexed to this Agreement are hereby made an
integral part of Part I of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE III

NATIONAL THEATMENT ON INTERNAL TAXATION AND REGULATION

1. The contracting parties recognize that internal taxes and other
internal charges, and laws, regulations and requirements affecting the
internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution
or use of products, and internal quantitative regulations requiring
the mixtiIre, processing or use of products in specified amounts or
proportions, nould not be applied to imported'or domestic products
so as to afford protection to domestic production.

2. The products of the territory of any contracting party imported
into the territory of any other contracting party shall not be subject,
directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal charges of
any kind in excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like
domestic products. Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise
apply internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or domestic
products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1.

3. With respect to any existing tax which is inconsistent with the
provisions of paragraph 2, but which is specifically authorized under a
trade agreement, in force on April 10, 1947, in which the import duty
on the taxed product is bound against increase, the contracting party
imposing the tax shall be free to postpone the application of the provi-
sions of paragraph 2 to such tax until such time as it can obtain release
from the obligations of such trade agreement in order to permit the
increase of such duty to the extent necessary to compensate for the
elimination of the protective element of the tax.

4. The products of the territory of any contracting party imported
into the territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded
treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of
national origin' in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements
affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation,
distribution or use. The provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent
the application of differential internal transportation charges which are
based exclusively on the economic operation of the means of transport
and not on the nationality of the product.

5. No contracting party shall establish or maintain any internal
quantitative regulation relating to the mixture processing or use of
products in specified amounts or proportions which requires, directly
or indirectly, that any specified amount or proportion of any product
whic'h'is the subject of the regulation must be supplied from domestic
sources. Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise apply internal
quantitative regulations in a manner contrary to the principles set
forth in paragraph 1.

6. The provisions of paragraph 5 shall not apply to any internal
quantitative regulation' in force in the territory of any contracting
party on July 1, 1939, April 10, 1947, or March 24, 1948, at the option
of that contracting party; Provided that any such regulation which is
contrary to the provisions of paragraph 5 shall not be modified to the
detriment of imports Phld shall be treated as a customs duty for the
purpose of negotiation.

7. No internal quantitative regulation relating to the mixture
processing or use of products in specified amounts or proportions shall
be applied in such a manner as to allocate any such amount or propor-
tion among external sources of supply.
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8. (a) The provisions of this Article shall not apply to laws, regula-
tions or requirements governing the procurement by governmental
agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not with
a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of
goods for commercial sale.

(b) The provisions of this Article shall not prevent the payment of
subsidies exclusively to domestic producers, including payments to
domestic producers derived from the proceeds of internal taxes or
charges applied consistently with the provisions of this Article and
subsidies effected through governmental purchases of domestic
products.

9. The contracting parties recognize that internal maximum price
control measures, even though conforming to the other provisions of
this Article, can have effects prejudicial to the interests of contracting
parties supplying imported products. Accordingly, contracting parties
applying such measures shall take account of the interests of exporting
contracting parties with a view to avoiding to the fullest practicable
extent such prejudicial effects.

10. The provisions of this Article shall not prevent any contracting
party from establishing or maintaining internal quantitative regula-
tions relating to exposed cinematograph films and meeting the require-
ments of Article IV.

ARTICLE XII

RESTRICTIONS TO SAFEGUARD THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

1. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article XI
any contracting party, in order to safeguard its external financial
position and its balance of payments, may restrict the quantity or
value of merchandise permitted to be imported, subject to the pro-
visions of the follo .ring paragraphs of this Article.

2. (a) Import restrictions instituted, maintained or intensified by a
contracting party under this Article shall not exceed those necessary:

(i) to forestall the imminent threat of, or to stop, a serious
decline in its monetary reserves, or

(ii) in the case of a contracting party with very low monetary
reserves, to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reserves.

Due regard shall be paid in either case to any special factors which
may be affecting the reserves of such contracting party or its need for
reserves including, where special external credits or other resources
are available to it, the need to provide for the appropriate use of such
credits or resources.

(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under sub-paragraph
(a) of this paragraph shall progressively relax them as such conditions
improve, maintaining them only to the extent that the conditions
specified in that sub-paragraph still justify their application. They
shall eliminate the restrictions when conditions would no longer
ý,ustify their institution or maintenance under that sub-paragraph.

3. (a) Contracting parties undertake in carrying out their domestic
policies, to pay due regard to the neeA for maintaining or restoring
equilibrium in their balance of payments on a sound and lasting basis
and to the desirability of avoiding an uneconomic employment of
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productive resources. They recognize that in order to achieve these
ends, it is desirable so far as'possible to adopt measures which expand
rather than contract international trade.

(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article
may determine the incidence of the restrictions on imports of different
products or classes of products in such a way as to give priority to
the importation of those products which are more essential.

(c) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article
undertake:

(i) to avoid unnecessary damage to the commercial or economic
interests of any other contracting party;

(ii) not to apply restrictions so as to prevent unreasonably the
importation of any description of goods in minimum commercial
quantities the exclusion of which would impair regular channels
of trade; and

(iii) not to apply restrictions which would prevent the impor-
tation of commercial samples or prevent compliance with patent,
trade mark, copyright, or similar procedures.

•d) The contracting parties recognize that, as a result of domestic
policies directed towards the achievement and maintenance of full and
productive employment or towards the development of economic re-
sources, a contracting party may experience a high level of demand
for imports involving a threat to its monetary reserves of the sort
referred to in paragraph 2(a) of this Article. Accordingly, a contract-
ing party otherwise complying with the provisions of this Article shall
not be required to withdraw or modify restrictions on the ground that
a change in those policies would'render unnecessary restrictions which
it is applying under this Article.

4. (a) Any contracting party applying new restrictions or raising
the general level of its existing restrictions by a substantial intensifi-
cation of the measures applied under this Article shall immediately
after institfting or intensifying such restrictions (or, in circumstances
in which prior consultation is practicable, before doing so) consult
with the Contracting Parties as to the nature of its balance of pay-
ments difficulties, alternative corrective measures which may be avail-
able, and the possible effect of the restrictions on the economies of
other contracting parties.

(b) On a date to be determined by them, the Contracting Parties
shall review all restrictions still applied under this Article on that
date. Beginning one year after that date, contracting parties applying
import restrictions under this Article shall enter into consultations of
the type provided for in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph with
the Contracting Parties annually.

(c) (i) If, in the course of consultations with a contracting party
under sub-paragraph (a) or (b) above, the Contracting Parties find

that the restrictions are not consistent with the provisions of this
Article or with those of Article XIII (subject to the provisions of
Article XIV) they shall indicate the nature of the inconsistency and
may advise thatethe restrictions be suitably modified.

(ii) If, however, as a result of the consultations, the Contracting
Parties determine that the restrictions are being applied in a manner
involving an inconsistency of a serious nature with the provisions of
this Article or with those of Article XIII (subject to the provisions of
Article XIV) and that damage to the trade of any contracting party
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is caused or threatened thereby, they shall so inform the contracting
party applying the restrictions and shall make appropriate recom-
mendations for securing conformity with such provisions within a
specified period of time. If such contracting party does not comply
with these recommendations within the specified period, the Con-
tracting Parties may release any contracting party the trade of which
is adversely affected by the restrictions from such obligations under
this Agreement towards the contracting party applying the restrictions
as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstances.

(d) The Contracting Parties shall invite any contracting party
which is applying restrictions under this Article to enter into con-
sultations with them at the request of any contracting party which can
establish a primaq fie case that the restrictions are inconsistent with

-the provisions of this Article or with those of Article XIII (subject to
the provisions of Article XIV) and that its trade is adversely affected
thereby. However, no such invitation shall be issued unless the Con-
tracting Parties have ascertained that direct discussions between the
contracting parties concerned have not been successful. If, as a result
of the consultations with the Contracting Parties, no agreement is
reached and they determine that thp restrictions are being applied
inconsistently with such provisions, and that damage to the trade of
the contracting party initiating the procedure is caused or threatened
thereby, they shall recommend the withdrawal or modification of the
restrictions. If the restrictions are not withdrawn or modified within
such time as the Contracting Parties may prescribe, they may release
the contracting party initiating the procedure from such obligations
under this Agreement towards the contracting party applying the
restrictions as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstances.

(e) In proceeding under this paragraph, the Contracting Parties
shall have due regard to any special external factors adversely affect-
ing the export trade of the contracting party applying restrictions.

(f) Determinations under this paragraph shall be rendered ex-
peditiously and, if possible, within sixty days of the initiation of the
consultations.

5. If there is a persistent and widespread application of import
restrictions under this Article, indicating the existence of a general
disequilibrium which is restricting international trade, the Con-
tracting Parties shall initiate discussions to consider whether other
measures might be taken, either by those contracting parties the
balances of payments of which are under pressure or by those the
balances of payments of which are tending to be exceptionally favour-
able, or by any appropriate intergovernmental organization, to re-
move the underlying causes of the disequilibrium. On the invitation
of the Contracting Parties, contracting parties shall participate in
such discussions.

ARTICLE XIV'

EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION

1. A contracting party which applies restrictions under Article XII
or under Section B of Article XVflI may, in the application of such
restrictions, deviate from the provisions of Article XIII in a manner
having equivalent effect to restrictions on payments and transfers
I Text as amended Feb. 15, 1961, on which date Annex J was deleted.
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for current. international transactions which that contracting party
may at that time apply under Article VIII or XIV of the Articles
of agreement of the international Monetary Fund, or under analogous
provisions of a special exchange agreement entered into pursuant to
paragraph 6 of Article XV.

2. A contracting party which is applying import restrictions under
Article XII or under Section B of Article XVIII may, with the consent
of the Contracting Parties, temporarily deviate from the l)rovisions
of Article XIII in respect of a small part of its external trade
where the benefits to the contracting party or contracting parties
concerned substantially outweigh any injury which may result to the
trade of other contracting parties.

3. The provisions of Article XIII shall not lpreclude a group of
territories having a common quota in the International MIonetary
Fund from applying against imports from other countries, but not
among tlhemsel ves, restrictions in accordance with the provisions of
Article XII or of Section B of Article XVIII on condition that such
restrictions are in all other respects consistent with the provisions of
Article XIII.

4. A contracting party applying import restrictions under Article
XII or under Section B of Article XVIII shall not be precluded by
Articles XI to XV or Section B of Article XVIII of this Agreement
from applying measures to direct its exports in such a manner as to
increase its earnings of currencies which it can use without deviation
from the provisions of Article XIII.

5. A contracting party shall not be precluded by Articles XI to XV,
inclusive, or by Section B of Article XVIII, of this Agreement from
applying quantitative restrictions:

(a) having equivalent effect to exchange restrictions authorized
under Section 3(b) of Article VII of the Articles of Agreement of
the Interilitioiiid Monetary Fund, or

(b) under the preferential arrangements provided for in Annex
A of this Agreement, pending the outcome of the negotiations.
referred to therein.

AnTICLE XVI

SUBSIDIES

Section A-Subsidien in General

1. If any contracting party grants or maintains any subsidy, in-
cluding any form of income or price support, which operates directly
or indirectly to increase exports of any product from, or to reduce
imports of any product into, its territory, it'shall notify the Contract-
ing Parties in writing of the extent and nature bf the subsidization, of
the estimated effect of tLhe sub.Nitlizat'on on the enuantitv of tihe af1,cted
product or products imported into or exported from its territory and
of the circumstances making the subsidization necessary. In anjr case
in which it is determined that serious prejudice to the interests of any
other contracting party is caused or threatened by any such subsidi-
zation, the contracting party granting the subsidy shall, upon request,
discuss with the other contracting party or parties concerned, or with
the Contracting Parties, the possibility of limiting the subsidization-
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Section B-Additional ProMieion ono Export Subsidies

2. The contracting parties recognize that the granting by a con-
tracting party of a subsidy on the export of any product may have
harmful effects for other contracting parties, both importing and
exporting, may cause undue disturbance to their normal commercial
interests, and may hinder the achievement of the objectives of this
Agreement.

3. Accordingly, contracting parties should seek to avoid the use
of subsidies on the export of primary products. If, however, a contract-
ing party grants directly or indirectly any form of subsidy which
operates to increase the export of any primary product from its ter-
nrtory, such subsidy shall not be applied in a manner which results
in that contracting party having more than an equitable share of world
export trade in that product, account being taken of the shares of
the contracting parties in such trade in the product during a previous
representative period, and any special factors which may have affected
or may be affecting such trade in the product.

4. Further, as from 1 January 1958 or the earliest practicable date
thereafter, contracting parties shall cease to grant either directly or
indirectly any form of subsidy on the export of any product other than
a primary product which subsidy results in the sale of such product
for export at a price lower than the comparable price charged for
the like product to buyerQ in the domestic inarke. Until 31 Decem-
ber 1957 no contracting party shall extend the cope of any such
subsidization beyond that existing on I January 955 by the intro-
duction of new, or the extension of existing, subsidies.

5. The Contracting Parties shall review the operation of the pro-
visions of this Article from time to time with a view to examining
its effectiveness, in the light of)11ctual experience, in promoting the
objectives of this Agreement and avoiding subsidization seriously
prejudicial to the trade or interests of contracting parties.

ARTICLE XXV

TERRITORIAL APPLICATION-FRONTIER TRAFFIC-CUSTOMS UNIONS AND
FREE-TRADE AREAS

1. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to the metropolitan
customs territories of the contracting parties and to any other customs
territories in respect of which this Agreement has been accepted
under Article XXVI or is being applied under Article XXXIII or
pursuant to the Protocol of Provisional Application. Each such
customs territory shall, exclusively for the purposes of the territorialapplication of this Agreement, be treated as though it were a con-
tracting party; Provided that the provisions of this paragraph shall
not be construed to create any rights or obligations as between
two or more customs territories in respect of which this Agreement
has been accepted under Article XXVI or is being applied under
Article XXX1L or pursuant to the Protocol of Provisional Ap-
plication by a single contracting party.

2. For the purposes of this Agreement a customs territory shall
be understood to mean any territory with respect to which separate
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tariffs or other regulations of commerce are maintained for a sub-
stantial part of the trade of such territory with other territories.

3. The provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed to
prevent:

(a) advantages accorded by any contracting party to adjacent
countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic;

(b) advantages accorded to the trade with the Free Territory
of Trieste by countries contiguous to that territory, provided
that such advantages are not in conflict with the Treaties of
Peace arising out of the Second World War.

4. The contracting parties recognize the desirability of increasing
freedom of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements,
of closer integration between the economies of the countries parties to
such agreements. They also recognize that the purpose of a customs
union or of a free-trade area should be to facilitate trade between the
constituent territories and not to raise barriers to the trads of other
contracting parties with such territories.

5. Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent,
as between the territories of contracting parties, the formation of a
customs union or of a free-trade area or the adoption of an interim
agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union or of a
free-trade area; Provided that:

(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement
leading to the formation of a customs union, the duties and other
regulations of commerce imposed at the institution of any such
union or interim agreement in respect of trade with contracting
parties not parties to such union or agreement shall not on the
whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence of
the duties and regulations of commerce applicable in the constit-
uent territories prior to the formation of such union or the adop-
tion of such interim agreement, as the case may be;

(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agreement
leading to the formation of a free-trade area, the duties and other
regulations of commerce maintained in each of the constituent
territories and applicable at the formation of such free-trade area
or the adoption of such interim agreement to the trade of con-
tracting parties not included in such area or not parties to such
agreement shall not be higher or more restrictive than the corre-
sponding duties and other regulations of commerce existing in the
same constituent territories prior to the formation of the free-
trade area, or interim agreement, as the case may be; and

(c) any interim agreement referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and
(b) shall include a plan and schedule for the formation of such a
customs union or of such a free-trade area within a reasonable
length of time.

6. If, in fulfilling the requirements of sub-paragraph 5(a), a contract-
ing party proposes to increase any rate of duty inconsistently with the
provisions of Article II, the procedure set forth in Article XXVIII
shall apply. In providing for compensatory adjustment, due account
shall be taken of the compensation already afforded by the reductions
brought about in the corresponding duty of the other constituents of
the union.

7. (a) Any contracting party deciding to enter into a customs union
or free-trade area, or an interim agreement leading to the formation
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of such a union or area shall promptly notify the Contracting Parties
and shall make available to them such information regarding the pro-
posed union or area as will enable them to make such reports and
recommendations to contracting parties as they may deem appropriate.

(b) If, after having studied the plan and schedule included in an
interim agreement referred to in paragraph 5 in consultation with the
parties to that agreement and taking due account of the information
made available in accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph
(a), the Contracting Parties find that such agreemeiit is not likely to
result in the formation of 4 customs union or of a free-trade area with-
in the period contemplateki by the parties to the agreement or that
such period is not a reasonable one, the Contracting Parties shall make
recommendations to the parties to the agreement. The parties shall
not maintain or put into force, as the case may be, such agreement
if they are not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recom-
mendations.

(c) Any substantial change in the l)lan or schedule referred to in
paragraph 5 (c) shall be communicated to the Contracting Parties,
which may request the contracting parties concerned to consult with
them if the change seems likely to jeopardize or delay unduly the
formation of the customs ruton or of the free-trade area.

8. For the purposes of this Agreement:
(a) A customs union shall be understood to mean the sub-

stitution of a single customs territory for two or more customs
territories, so that i

(i) duties and ottipr restrictive regulations of commerce
(except where necess.wry, those permitted under Articles XI,
XII, KIII, XIV; XV aPd XX) are eliminated with respect to
substantially all the tride between the constituent territories
of the union or at least with respect to substantially all
the trade in products originiiting in such territories, and,

(ii) subject to the provisions of paragraph 9, substantially
the same duties and other regulations of commerce are
applied by each of the members of the union to the trade of
territories not included in the union;

(b) A free-trade area shall be understood to mean a group of
two or more customs territories in which the duties and other
restrictive regulatioils of commerce (except, where necessary,
those permitted under Articles XI, XII, XIHI, X1V, XV and XX)
are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the con-
stituent territories in products originating in such territories.

9. The preferences referred to in paragraph 2 of Article I shall not be
affected by the formation of a customs union or a of free-trade area
but may be eliminated or adjusted by means of negotiations with con-
tracting parties affected. This procedure of negotiations with affected
contracting parties shall, in particular, apply to the elimination of
preferences-required to conform with the provisions of paragraph 8 (a)
(i) and paragraph 8 (b).

10. The contracting parties may by a two-thirds majority approve
proposals which do not full comply with the requirements of para-
graphs 5 to 9 inclusive, provided that such proposals lead to the
formation of a customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this
Article.
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11. Taking into account the exceptional circumstances arising out
of the establishmentrof India and Pakistan as independent States and
recognizing the fact that they have long constituted an economic
unit, the contracting parties agree that the provisions of this Agree-
ment shall not prevent the two countries from entering into special
arrangements with respect to the trade between them, pending the
establishment of their mutual trade relations on a definitive basis.

12. Each contracting party shall take such reasonable measures as
may be available to it to ensure observance of the provisions of this
Agreement by the regional and local governments .and authorities
within its territory.

ARTICLE XXX

AMENDMENTS

1. Except where provision for modification is made elsewhere in
this Agreement, amendments to the provisions of Part I of this
Agreement or to the provisions of Article XXIX or of this Article
shall become effective upon acceptance by all the contracting parties,
and other amendments to this Agreement shall become effective, in
respect of those contracting parties which accept them, upon accept-
ance by two-thirds of the contracting parties and thereafter for each
other contracting party upon acceptance by it.

2. Any contracting party accepting an amendment to this Agree-
ment shall deposit an instrument of acceptance with the. Secretary-
General of the United Nations within such period as the Contracting
Parties may specify. The Contracting Parties may decide that any
amendment made effective under this Article is of.such a nature that
any contracting part which has not accepted it within a period
specified by the Contracting Parties shall be free to withdraw from
this Agreement, or to remain a contracting party with the consent of
the Contracting Parties.
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